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ABSTRACT
Molecular gas in other galaxies is generally studied by observations of
CO emission; a conversion from CO integrated intensity to H2 column density
must be made. Modelling of the emission from an ensemble of molecular
clouds shows that these conversion factors are sensitive to temperature, so
that molecular gas masses in galaxies with high star formation rates have
probably been overestimated. Conversely, models of molecular clouds in low
metallicity systems (such as irregular galaxies) demonstrate that the use of
CO as a tracer can severely underestimate the molecular gas abundance. The
observed properties of dark clouds and high latitude clouds are consistent
with clouds in equilibrium with an intercloud pressure of P / k ~ 10 4 • Detailed
comparison of the CO and 170J.Lm emission from the disks of NGC 6946
and M51 shows that the far-infrared flux must arise from dust in molecular
clouds, not atomic clouds; this emission may be powered by embedded young
stars or by the interstellar radiation field.

The interpretation of the ratio

of infrared to CO luminosities as a star formation efficiency is of dubious
validity. Modelling of the observed CO and far-infrared emission from a
sample of galactic nuclei shows that roughly half of the CO flux is produced
by very active star-forming clouds with warm CO. The constraints placed
on star formation models by abundance gradients in galaxies suggests that
radial gradients in star forming efficiency generally exist in galaxies. The
actual distribution of molecular gas in galaxies may be closely tied to the
radial mass distribution.
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION
Late in the evening in the middle of October, when Orion the Hunter
is just climbing over the horizon to signal the approach of winter to northern
latitudes, the Milky Way arcs overhead like a dusting of light across the
dark autumn sky.

Dwarfed by comparison, standing almost at the zenith is

a small, nebulous patch of light within the constellation of Andromeda. Its
apparent insignificance is misleading, for this is M31, the great nebula in
Andromeda, the nearest major galaxy and a stellar system which rivals our
own.
Because of the enormous distances between galaxies,

only the

development of large optical telescopes in this century has enabled us to
recognize them as analogues of our own Galaxy:

immense islands of stars,

gas, and dust, glowing in an ocean of night. As we have probed more
deeply into the universe, it has become evident that galaxies exhibit a great
variety of morphologies, some resembling our own while others are markedly
dissimilar. Understanding the formation and evolution of galaxies has become
a major goal of modern astronomy.
Some of the major differences between classes of galaxies (e.g., disk
rather than elliptical systems) are commonly believed to reflect a large
difference in the rate of star formation at a very early stage (see the review
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in Sandage, 1986). Increasingly detailed observations of a large number of

galaxies acquired in the last decade or so show that the current rates of
star formation also span a considerable range. The existence of massive 0
and B stars (with lifetimes on the main sequence of < 101 years) in the
disks of spiral galaxies demonstrate that star formation is still occurring
there, whereas the light from elliptical galaxies is completely dominated by
old, low-mass stars, as are the nuclear bulges of spirals. This dichotomy
was simply attributed to the exhaustion of gas, the raw material from which
stars form, in a very rapid and intense period of star formation in ellipticals.
A significant amount of gas survived to fuel present-day star formation in
spiral galaxies, presumably triggered by the action of spiral density waves in
the disks.
The first hint that this picture is an oversimplification came in
the early 1970s. Observations of a peculiar. class of objects known as
'extragalactic H II regions' by Searle and Sargent

(1972)

and Searle,

Sargent and Bagnuolo (1973) demonstrated that they are galaxies which
are undergoing a dramatic burst of star formation.

(I will use the much-

abused term 'starburst galaxy' to denote galaxies whose recent rates of star
formation greatly exceed their time-averaged rates over the last 10 9 years or
so.)

These galaxies, whose spectra and optical appearances are dominated

by the presence of 0 and B stars and their associated H II regions, are
converting gas into stars at such a high rate that they cannot possibly have
maintained themselves this way for a Hubble time:
they would exhaust their gas reserves is

.:s

the timescale on which

109 years.

Additional evidence for a wide variety in present-day star formation
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rates (SFRs) has been provided by infrared observations of galaxies. The
infrared region of the spectrum, especially the far-infrared (;\~ 50j.Lm) has
proved to be extremely useful for studying the energy distributions of galaxies.
Star formation in the Galaxy is known to occur in dense clouds of gas and
dust-molecular clouds. The efficiency with which dust grains absorb visible
and ultraviolet photons insures that a large fraction of the luminosity of
star-forming region.s emerges as re-radiation from dust. The characteristic
temperatures of grains around star formation regions are such (",tens of
Kelvins) that the grains emit dominantly at far-infrared wavelengths, where
the optical depths-even integrated through the Galactic disk-are extremely
small, so that the radiation escapes unhindered.
Pioneering far-infrared studies of the Galaxy demonstrated that the
total far-infrared luminosity is roughly 40% of the total stellar luminosity,
and is approximately 1 - 2

X

10 10 L 0 . The earliest accurate determinations

of the far-infrared spectra of a moderate number of galaxies (Telesco and
Harper 1980) showed that this emission could most reasonably be explained
as radiation from dust, presumably powered by the absorption of ultraviolet,
visual, and near-infrared photons incident on the grains. The discovery that
this emission is typically extended on kiloparsec scales effectively ruled out a
compact non-thermal object as the source of the incident radiation. This led
naturally to the notion that massive young stars provided the input luminosity
to power the far-infrared emission, especially as the galaxian spectra were
very similar to the spectra of dense star-forming clouds in the Milky Way.
However, it was soon discovered that some galaxies showed surprisingly large
far-infrared fluxes. In particular, the peculiar galaxy M82 and the very dusty
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southern spiral NGC 253, both at distances of 3.3 Mpc, were found to emit
virtually all of their luminosity (~3

X

10 10 L 0 ) in the far-infrared.

The launch of the IRAS satellite has greatly expanded our knowledge
of the infrared universe, and revealed that M82 and NGC 253 are not unique.
An entire class of galaxies has been discovered which emit almost their entire
luminosity at infrared wavelengths. The bolometric luminosities of some of
these galaxies overlap with those of quasars.

Some of these objects are known

to be undergoing extremely strong bursts of star formation.

Understanding

how such massive starbursts can be triggered and fueled has become a major
problem. There is evidence that galaxy-galaxy interactions may be responsible
in some way. However, the starburst galaxies really represent only the most
extreme examples of a much more widespread physical process. In order to
make any sense of galaxian morphology and evolution, it is necessary for
us to understand what mechanisms control the rates of star formation in
galaxies and how they may vary with time.

In the last fifteen years we have begun to gam some insight into
the process of star formation in our own galaxy, largely as a result of
technological advances.

Although it had been suggested on several occasIOns

that formation of molecules might be important in space, it was not until
1970, when advances in millimeter-wavelength receiver technology made it
possible to detect the J=l-o pure rotational transition of carbon monoxide
at 2.6mm (Wilson et al. 1970) that astronomers began to realize how
important the moelcular component of the intestellar medium (ISM) might
be.

Because it is a homonuclear diatomic molecule, molecular hydrogen does

not have any allowed electric dipole pure rotation transitions, and hence is
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generally unobservable in its ground electronic and vibrational states.

Carbon

monoxide, by virtue of its stability, favorable rotational energy spacing (the

J=l level is only hvjk = 5.5 K above the ground state) and large abundance
in dark clouds, shielded from the interstellar radiation field, has proved to

be an excellent tracer of molecular gas. Mapping of the Galaxy in the CO

J=l-o transition has revealed the presence of a previously unknown phase
of the ISM, which is of major importance to our understanding of star
formation.
Extensive studies of the Galaxy in CO emission show that

a

considerable fraction of the mass of the interstellar gas-possibly as much as
half-is in molecular form.

The bulk of the molecular hydrogen is found in

the form of dense, cold molecular clouds, ranging in size from ,$ 0.1 pc to
more than 100 pc and with H2 number densities of tens to tens of thousands
or more per cubic centimeter. The largest molecular clouds may exceed a
million solar masses and are the most massive single objects known in the
Galaxy.
The origin and dynamics of molecular clouds are not yet well
understood. It is not even known if the large (tens of pc) clouds, commonly
referred to as as giant molecular clouds (GMCs) form from the coagulation
of small clouds, or whether the small, dark clouds represent the end products
of fragmentation and destruction of the giant complexes. However, it has
been established that molecular clouds play a vital role in star formation in
the Galaxy. Blitz (1978) demonstrated that regions of recent massive star
formation, as evidenced by the presence of OB associations, are invariably
associated with giant molecular clouds. Numerous studies of star-forming
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regions have firmly established the link between molecular gas and star
formation.

Although the mechanics of the star formation process remain

obscure at this point, there is no doubt that, at least in the Galaxy, it
requires gas in molecular form to begin.
There are obvious advantages to studying star formation and molecular
gas within the Galaxy. It is possible to obtain spatial resolution which
we cannot possibly duplicate in other galaxies. Observations of Galactic
molecular clouds allow us to probe the spatial structure and kinematics of
this component of the ISM, and to investigate the frequency of star formation
within clouds and the physical conditions in regions where star formation is
taking place. However, there are also drawbacks to this approach. Although
we can study nearby clouds in great detail, our position within the disk of
the Galaxy makes it rather difficult to obtain a clear view of the overall
distribution and characteristics of moelcular gas throughout the Milky Way.
Furthermore, we are restricted to examining the behavior of the ISM in
response to the physical conditions that happen to exist within the Galaxy.
We can expect to develop a much greater understanding of the physics of
molecular clouds and how the rates of star formation in galaxies depend on
molecular cloud properties by studying the molecular gas in galaxies with a
wide range in star-forming activity.
It is a tribute to the efforts of engineers working at millimeter
wavelengths that only five years elapsed between the initial detection of CO
within the Galaxy and the first extragalactic detection (Rickard et al. 1975).
In the twelve years since then, the number of galaxies in which CO emission

has been detected has climbed to over one hundred (see Verter 1985 for a
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list complete to May 1984); for many of these at least some data on the
radial distribution of CO emission are available (Young and Scoville 1982a,b;
Scoville and Young 1983; Young, Tacconi and Scoville 1983; Scoville, Young
and Lucy 1983; Stark et al. 1986; Olofsson and Rydbeck 1984; Rydbeck,
Iljalmarson, and Rydbeck 1985). Systematic surveys of galaxies in CO are
under way at the Five College Radio Astronomy Observatory in Massachusetts
and at Onsala Observatory in Sweden.
The first major attempt to understand the distributions of molecular
gas m spiral galaxies was made by Young and Scoville (1982a,b; Scoville
and Young 1983). Using the 14m FCRAO telescope, they obtained radial
measurements of the CO integrated intensity, leo (the antenna temperature
integrated over velocity: see chapter 2) at moderate spatial resolution (50")
for several nearby giant spirals, including M51, NGC 6946, and IC 342.
Young and Scoville concluded that the radial distribution of leo was
essentially identical to that of the 170J1.m, Ha, and non-thermal continuum
emission in M51, for which information at all these wavelengths is available.
These quantities are all believed to be tracers of recent star formation. In
addition, the radial leo profiles in all three of these galaxies are very similar
to the blue light distributions. The blue luminosity is a measure of the star
formation rate integrated over the last 1 - 2

X

109 years or so (Larson and

Tinsley 1978). Young and Scoville thus concluded that the star formation
rate depends linearly on the surface density of molecular gas. The molecular
gas distributions inferred from the CO data for M51, NGC 6946 and IC 342
(which are all type Sc spirals) all show central peaks with quasi-exponential
falloffs; this is in marked contrast to the atomic hydrogen distributions, which
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tend to be very flat with central minima. Thus the inferred ratio of the
surface densities of molecular and atomic gas is a strong function of radius.
Since this early work, a great deal of effort has gone into interpreting CO
observations; with the availability of far-infrared data, mostly from the IRAS
mission, attempts have been made to derive star formation efficiencies (the
mass of stars formed per unit mass of molecular gas) for large numbers of
galaxies (e.g., Young 1987).
A fundamental difficulty with interpreting observations of

1 2 CO

emission (the most abundant isotope) is that molecular clouds in the Galaxy,
and presumably in many other galaxies, are very optically thick in the
J=I-o transition. Thus there is no a pnorl reason to expect that column
density information can be obtained from these observations. Because there
is no real alternative to the the use of CO as an observational tracer of
molecull:l.r hydrogen in galaxies at this time, a great deal of effort has been
expended to derive (and justify) conversion factors between leo and molecular
hydrogen column density. In the next chapter of this thesis, we examine in
detail how a millimeter-wavelength antenna responds to the emission from
an ensemble of molecular clouds, and discuss how this emission can be
modeled.

Chapter 3 discusses the use of conversion factors between leo and

N(H 2 ), and examines the situations where they are likely to fail.

Chapter

4 is essentially a continuation of chapter 3, but concentrates on the rather
unusual (compared to Galactic) molecular clouds likely to be found in irregular
galaxies. In chapter 5, one of the most common assertions about molecular
clouds-that they are dominated by self-gravity-is shown to be quite likely
in error for large numbers of molecular clouds. Chapter 6 examines in detail
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the far-infrared and molecular emission from NGC 6946 and M51, for which
it is possible to make quantitative estimates of the molecular cloud properties.
This chapter also examines far-infrared and molecular emission for a sample of
galactic nuclei, and shows that the use of standard conversion factors is likely
to be often unjustifiable in the nuclei of galaxies. This overly-long chapter
concludes with a discussion of the origin of the far-infrared emission from
galaxies. Chapter 7 returns again to NGC 6946, to examine the heretofore
neglected consequences of the existence of star-forming spiral density waves
on molecular gas distributions, which serves as a springboard for a detailed
analysis of the abundance gradient and star formation rate in NGC 6946,
and concludes with a few more swings at the concept of star formation
efficiency. The final chapter summarizes the conclusions of the thesis.
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Chapter 2

MODELLING CO EMISSION FROM GALAXIES

2.1 Introduction

The energy contained in a single millimeter-wavelength photon is
almost indescribably small: at the frequency of the J = 1-0 rotational
transition of CO, it is about 7

X

10- 16 ergs. This is about twelve orders of

magnitude less than the kinetic energy of a gnat weighing 10- 3 grams hitting
a wall at a velocity of 1 em s-l. The detection of millimeter photons is
accomplished through the use of radio telescopes equipped with very sensitive
receivers. In the next section of this chapter we will discuss some of the
fundamental properties of radio telescopes and the way they respond to
incoming radiation, and introduce the basic equations and quantities that
are used in radio astronomy. In section three we will discuss specifically the
problem of modelling the emission from an ensemble of molecular clouds in
a galaxy and calculating the signal that would be produced by 'observing'
such a model cloud distribution with an ideal radio telescope.
In order to model the observable molecular line emission from the
molecular clouds in a galaxy, we must specify the properties of the clouds.
The fourth section of this chapter discusses the quantities that are necessary
to characterize the molecular cloud ensemble, and reasonable forms for
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describing these quantities in a model galactic molecular cloud distribution.
This section provides the necessary preliminary material for Chapter 3, where
we will examine the effect of variations in molecular cloud parameters on the
observable line radiation, and in particular the ways in which the ratio of
CO J = 1-0 line emission to H2 column density will be affected by changes
in cloud parameters with radius within a galaxy and by differenceE.. between
galaxies. The fifth and final section gives some illustrative examples of the
results of these modelling techniques.

2.2 Radio Telescope Fundamentals

Imagine an idealized radio telescope which is receiving radiation from
the sky (Figure 2.1). The power per unit bandwidth (or spectral power) w
from a solid angle

n

of the sky is

(2.2.1)
(Kraus 1966). Here Ae is the effective aperture (or area) of the antenna. It
is smaller than the physical aperture because the antenna is not uniformly
sensitive to radiation coming from all directions. Pn(O, cp) is the power
pattern:

it is a measure of the response of the antenna to radiation as

a function of the zenith angle 0 and the azimuthal angle cp. P n (0, cp) is a
dimensionless quantity which is normalized to unity. B(O,cp) is the surface
brightness of the sky (w m- 2 Hz-l sr- 1), and dO is an element of solid
angle. The factor of 1/2 assumes that the incident radiation is unpolarized
and only one polarization is being observed.
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..
,/ Celestial sphere

8 (8,c/»

Effective
aperture
Ae

Figure 2.1. Idealized radio telescope antenna, showing the relation of
the antenna power pattern to celestial coordinates.
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A useful quantity for describing the radio telescope is the beam solid

angle, OA. This is defined by the integral of the power pattern over 471"
steradians,
(2.2.2)
OA is the solid angle that would contain all the power from a radiating

antenna if the broadcast power per steradian were constant and equal to
the maximum value (Kraus 1966). Power patterns for millimeter-wavelength
telescopes can usually be represented by the sum of two Gaussians: a main

beam, corresponding to the diffraction pattern, and a larger but much lower
amplitude error pattern, which arises from correlated errors in the surface
of the telescope dish.

At the frequency of the J = 1-0 transition of CO

(115.271 GHz), the surfaces of most existing millimeter telescopes are good
enough that negligible power goes into the error pattern, so that we may
neglect it. If we designate the full width to half maximum (FWHM) of the
antenna power pattern by

01/'J'

for an assumed symmetric Gaussian beam

(2.2.3)
where
4ln2

2

(2.2.4)

p =--

O~/'J

With the assumptions that the power pattern has no side lobes and can be
described by this single Gaussian, the beam solid angle is then
OA =

f lrr

= 271"

Pn(O) dO

forr e- p

'J8'J

sinO dO

(2.2.5)
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since there is no ¢-dependence.
The integral in (2.2.5) is not analytic; however, taking advantage of
the fact that O~/:A ~ 4ln 2 for millimeter antennas, we can expand sin 0, and
keep only first order terms in 0 to obtain
OA = 211"

l1T' Oe- :A8:A dO
p

11"
p2

for p1l"

~

1.

(2.2.6)

We thus have the simple result that
(2.2.7)

Numerically, OA

= 1.130;w

Note that this result is true only for antennas

which have O;/:A ~ 4ln 2, whereas Kraus states it as being generally true.
The actual power per unit bandwidth received by the antenna

IS

usually expressed in terms of the antenna temperature, TA, defined by
(2.2.8)

where k is Boltzmann's constant. Since OA

= ).2/ Ae

(Kraus 1966), we can

thus write
(2.2.9)

It has become customary in radio astronomy to express source

brightness distributions in terms of the Rayleigh-Jeans antenna temperature,
(2.2.10)
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where Bv (TB) is the Planck function for a Bource with brightness temperature
TB.

At centimeter and longer wavelengths, where typically hv

the antenna temperature TRJ

~

~

kTB,

TB has an obvious physical meaning. At

millimeter and submillimeter wavelengths this is generally not the case.
In addition, millimeter observations are nearly always made by position
switching on and off the source, so that the antenna temperature is actually
a measurement of the source brightness (01" temperature, as in (2.2.10)) above
that of the background. Thus if we replace the source brightness distribution
B((),~)

in (2.2.9) with the temperature distribution via equation (2.2.10),
(2.2.11)

where the

TR(()'~)

radiation temperature

introduced

in

(2.2.11)

is the

Rayleigh-Jeans temperature above background. TR is related to the actual
brightness temperature of the source by
TR = hv (
k

1

ehv/kTB - 1

_

1

ehv/kTbu - 1

)

.

(2.2.12)

For most sources at millimeter wavelengths, the background temperature is
that of the cosmic microwave background, 2.7 K. It is important to keep in
mind that antenna temperatures are defined as temperatures in the RayleighJeans limit.
at the CO J

Note that the antenna temperature due to the 2.7 K background

=

1-0 frequency is 0.8 K for a perfect antenna (no losses).

Calibration of radio telescopes at millimeter wavelengths has always
been something of a problem, and has led to some confusion in terminology.
Most millimeter observations are now reported in terms of the quantity T R,
which is defined as the antenna temperature corrected for everything (Le.,
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atmospheric losses, error pattern, etc.) except the coupling of the antenna
to the source (Kutner and Ulich 1981). If an observation has been properly
calibrated in terms of T R, then the observed antenna temperature is related
to the actual radiation temperature of the source TR by
(2.2.13)
where

f is the filling factor of emitting material in the beam.
The signal detected and processed by the receiver on a millimeter-

wave radio telescope is passed through a filterbank spectrometer to resolve the
frequency dependence of the line intensity. Conventionally, this information
is represented in terms of Doppler (radial) velocity instead of frequency,
V-Va
Va

=

V

+C Va

in the non-relativistic limit. For our purposes, the only

information that is important regarding filterbanks is that they are made up
of a series of contiguous, ideally square bandpasses of a specified width. The
velocity resolution utilized for most extragalactic CO observations is typically
a few km s-l. The antenna temperature

TR

integrated over the line profile

is designated the integrated inten8ity, leo,

leo =

!

Til dV

K km s-l.

(2.2.14)

2.3 Modelling the Observed Signal from an Ensemble of Clouds
The observable quantity, the antenna temperature, that is produced by
pointing a millimeter-wavelength telescope at a galaxy (or any other source)
is determined by the convolution of the antenna response pattern P n ((), </» and
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the source brightness distribution B({}, ¢) or TR({}, ¢), as reflected in equation
(2.2.11). In modelling the emission from the ensemble of molecular clouds in
a galaxy, we are thus faced with the problem of numerically performing the
convolution of these two distributions. In the real world of observations, the
brightness distribution of a galaxy is not known a priori, and because of the
low spatial resolution available with most millimeter telescopes (typically

~

1')

it is often very difficult to determine. In modelling the CO emission from
galaxies we have the advantage that both the antenna power pattern and the
brightness distribution of clouds whhin the galaxy are known quantities. We

will postpone a discussion of how to characterize the properties of molecular
cloud ensembles in galaxies to the following section; here we discuss the
problem of calculating the response of a radio antenna to a given cloud
distribution.

a) Spatial Convolution
To construct model molecular cloud
the emergent molecular spectra,

distributions

I have developed a

and calculate

program entitled

CO_GALAXY. CO_GALAXY creates a model galaxy in accordance with
specified input parameters, and calculates the observable antenna temperature

TR

as a function of apparent radial velocity for a set of 'observed' positions.

The antenna properties are also specified as input; throughout this work I
have assumed that the antenna response pattern can be described by a single
Gaussian. The positions and velocities of all clouds in the model galaxy are
projected onto the plane of the sky, dependent on the inclination and sense
of rotation of the galaxy.
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In order to calculate the convolution of the emission from the

molecular cloud ensemble with the antenna response pattern, we will take
advantage of the fact that even the largest individual molecular clouds in
distant galaxies are completely unresolved by existing millimeter-wavelength
telescopes.

Although the

development of millimeter interferometers will

eventually make it possible to study individual clouds in nearby galaxies, the
bulk of the existing CO data has been obtained with single-dish instruments.
At this low spatial resolution, performing the convolution reduces to the
product of the area-integrated brightness temperature of the cloud and the
normalized value of the power pattern at its location in the beam.
CO_GALAXY actually does the convolution in a somewhat more
sophisticated manner than described above. The antenna pattern is divided
up into a series of concentric rings, extending out to a radius of 1.20 1/2
from the center of the beam. This insures that 98% of the response of the
Gaussian beam is sampled.

(A uniform source of width 2.40 1/2 centered in

the beam of a radio telescope would produce twice the signal of a uniform
source of width 01/2 .) In each annulus of the beam pattern the average value
of the normalized response is calculated. Since the locations of all clouds in
the model galaxy (projected on the sky) are known, and the filling factor
of clouds in the beam is always much less than unity,

Ti

is calculated by

determining the contribution from each cloud, rather than sampling on a
uniform grid. CO_GALAXY determines which bins of the antenna pattern
each cloud falls in; then, for each bin which contains a segment of a given
cloud, the area of overlap between the cloud and the antenna pattern annulus
is calculated. The overlap area is multiplied by the average value of the
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normalized response for that bin. For each velocity at which the cloud
contributes (see below) the response-weighted areas are multiplied by the
Rayleigh-Jeans temperature above background assigned to that cloud, and
summed. When this has been done for all clouds, the resultant summed
product of cloud temperatures and areas is divided by the antenna solid
angle, as defined in (2.2.2).
Even in the case of face-on galaxies, there will always be some
clouds which overlap spatially. It is obvious that for highly inclined systems)
a large fraction of all molecular clouds will be shielded by clouds at other
galactocentric distances. To handle the problem of self-shielding, we must
first determine which clouds spatially overlap, and then find which clouds of
this group also overlap in velocity space. Velocity binning is discussed in
section b); here we discuss the problem of spatial overlap.
Determining whether any clouds overlap is straightforward, if tedious:
we simply sort through all pairs of clouds and determine which clouds
have projected spatial separations which are smaller than the sum of their
radii. For each cloud, the identities of all other clouds that satisfy the
overlap criterion are stored. All of the velocity bins to which these clouds
contribute are examined, to see if any of the clouds whose projected areas
overlap contribute to common velocity bins. Those that do not are eliminated
from consideration, since no shielding can take place for clouds that do not
overlap in velocity space as well as projected area.
The effect

of self-shielding is

to

attenuate

the

emission from

background clouds due to absorption by clouds along the same line of sight
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which are closer to the observer. fu order to properly include this effect in
modelling the CO emission from galaxies, we must determine the distances of
all the overlapping clouds from the plane of the sky. For a cloud at radial
diRtance R from the center of the galaxy and height Z above the galactic
plane, the distance from the plane of the sky is R sin if> sin i - Z cos i, where

if> is the azimuthal coordinate of the cloud as measured from the major
axis, and i is the inclination of the galaxy. After calculation of the distance
from the plane of the sky for all the clouds in an overlapping group, the
clouds are ordered by decreasing distance for convenience in performing the
convolution.
fu performing the actual convolution for each group of overlapping

clouds, the program sets up a grid which covers the area occupied by all
clouds in a group. At each grid point, the contribution (if any) from all
clouds in the group to the antenna temperature is calculated. The emission
from clouds which are shielded by foreground clouds is diminished by a factor

e- r for each cloud which lies between it and the observer, where r is the
optical depth of a cloud in the transition of interest (r is not necessarily
the same for all clouds). Since different groups of overlapping clouds may
have members in common, care must be taken to insure that the emission
from the same cloud is not counted twice.
This same procedure is carried out at all of the 'observed' positions,
which are specified by offsets (in arcseconds) from the major and minor axes.
The integrated intensities at all positions, as well as the resulting 'spectra'

(TR as a function of velocity) are produced as output.
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b) Binning of Clouds an Velocity Space
Most observations of CO in galaxies have been performed with a
frequency resolution of 1 MHz, which corresponds to a velocity resolution of
2.6 km s-1 at the frequency of the J = 1-0 transition. Hence millimeterwavelength spectra of galaxies contain a great deal of velocity information.
We therefore want to insure that we treat the velocity structure of the model
cloud distribution accurately.
A model 'filterbank' is used in convolving the model cloud distribution
with the beam pattern. This filter bank is described by the number of
channels and the width (in MHz) of the individual channels. The channel
bandpasses are assumed to be perfectly square. The velocity resolution is
determined by the frequency of observation. The central channel of the
filterbank is assigned a velocity corresponding to the systemic velocity of the
model galaxy.
All the clouds in the model galaxy have specified circular and Z
(perpendicular to the galactic plane) velocities. The same routine which
projects the cloud positions onto the plane of the sky also calculates their
projected velocities. In order to perform the convolution at all velocities, we
must determine to which filterbank channels each cloud contributes. This is
done by first locating the filterbank channel in which the projected cloud
velocity (which is taken to be the line center velocity of the cloud) lies. The
individual cloud line profiles are assumed to be Gaussian in shape, with a
line-of-sight velocity dispersion,

(le'

The number of channels on either side of

the line center channel which must be included in order not to neglect any
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significant contribution is based on a specified minimum cloud temperature
criterion. With the assumption of Gaussian line profiles,
(2.3.1)
where

TR

is the radiation temperature at line center and Vo is the line

center velocity, then the velocity at which TR will have fallen to a specified
minimum temperature

T min

is given by
(2.3.2)

The number of channels which must be included for each cloud is obtained
by dividing the quantity in square brackets in (2.3.2) by the velocity width
per channel. The value of

Tmin

used for these models is 0.1 K. Lowering this

value to 0.01 K produces a change of only about a percent in the integrated
intensity. Each cloud is assigned a maximum and minimum channel in which
its contribution must be included, based on (2.3.2).
The radiation temperature in each channel is weighted by a Gaussian,
whose value is dependent on the channel center velocity, the cloud line
center velocity, the peak radiation temperature of the cloud, and its internal
velocity dispersion. This procedure has the advantage of being quite fast,
and provides adequate accuracy: for

AVchannel/Uc~

1, the resultant error in

leo is at worst about a percent. Actually integrating the cloud temperature
over each filterbank channel would require (number of channels per cloud) x
(number of clouds) ~ 10 4 -10 5 calls to an error function routine, which would
slow down the calculation significantly. In performing the spatial convolution,
the routine steps through the velocity channels from the minimum to the
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maximum channel for each cloud as discussed above, with TR weighted
accordingly. It has been assumed that the cloud size is independent of
velocity; this is equivalent to assuming that the cloud velocity dispersion
arises from stochastic, small-scale motions rather than a systematic velocity
field.
It is worthwhile to consider in more detail the distribution of clouds in
velocity space. The observed linewidths of CO in galaxies are typically tens
to hundreds of km s-1 in width, depending on inclination and position within
the galaxy. This considerably exceeds the linewidths of individual molecular
clouds. These large linewidths presumably result from the superposition of
the line profiles of a number of clouds which are distributed through velocity
space by the Z-velocity dispersion and the rotation of the galaxy. If clouds
did not overlap significantly in velocity space, one would expect to see
line profiles from galaxies show a 'picket-fence' appearance, composed of a
number of isolated Gaussians within a velocity range determined by the
galactic rotation curve and Z-velocity dispersion. Should we be able to see
such profiles in very high signal-to-noise data with high velocity resolution?
The antenna temperature measured from a single cloud centered in
a telescope beam is given by

(2.3.3)
where Oc is the solid angle subtended by the cloud and OB is the beam
solid angle.

For a beam with a 50" FWHM, OB

= 6.64 X

10- 8 steradians.

Consider now a cloud with a radius of 20 pc in a galaxy at a distance of
10 Mpc.

This cloud will have Oc

= 1.26 X

10- 11 sr, so that the observed
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antenna temperature will be
(2.3.4)
For TR = 6.7 K, the value appropriate for the J=I-0 line from a cloud
at a temperature of 10 K, we would thus measure a peak temperature of
1.3 x 10- 3 K. Although 10 Mpc is not very large as intergalactic distances
go, the weakening of the signal by beam dilution is severe enough that
individual clouds are undetectable in reasonable integration times.

Without

the presence of substantial numbers of clouds in the beam at the same
velocity, extragala.ctic CO lines would be so weak in all but the nearest
galaxies that they would be unobservable. Thus much of the information
information on the velocity distribution of the clouds is unavoidably lost
usmg most existing radio telescopes.
The problem of beam dilution depends of course on the size of the
telescope beam. The Nobeyama 45m has a 15" beam at the CO J = 1-0
frequency.

The 10 Mpc distant cloud discussed above would produce a peak

signal of about 40 mK on this telescope, which suggests that some interesting
information on cloud velocity distributions could be obtained using very high
velocity resolution and long integrations.

2.4 Constructing Model Galactic Cloud Distributions
A fundamental property of the molecular component of the interstellar
medium is that it is very clumpy. Molecular clouds in the Milky Way,
the galaxy for which we have the highest spatial resolution, have a very
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non-uniform distribution in both radius and azimuth, even on the largest
(kiloparsec) scales. In constructing model molecular cloud ensembles in
galaxies, we want to preserve this structure, as well as the stochastic effects
that can arise from the inherent 'graininess' of the cloud spatial and velocity
distributions. One of the prime motivations of this study has been to examine
the effects of variations in cloud properties on. the observable CO emission.
For these reasons I have adopted the rather time-consuming procedure of
specifying the properties of a fixed number of individual clouds in a model
galaxy, rather than performing a convolution with a smoothed distribution
of molecular gas.
A model galaxy is described by its size, distance, inclination, and
rotation curve. The rotation curve is determined physically by the mass
distribution of the galaxy, which may be specified arbitrarily, since the mass
in molecular gas represents a very small fraction (5% or less) of the galaxy
mass. A very convenient empirical form for rotation curves is the Brandt
law (Brandt 1960):

(2.4.1)
where R is the distance from the galactic center, A and B are constants of
the rotation curve, defined by
A

-

-

v.

3 3 / 2n max
Rmax
1
2 /n

,
(2.4.2)

B=-Rmax

with

V max

the maximum circular velocity and

Rmax

the distance at which

it occurs. n is a shape parameter that describes the steepness of the rise
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and fall-off of the rotation curve. The Brandt law can be expressed

In

a

somewhat more convenient form for comparison with observations,

(2.4.3)
where Vm is the measured maximum radial velocity, Rm the distance at
which the maximum occurs, and i is the inclination. Although Brandt laws
cannot produce rotation curves that stay strictly Hat at large radii, this is
a minor point as far as CO observations are concerned, since CO emission
IS

generally undetectable at large radii in galaxies.
The clouds in the molecular ensemble of the model galaxy must be

assigned a variety of parameters. Those that are relevant to the observable
emission are:

1) C<)ordinates. The galaxies we will be concerned with modelling are
disk systems, so the logical choice is to use cylindrical coordinates

(R, <p, Z). This also raises the question of the scale height of the
cloud distribution as a function of radius.
2) Rotational velocities. For a specified model rotation curve,

the

circular velocities are assigned on the basis of position. In principle,
we could include non-circular motions as well, e.g., streaming along
spiral arms. This has not been done for the models discussed here,
but will be the subject of future work.
3) Z-velocity dispersion. For face-on galaxies this entirely determines the
linewidth.
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4) Radiation temperatures. This is almost certainly a function of radius;
it could be a function of azimuth as well, for example, if clouds in
spiral arms are hotter than those in inter arm regions.
5) Sizes. This is presumably a distribution at all radii;

the size

distribution in turn may be a function of radius, as a result of
gradients in the pressure of the interstellar medium or tidal effects.
6) Internal velocity dispersions. In the Galaxy, this is observed to be a
function of cloud size; this may also be affected by global parameters
such as the pressure in the ISM, and the input energy from early-type
stars (stellar winds, supernova explosions) in regions of very active
star formation.
7) H2 column densities. Since one of the primary purposes of these
models is to determine the relation between the integrated CO
intensity and the actual beam-averaged column density of molecular
material, and to examine how this relation is affected by variations
in cloud parameters, we must calculate the actual column densities
of H2 in the clouds in a self-consistent way.
To minimize the effects of discrete binning, and to maintain something
of the stochastic nature of cloud distributions in actual galaxies, I have
adopted throughout a probabilistic approach in assigning many of these
cloud properties.

a) Cloud Spatial Distributions
The model galaxy is divided into a number of radial annuli, usually
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thirty. The actual radial dependence of the number density of clouds may
have a variety of forms. Four different dependences have been incorporated
into CO_GALAXY, determined by the parameter IFORM:
If IFORM=O, the molecular clouds have a number distribution

that falls off exponentially with radius, with scale length Ro:

n(r) oc e- R/ Ro .
If IFORM=I, the molecular clouds have a surface density distribution

(i.e., clouds per kpc 2 ) that declines exponentially with radius, with
scale length Ro: u(R) oc e- R/ Ro.
If IFORM=2, the molecular clouds have a fiat surface density

distribution: u(R) = constant.
If IFORM=3, the molecular clouds have a surface density distribution

characterized by a central peak, a minimum exterior to this, followed
by a secondary peak, with an exponential decline for larger radii.
Such a distribution is exhibited by our own Galaxy and by the edgeon spiral NGC 891. Other Sb galaxies, such as NGC 7331, show a
ring at a few kpc but no central peak. These 'peak-ring' distributions
have been characterized by splitting the cloud distribution into three
segments:
I A Gaussian for

R ~ Rl : u(R) = Ci.upe-R2/2R'b,

where

Ci. = u(O)/up, the central surface density divided by the surface
density in the ring peak.
II A cosine function for Rl < R ::; R2 : u(R) = up cos([R RpKl/a) , where RpK is the location of the secondary (ring)
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maximum,

Up

is the surface density of the ring maximum,

and a is a scaling factor that determines how broad the peak
is.
III An exponential for R > R2 : u(R)
a scale length and

Ue

= uee- R / R o ,

where Ro is

is determined from matching boundary

conditions.
For all four possible distributions, clouds are assigned radial coordinates in
the following way. The radial probability distribution for all of the bins is
calculated, i.e., the probability that a cloud will be found in the ith bin,
with inner and outer radius ri - Ilr and

ri

respectively, is calculated using

the normalized radial distribution function.

The probability distribution is

normalized so that the probability of finding a cloud between R

=0

and

R = Rgalaxy is unity. All clouds are assigned R-coordinates by making calls
to a random number generator; the returned random number (between 0 and
1) is used to determine which radial bin the cloud falls in. If this is, for
example, the ith bin, additional calls to the random number generator are
used to assign the cloud an R-coordinate which lies between

ri -

Ilr and rio

This preserves the specifil3d radial distribution but eliminates the effects of
the bin size. All of the douds are then sorted by distance and re-ordered
so that they are arranged in order of increasing distance from the galactic
center. This is done to facilitate bookkeeping in the later portions of the
program.
Clouds are assigned azimuthal and Z-coordinates in a similar fashion.
Most of these models are of axisymmetric galaxies, so that assigning ¢-
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coordinates i6 trivial. The molecular cloud ensemble is assumed to decline
exponentially with height above the galactic plane,

80

that specifying the

Z-coordinates requires knowing the scale height of the cloud distribution in
each radial bin. For most models the scale height is assumed to be constant
throughout the disc, since for observations of most galaxies the details of
the Z distribution do not affect the observable emission (see chapter 3).
Clouds may be found up to four scale heights above the midplane of the
galaxy.

An additional call is made to the random number generator to

determine the sign of the Z-coordinate: positive and negative assignments
are equally likely, corresponding to positions above or below the galactic
plane, respectively.

(The choice of positive direction is of course arbitrary.)

b) Cloud Velocity Distribution
Clouds are assigned circular velocities based on their radial coordinate,
usmg an input Brandt law rotation curve as discussed above. Z-velocities
are assigned using a probabilistic scheme like that used for assigning spatial
coordinates. The velocity dispersion in the Z direction is assumed to be an
exponential function of radius, with scale length and O'z(R = 0) input as
parameters into the program. The distribution of Z-velocities is assumed to
be a Gaussian, and clouds may have velocities up to 30'z(R).

As in assigning

Z-coordinates, a call to the random number generator is used to give the
velocity a positive or negative sign with equal probability. No dependence of
Z-velocity on cloud mass has been incorporated; the available data suggest
that the velocity dispersion of clouds perpendicular to the Galactic plane is
fairly constant (Stark 1984).
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c) Cloud Radiation Temperature8
For spectral line observations, there are two quantities that determine
the antenna temperature that will be observed by a radio telescope. These
are the excitation temperature of the transition, Tex, and the optical depth in
the line. The excitation temperature is a measure of the relative populations
of the upper and lower levels of the transition, and depends on the
relative importance of radiative and collisional processes for populating and
depopulating these levels. If the density of the region in which the line
arises is high enough that collisions dominate, then Tex

~

Tk, the gas kinetic

temperature, whereas if radiative pumping of the levels dominates, Tex

~

Trad,

the temperature characterizing the radiation field at this frequency.
The optical depth in the transition, which depends on molecular
constants, the distribution of molecules over the available energy levels, and
the total column density of the species of interest, determines the emergent
intensity for a given Texi if we assume that the source region is uniform,
then the radiation temperature TR that characterizes the emission will be
given by an expression similar to (2.2.12), but with an additional optical
depth term and with Tex in place of TB:

TR

=

hv (
1
Ie
ehv / kT.,.

-

1

_

ehv

/ 1
kTbo -

1

) (1 _ e- r ,,) K.

(2.4.4)

For transitions that are very optically thick (Tv;:: 4) the intensity of the
emergent radiation does not depend on the column density of emitting
molecules, but only on Tex.
In CO_GALAXY, the excitation temperature of the transition of

interest is specified directly, so that variations caused by changes in Tk are
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not explicitly modelled. However, for molecular clouds in the Galaxy, it is
likely that the lowest levels of the 12CO molecule are generally thermalized, so
that assuming that Tez varies directly with Tk is probably a very reasonable
assumpt~on

(see Chapter 3).

Calculating the radiation temperature TR via equation (2.4.4) requires
a value for the optical depth of the transition being modelled as well as its
excitation temperature. There is good reason to believe that the J

=

1-0

transition of 12CO is very optically thick almost everywhere throughout the
Galaxy, based on the observed ratio of the integrated intensities of 12CO
and 13CO (Young and Scoville 1982a; Sanders, Solomon and Scoville 1983).
For most normal spiral galaxies this is probably true, so that we can assume
that clouds are optically thick. For metal-poor systems, such as irregular
galaxies, assuming optically thick emission may not be justifiable; this can
have dramatic effects on the inferred abundance of molecular gas (see Chapter

4).
Clouds are assigned excitation temperatures and optical depths based
on their position in the model galaxy. The function describing the excitation
temperature distribution, in particular, may be an arbitarily complicated
function of position; however, there are four possible types of distributions
that are probably the most relevant for comparison with observations:
I. Excitation temperature is constant throughout the galaxy.

II. Excitation temperature decreases exponentially with radius. Since the
density of heating sources (stars, cosmic rays) quite probably increases
towards the galactic center, such a variation might be expected in
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spiral galaxies.
III. A two-level cloud temperature distribution, where a fraction of the
clouds within a specified radius have a temperature T w, while the
rest of the clouds in the disk have a lower temperature Te.

This

may be of relevance to galaxies which have very actively star-forming
regions, which mayor may not be confined to the nucleus, where
the average cloud temperatures are considerably higher than elsewhere
throughout the galactic disk.
IV. Like III, except that the warm clouds are those in spiral arms, while
the cold clouds are in the interarm regions. Some fairly compelling
observational evidence for this picture has been presented by Solomon

et al. (1985).
The consequences of variation

In

gas temperatures for the interpretation of

CO observations and the derivation of molecular gas abundances are discussed
in Chapters 3 and 7.

d) Cloud Size Distributions
Presumably molecular clouds exhibit a range of sizes at all galactic
radii. Some models have used a single cloud size; although unrealistic, this
can be useful for displaying the effects of variation in other parameters. In
chapter 3 evidence is presented to suggest that a power-law size spectrum
is a reasonable approximation to the actual molecular cloud size distribution
in the Galaxy, and we will generally adopt this form.

Clouds are assigned

sizes using the same sort of probabilistic scheme discussed earlier; with the
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assumption of a power-law size spectrum,
dN(r)
-a
dr oc r

(2.4.5)

the probability that a cloud has a radius in the range ri, ri+l is calculated
for all size bins. The distribution is specified by the parameters
rma:z:.

0:, rmin,

and

Most of the galaxy models considered have a size spectrum that is

constant throughout the galaxy, but the effects of variation in the spectrum
on the emergent intensity and the possibility that the size distribution of
clouds within spiral arms is very different from that in the interarm rl?gions
is investigated in Chapters 3 and 5.

e) Internal Velocity Di8per8ion8

The emergent integrated intensity from

an ensemble of clouds

obviously depends on the linewidths of the individual clouds, as well as
their temperatures. Molecular clouds in the Galaxy show a well-defined
correlation between cloud size and velocity dispersion (Leung, Kutner and
Mead 1982; Myers 1983; Solomon et al. 1986). For non-uniformly sized
clouds, a power-law dependence of velocity dispersion on cloud size has been
chosen, which has the virtue both of simplicity and of some observational
support. CO_GALAXY uses the line-of-sight velocity dispersion (which is
directly related to the observable linewidth); the function is specified by the
power-law exponent and a reference size and velocity dispersion. Although
the same power-law exponent has been observed for both GMCs and the
approximately parsec-scale dark clouds, the scaling appears to be quite
different; see Chapter 6.
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f) H2 Column Densities
In order to calculate the actual column density of molecular hydrogen

averaged over a beamwidth in the model galaxies, we must know the column
densities of the individual clouds. To do this, we have generally made
the conventional assumption that clouds are self-gravitating and

virial

In

equilibrium, so that the linewidth of a cloud is directly related to its mass,
and hence to the cloud-averaged column density. According to the virial
theorem, the three-dimensional velocity dispersion of a cloud will be related
to its mass by
U

c

=

(

tP GM )
____
r

1/2

kms _ 1

(2.4.6)

where M is the cloud mass, r is the cloud radius, and

tP is a constant

of order unity which depends on the degree of central concentration of the
mass distribution. For a cloud of uniform density
with an r- 2 density profile

tP = 0.6, while for a cloud

tP = 1.0. The observable linewidth (FWHM) A V

is related to the mass by
(2.4.7)

where the parameter

>. depends on the degree of saturation broadening of

the line. For conditions appropriate to molecular clouds in the Galaxy,
probably

In

>. is

the range 1 - 2 (Kleiner and Dickman 1985).

The cloud linewidths in CO_GALAXY are specified by the line-ofsight velocity dispersion,

UI OD

= luc

for an isotropic velocity field. This can

be related to the area-averaged column density of the cloud (N) by
(2.4.8)
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where

4>'

is again a parameter that depends on the cloud density structure,

J1. is the mean mass per H2 molecule and m H is the mass of the hydrogen

atom. For solar abundances, J1. = 2.56. Rearranging this and putting in
numerical values, we get the expression

(2.4.9)
with r in pc and
dispersion

O'loD

(1

in km s-l. Note that since the line-of-sight velocity

is derived from the observed line FWHM, the derived column

density must be calculated from the dispersion corrected for saturation
broadening as well as the cloud density structure. Note also that we have
defined (N) as the area-averaged column density of molecular hydrogen, not
the column density of particles of mean mass. The actual beam-averaged H2
column density is calculated directly by CO_GALAXY.
This summarizes the major features involved in the construction of
model galactic molecular cloud ensembles. In subsequent chapters we will
consider in detail many of the results from this modelling; in the final
section of this chapter I give Bome illustrative results to demonstrate these
techniques.

2.5 Observations of Ideal Galaxies

In

CO

As an example of the utility of this approach to modelling of CO
emission from galaxies, I present here 'observations' of several model galaxies.
All galaxies have radii of 15 kpc except for model F, which has a radius
of 10 kpc, and are at a distance of 10 Mpc. Azimuthal symmetry has
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been assumed in all cases. All the cloud ensembles have the same excitation
temperature of 10 K; The size spectrum of clouds throughout the galaxies
is characterized by a power-law with index -2.5, while the one-dimensional
velocity dispersion is also a power-law, Bcaling as cloud radius to the one-half
power. A detailed description of the parameters of the models is given in
Table 2.1.
Figure 2.2 shows the actual distribution of clouds in Models A - D,
as projected on the sky. The decrease in cloud surface density with radius
is very clear. Figure 2.3 shows the emergent spectra for the four models.
Each galaxy has been 'observed' at six positions, at offsets of 0, 50, 100, 150,
200, and 250 arcseconds along the major axis. The FWHM of the model
antenna is 50".
in peak

Ti

Note the increase in linewidth and corresponding decrease

as the inclination increases, for positions near the center of the

galaxy. The largest contribution to the velocity dispersion from the rotation
is along the minor axis. The increase in beam filling factor with increasing
inclination, which is evident in Figure 2.2, helps to offset the increase in
linewidth for positions near the galactic center, and results in an overall
increase in signal strength for positions farther out in the disk.
Galaxy model E has a peak-ring cloud distribution, similar to that
which has been suggested for the Galaxy and NGC 891. Figure 2.4 shows the
molecular cloud distribution projected on the plane of the sky. This model
has 104 clouds. Figure 2.5 shows the smooth surface density distribution
used to assign radial coordinates to the clouds. Figure 2.6 displays the
integrated intensity from the model versus radius, for two different antenna
beam sizes: 50" and 15". The effect of the different spatial resolution on

A

Model
Inclination
Number of Clouds
Tmin, Tmax

Type of Surface
Density Distribution
Cloud Distribution
Parameters a

Cloud Optical Depths
Velocity Field:
llVz , Rz

Table 2.1
Parameters of Model Galaxies
B
C
D

E

F

0
6000
10., 40.

30
6000
10.,40.

60
6000
10., ·10.

75
6000
10., 40.

0
10000
10., 40.

0
10000
10., 50.

e- R / RO

e- R / RO

e- R / RO

e- R / RO

Peak-Ring

M51-type

RO = 4.0
R1 = 3.0
R2 = 7.0
Rpk = 6.0
A = 2.0

RO = 4.5
Rl = 0.465
R2 = 1.79
R p1; = 1.25
A=0.5

RO

= 4.5

RO

= 4.5

RO

= 4.5

RO

= 4.5

30.

30.

30.

30.

30.

30.

15., 5.

15., 5.

15., 5.

15., 5.

15., 5.

50., 5.

All models have circular velocity specified by Brandt law, with
Rmax = 15. kpc, V max = 200. km s-l, and n = 1
Cloud internal velocity dispersions in all models given by
G c = 2.58(T /10 pc)o.s
a

See section 2.4 for description of parameters
~
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Figure 2.2b. Molecular cloud distribution
inclination), projected on the plane of the sky.
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the radial leo distribution is quite noticeable; the 50" resolution observations
considerably underestimate the peak intensity, by

~

50%.

Galaxy model F was constructed to provide a close approximation
to the radial leo distribution obtained for M51 by Rydbeck, Hjalmarsson
and Rydbeck (1985), who performed a deconvolution to derive the actual
distribution from their 33" resolution data. The molecular cloud distribution
IS

shown in Figure 2.7, while the smooth cloud surface density distribution

is shown in Figure 2.8. The model has no CO emission from R:5 0.5 kpc,
and a very steep peak centered at

~

1.5 kpc, which rapidly declines to an

exponential fall-off beyond 2 kpc. Figure 2.9 displays the beam-convolved
leo-values as a function of radius, for model antenna beams with 50", 30",
and 15" FWHM. The lowest-resolution observations smear out the central
hole, so that the resulting leo distribution declines smoothly with distance
from the center of the galaxy. The 30" observations show a drop at the
nucleus, very similar to the observations of Rydbeck et al. (1985).

With 15"

resolution, the central hole and the very steep drop from the inner peak are
clearly delineated.
In the next two chapters, we discuss the problems in deriving

molecular gas masses from CO observations of galaxies.

Chapter 3 presents a

general discussion of leo/N(H2) conversion factors, while chapter 4 addresses
the question of CO abundances in low-metallicity systems, such as irregular
galaxies.
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Chapter 3

leo/N(H2) CONVERSIONS AND MOLECULAR GAS ABUNDANCES

3.1 Introduction

One of the major goals of the study of galaxies in recent years has
been to determine the relationship between the molecular content of galaxies
and their star formation rates.

As discussed in chapter 1, molecular hydrogen

cannot in general be directly observed (Shull and Beckwith 1982); it is thus
necessary to use another species as a tracer of the molecular gas.

Since it

is very abundant and is relatively easy to excite above the background, the
CO molecule has proved to be an extremely useful probe of molecular gas
m the galaxy (e.g., Blitz 1978).
In order to make comparisons of the molecular gas distribution
with other galaxian properties (such as Ha:, infrared, and nonthermal radio
emission), one must know how to convert the observed CO integrated intensity
(the antenna temperature integrated over the line) to a column density of
H2 averaged over the antenna beam. Molecular clouds in the Galaxy (and
presumably in other galaxies) are ordinarily very optically thick in the
12CO J=1-0 transition, so that it is not possible to obtain column density
information directly from the observed line intensity. Indirect arguments must
then be used to determine a value for N(H2) from leo.

One approach
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has been extensively developed by Young and Scoville and collaborators
(e.g.,Young and Scoville 1982a), based on the following three assumptions:
1) The ensemble average of excitation temperatures and mean densities
IS

constant across the galactic disk.
2) The peak antenna temperature

IS

a measure of the beam filling

factor, and hence of the number of clouds in the beam (Morris and Rickard
1980).
3) All clouds are in approximate virial equilibrium, in the sense that
the individual cloud linewidths are directly related to the cloud mass and
hence to the cloud area-averaged column density.
Strictly speaking, assumption 3 is not required: it is possible to
imagine clouds with similar values of N(H 2 )/ leo which are not virialized
in the above usage. This may in fact be true of dark clouds, which may
be dominantly pressure-bounded rather than self-gravitating (Maloney, 1987).
However, giant molecular clouds (GMCs) are certainly gravitationally bound
objects, and it is difficult to see how they could avoid being approximately
virialized (see below). There is also the philosophical point that eliminating
assumption 3 removes any real physical basis from the arguments for constant
conversion factors, leaving us with no alternative to blind faith as a rationale
for their use.
Young and Scoville (1982a) argued for a mean value of N(H 2)/lco=
4 x 10 20 cm- 2 (K km s-I)-I, based on observations of dark clouds, cloud
cores, and GMCs in the inner plane of the Galaxy. For the dark clouds
H2 column densities were obtained from visual and infrared extinction
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measurements, while for the cloud cores they were derived from LTE analysis
of CO and 13CO observations. H2 column densities in the giant molecular
clouds were estimated either from the observed cloud sizes and linewidths
using the virial theorem, or else from 13CO data. The results for all the
clouds in this sample, with the exception of the hot cloud cores, give
similar values for the conversion factor, within about a factor of two. The
hot cloud cores gave a value about five times higher; however, Young and
Scoville argued, quite reasonably, that such actively star-forming regions
would probably not constitute a significant fraction of the projected area
of molecular material in a galaxy. Sanders, Solomon and Scoville (1984)
analyzed a sample of giant molecular clouds using the virial theorem, and
derived a nearly identical mean conversion factor.
An alternative approach is to use an independent tracer of interstellar
hydrogen for comparison with the integrated CO line emission. The intensity
of diffuse gamma radiation from the Galaxy depends on the distributions of
cosmic rays and of hydrogen nuclei. Careful comparisons of surveys of HI >.
21 cm, CO J=1-0, and high-energy gamma ray emission at angular resolutions

of the order of 1 degree (Bloemen et al. 1986) show rather convincingly that
N(H 2 )/ leo is constant on a large scale (i.e, when averaged over scales of

several kpc) throughout the Galaxy, with a value of 2.8 x 10 20 cm- 2 K-l
km- 1 s, except in the central 400 pc where the value may be as much as
a factor of ten smaller (Blitz et al. 1985). This method measures all of the
hydrogen, distinguishes the contributions of H and H2 regions, and refers to
large-scale averages; it is therefore more appropriate for the interpretation of
CO observations of unresolved cloud ensembles than calibrations based upon
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measurements of individual clouds. There is, however, no guarantee that
similar results apply to any galaxy other than the Milky Way. Interpretation
of the gamma-ray observations in terms of leo conversion factors is also
hindered by the coarse bin size required to obtain adequate signal-to-noise
in the gamma-ray data, and by the as yet unresolved discrepancies between
different CO surveys of the Galaxy.
Nearly all CO observations of spiral and irregular galaxies have been
interpreted with a constant conversion factor very similar to the one quoted
by Young and Scoville (1982a).

Thus all radial variations in leo within a

galaxy, and overall differences between galaxies, have been attributed solely to
variations in the amount

0/

molecular hydrogen gas.

What is essentially a

local, semi-empirical conversion (with considerable scatter) for clouds with
kinetic temperature Tk

~

10 K and mean density

n~

200 em -3 has been

assumed to hold at all radii in other spiral galaxies, and in objects such as
irregular galaxies where there is reason to believe the molecular clouds may
be quite different from those in the galaxy.
The first attempt to place leo/ N(H2)

conversion factors on a

theoretical basis was that of Kutner and Leung (1985), who constructed
microturbulent cloud models and compared the integrated 12CO and 13CO
intensities (leo and lhb) to the actual H2 column densities in the models.
The model clouds were constrained to satisfy the observed correlation between
turbulent velocity and cloud size, and had various kinetic temperatures,
densities,

and CO /H 2

abundance ratios. Kutner and Leung noted the

sensitivity of leo to variations in the kinetic temperature, and advocated a
value of N(H2)/leo= 2 x 1020 for giant molecular clouds. Their calculations
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yield emergent intensities for single lines of sight through the centers of the
model clouds, and these intensities are not obviously related to the observable
intensities in external galaxies, which are integrated over unresolved ensembles
of clouds. As noted above, the arguments for a constant value of a: do not
rely on a direct linear relation between leo and N(H2)

along a single line

of sight through a cloud.
Dickman, Snell and Schloerb (1986) (hereafter DSS) discussed conversions between leo and N(H2) more specifically in the context of extragalactic
CO observations. They considered an ensemble of clouds within a uniform
circular antenna beam. By treating all quantities as statistical averages,
they were able to calculate the integrated CO intensity from the ensemble
and compare it to the actual column density (or mass surface density) of
molecular material within the beam. DSS assumed that cloud-cloud shielding
was negligible, and that all clouds were virialized. For a kinetic temperature

Tk

= 10

K and mean H2 number density n = 200 cm- 3 they obtained a value

for the conversion factor about 0.7 times that of Young and Scoville (1982a).
They also considered ensembles with power-law cloud size and velocity distributions (which did not have identical mean gas densities), and obtained
conversion factors differing by only

~

10% from that for the ensembles of

identical clouds. They did not consider the effects of systematic variations
in cloud properties as a function of galactocentric distance, although they
advocated caution in the use of constant conversion factors because of such
effects.
In section 2 we apply the modelling techniques of chapter 2 to

examine how variations in cloud parameters will affect estimates of the
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amount of molecular gas based on observations of CO. In section 3 we will
discuss the likely magnitude of such variations in real galaxies, and in 4 we
will summarize our conclusions.

3.2 Models of Cloud Distributions
In order to understand what observations of CO emission from other

galaxies can actually reveal about the nature and properties of their molecular
clouds, we will use the techniques described in chapter 2, for modelling the
CO emission from galaxies in a completely general way, to compare the
actual distributions of molecular gas in model galaxies to those inferred from
CO observations. To recap briefly the methods described in chapter 2:
A model galaxy with a specified size, rotation curve, z-velocity dispersion, and
inclination is given a molecular cloud distribution; the molecular cloud scale
height is specified as a function of radius, and the radial distribution of clouds
can have various forms (e.g., exponential surface density of clouds (clouds
kpc- 2 )).

The individual clouds are assigned cylindrical (R, ¢, Z) coordinates,

sizes, linewidths, excitation temperatures, and optical depths in the transition
of interest: these may all be arbitrarily complicated functions of position.
The convolution of a gaussian antenna response pattern (FWHM=8 1 / 2 )
with the emission of the model molecular cloud distribution is performed
numerically, so that no approximations are necessary. Cloud-cloud shielding is
explicitly taken into account. For each 'observed' position, all clouds within a
distance of 1.28 1 / 2 of the beam center are included in the convolution, so that
the emission from 98% of the beam area is accurately modeled. The synthetic
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spectrum is passed through a model 'filterbank' with a given number of
channels and velocity resolution. Since the distribution of molecular material
is specified a priori, it is possible to examine directly the effect of varying
cloud parameters on the observable CO integrated intensity, and compare the
molecular gas abundance inferred from using constant conversion factors with
the actual distribution.
The number of parameters describing a molecular cloud ensemble
which may vary within a galaxy and from galaxy to galaxy is in principle very
large. Some of these are observationally relatively unimportant; for example,
it is easy to show that the observed CO integrated intensity is unaltered by
changes in the cloud-cloud velocity dispersion along the line of sight (the peak
temperature and linewidth scale such that leo is invariant), provided that
cloud-cloud shielding is negligible. We consider here three parameters, which
are probably the most important parameters for the majority of galaxies:
variations in the excitation temperature of the CO J=1-0 transition, in the
mean density of gas within clouds, and in the abundance of CO relative to
H 2 • We will also assume that all clouds are in virial equilibrium (but see
§2b), and consider only axisymmetric galaxy models. Some of the potential
difficulties in interpreting CO observations have been discussed previously by
Israel (1985) and Rickard, Harvey and Blitz (1984).

a) Variations in CO Excitation
The conversion factor suggested by Young and Scoville (1982a)
implicitly refers to clouds with J=1-0 excitation temperature Tex

~

10 K, since
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it was derived from observations of clouds with area-averaged temperatures
of this order. In our code the excitation temperature of the transition of
interest is specified, so that the effect of variations in kinetic temperature
Tk is not directly modeled. However, since the 12CO J=I-0 transition is

believed to be very optically thick in most clouds, it is generally assumed
that the lowest levels are thermalized. This is supported by the results of
non-LTE models of clouds for the range of conditions which apply to most
molecular clouds in the Galaxy. Thus we can expect that the excitation
temperature will vary nearly linearly with the gas kinetic temperature.
For ensembles of identical unresolved clouds with Tk

=

=

10 K and

n

200 cm- 3 we derive a mean conversion factor from our models that is

somewhat smaller than Young and Scoville's value: Ico/N(H2) = 1.8 X

1020.

The assumption of uniform cloud size is a poor one: even the most cursory
inspection of the CO surveys of the Galaxy shows that there is a range of
about two orders of magnitude in molecular cloud sizes (Solomon, Sanders
and Scoville 1979; Stark 1979; Solomon and Sanders 1980). A considerable
amount of effort has gone into attempts to determine the molecular cloud
size spectrum (Liszt, Xiang, and Burton 1981; Solomon and Sanders 1980;
Sanders, Scoville, and Solomon 1985.)

All of these studies have concluded

(perhaps not surprisingly) that the size spectrum can be described by a
power-law, with an index '"'I ranging from -2.6 to -3.3. The results seem to
be converging on a value of '"'I

= -2.5

(Sanders, Scoville, and Solomon 1985),

although it must be kept in mind that cloud size is a very ill-defined and
distance-dependent quantity.
Furthermore, in the Galaxy there is a well-defined correlation of
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linewidth with cloud size, of the form ~ V oc

RO.5

(Solomon et al. 1987). We

have constructed models with power-law cloud size distributions, using the
above linewidth-size relation with parameters appropriate to Galactic GMCs.
The values of the conversion factor in these models differ by only

~

20%

from the uniform cloud models, in good agreement with DSS.
When attempting to derive the large-scale distribution of molecular
gas in a galaxy, it is necessary to consider the effects of gas temperature
gradients. Such gradients are quite likely to exist, since the intensity of the
interstellar radiation field will generally increase inwards, and the cosmic-ray
flux may vary with galactocentric distance. In extreme environments such
as starburst galaxies the characteristic temperatures of molecular clouds will
almost certainly be larger than in normal galaxies as a result of the very
high rates of star formation and supernovae.
A general result of our models is that the observed integrated
CO intensity varies linearly with the CO excitation temperature: the ratio

leo/Tex is a constant for ensembles of identical clouds, independent of the
value of Tex chosen to represent the ensemble. The value of the constant
depends on the fraction of the beam that is filled by the clouds and on the
linewidths of the clouds. A useful exercise is then to compare the radial

leo profiles for two model galaxies which have identical molecular cloud
distributions, except that in one the excitation temperature increases with
decreasing radius while in the other it is constant.
Figure 3.1 shows the results of such a comparison. For simplicity,
the models have zero inclination (face-on) and all the clouds are identical,
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with radii of 10 pc. Both galaxies have exponential surface densities of
molecular clouds, and a total of 104 clouds. The z-velocity dispersion falls off
exponentially with radius. The galaxy with constant excitation temperature
has Te:z: = 10 K, while the other has Te:z: (r) = 40e- r / 7 .2 where r is in kpc.
Figure 3.1a shows the observed leo as a function of radius for the two
models. At the center position leo in the galaxy with a Te:z: gradient is
4.7 times higher than in the constant Te:z: model.

(Note that the ratio of

antenna temperatu.res in the CO J=1-0 line for Te:z: = 40 K and Te:z: = 10 K

is 5.5.) Figure 3.1b shows the molecular hydrogen distributions that would
be inferred for the two models from the conversion factor appropriate for

Te:z: = 10 K and

n=

200 cm- 3 , as well as the actual H2 column density

averaged over the beam FWHM. By using a constant

Q,

an error of nearly

an order of magnitude in the relative abundance of H2 across the disk of
the galaxy is made in the temperature-gradient model.
Kutner and Leung (1985) noted the sensitivity of the integrated
intensity of the J=1-0 line to the assumed kinetic temperature, and found
the dependence of leo to be non-linear: leo ex

T,:·3

in their models, which

they attributed to the importance of radiative cascade into the J=l level.
However, the nOn-Ei.lear Tk dependence they found is simply due to the fact
that antenna temperatures (which are defined as Rayleigh-Jeans temperatures)
do not scale linearly with Te:z: unless hv / kTe:z:

.:s

0.2 (i.e, Te:z: ~ 28 K for

the CO J=1-0 line). Cloud models with Tk equal to 6 or 13 K, which
have been computed using a 'large velocity gradient' (LVG) treatment of
the radiative transfer, show the same scaling found by Kutner and Leung,
even though the 1-0 transition is thermalized. Thus leo scales as a modest
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Figure 3.1a - Integrated CO intensity plotted against distance from the
nucleus (in arcseconds) for two model galaxies at 10 Mpc. The two models
are identical except for the temperature distributions of the molecular clouds.
The crosses are observable integrated intensities for a model with constant
excitation temperature Tex = Tl\: = 10 K. The circles are the corresponding
integrated intensities for a model in which Tex declines exponentially from 40
K at the nucleus to 5 K at 15 kpc. The antenna FWHM for both models
is 50 arcseconds.
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power of Tic, with the exponent declining to unity as Tic approaches 30 K.
Subthermal excitation of the CO J=I-0 level makes the power-law dependence
even weaker at low densities. As expected, such model computations show
that Ico ex Tic when Tic .2:, 28 K and when the J=I-0 emission is optically
thick and thermalized so that Tez

~

Tic .

The scaling of Ico with kinetic temperature is a potentially very
serious problem for the study of molecular gas in galaxies, as is obvious
from the example above. To better estimate the true abundance of H2 from
12CO observations, it is necessary to obtain information on the excitation of

the CO. The best way to do this is probably by observing higher transitions
of 12CO. Although observations of the 13CO isotope may be useful, the
likelihood of subthermal excitation in this species, as well as uncertainties
in the optical depth of the transition, will complicate the interpretation.
Non-LTE models show that under a wide range of conditions, the lowest
few rotational levels of 12CO are thermalized, or close to it. Thus assuming
an identical excitation temperature for the J = 1-0 transition and another
transition which is not too far above the ground state is often a reasonable
approximation. The excitation temperature of the 1-0 transition may then
be derived from the ratio of antenna temperatures of the two transitions,
preferably from observations made with similar beam sizes. Figure 3.2 shows
the ratio of antenna temperatures of several transitions to the J=I-0 line,
as a function of excitation temperature. It is evident from Figure 3.2 that
the highest possible transition (within the limits of what is allowed by the
necessity of Tez = constant) should be used for comparison with the J =
1-0 line. While it should be possible to distinguish regions with Tez = 10
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K from those with Tea: = 40 K using the 2-1 transition, it is probably

=

impossible to distinguish Tea:

20 K from Tea:

=

40 K with the lowest

transitions only.
As an example of the information which can be obtained in this
way, the model galaxy of Figure 3.1 was also 'observed' in the J= 2-1 line.
Figure 3.3 shows the ratio of antenna temperatures as a function of radius.
Superimposed on these points is the curve describing T.n(2 -l)/T.n(l- 0) for
the specified variation of Tea: with radius.

Observations of such line ratios

with upper transitions of sufficiently high precision should be able to identify
large-scale gradients in Tea: .

b) Variations in Mean Density
As

discussed in

the

§2,

conventional justifications for constant

conversion factors between leo and N(H2) require the assumption of virial
equilibrium, in which the linewidth of a cloud is related to its gravitational
potential and hence to its mass. For virialized clouds, the three-dimensional
velocity dispersion,
U

o

=

(~~M) 1/2

(3.2.1)

where M is the cloud mass, R the cloud radius, and ¢ is a parameter of
order unity that depends on the degree of central concentration of the cloud.
This can also be written as

(3.2.2)
where

n

particle.

is the mean number density and /.t is the mean mass per free

(If we assume the solar H/He ratio, /.t

= 2.25

and n

= 8/7nH

2 .)
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Figure 3.2 - Plotted are the ratios of antenna temperatures of several
rotational transitions of CO to the J = 1-0 transition, as a function of
excitation temperature. It is assumed that the excitation temperatures of all
the transitions are identical. Each curve is labeled with the value of J for
the upper level of the transition J'+l-+ J'.
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For a homogeneous cloud the velocity dispersion can also be written in terms
of the area-averaged column density, (N):
(3.2.3)

Consider the CO emission from an individual optically thick cloud,
with a specified radius and antenna temperature in the J =1-0 transition. It
is obvious that Icoex

Uc ,

as long as the linewidth doesn't get so large that

the line becomes optically thin. From equation (3.2.3), the average column
density is ex U;i thus N(H2)/Ico ex u c , and since

Uc

ex n 1/ 2 (equation (3.2.2)),
(3.2.4)

The value of the conversion factor, a, thus depends on the mean density
of gas in the clouds, as noted by DSS. The effect of increasing density is
opposite to that of raising the kinetic temperature: N(H 2 )/ leo increases
with

n.
In §1 it was mentioned that Young and Scoville (1982a) obtained a

value for a in hot cloud cores

~

4 - 7 times higher than for the other

molecular regions in their sample. These cloud cores (Orion KL, M17SW,
and W3(OH)) have measured antenna temperatures corresponding to T,c

~

30 - 90 K. The analysis in §2 a shows that this would decrease a: by
factors of 3-9 for these three regions. The large measured values of a: imply
that the mean densities in these hot cores are so high that they more
than compensate for the higher gas temperatures: although these regions are
evolving and not in virial equilibrium, the increased value derived for the
conversion factor is undoubtedly a result of the very large densities.
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The observed correlation of linewidth with cloud size, of the form
fl. V ex:

RO.5

implies that virialized clouds have mean densities that scale as

R-1. Such a relation has been inferred from CO observations of isolated
dark clouds, which are believed to have very simple density structures (Leung,
Kutner and Mead 1982; Myers 1983). However, these inferred densities
are based on an LTE analysis of 13CO data, which probably significantly
underestimates the actual densities (Maloney 1986a). In addition, the infrared
absorption line observations of CO in NGC 2024 by Black and Willner (1984)
show conclusively that the one-dimensional velocity dispersion of the bulk of
the molecular gas is small, with a FWHM ;S 1.4 km

S-1.

This is several

times smaller than the linewidths measured in the millimeter-wavelength
rotational transitions towards this source, even for the rarer isotopic species
which presumably are less affected by line saturation effects. The millimeter
observations sample much larger angular scales than the absorption line
measurements, which suggests that the velocity dispersion increases towards
the cloud exterior. It is extremely important to perform these absorption-line
observations in other molecular clouds, to determine if the cloud associated
with NGC 2024 is peculiar, or whether millimeter observations of CO always
overestimate the velocity dispersions in clouds.

c) Variations in CO Abundance
It has often been stated that leo is very insensitive to changes in the
abundance of CO relative to H 2 , because the optical depth of the transition
is so large. This behavior was found by Kutner and Leung (1985): varying
the CO /H 2 ratio by a factor of twenty in their models produced only a
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factor of two change in leo.

However, their calculated intensities refer to

a single line of sight through a cloud. The abundance of CO in interstellar
clouds will be high only if its column density is large enough to produce
self-shielding in the dissociating transitions (see e.g. Glassgold et al. 1985);
therefore the metallicity (Le, C /H and O/H) in a cloud will affect the size
of the region where CO becomes the dominant gas-phase carbon-containing
species, relative to the size of the molecular hydrogen cloud. Decreasing the
metallicity will thus tend to make clouds systematically smaller, as measured
in the J=1-0 transition of CO, and therefore decrease the observed leo, since
the filling factor of CO-containing gas will be smaller. In addition, lowering
the CO abundance can produce a decrease in the CO excitation temperature,
since photon trapping is so important in determining the excitation of the
lower rotational levels at the moderate densities (::::::: 1000 cm- 3 ) typical of
molecular clouds. The possibility that abundance gradients in spiral galaxies
may have serious effects on the observed CO emission has been suggested
by Leo Blitz (e.g., 1985): in several galaxies such as M51 and M101, the
radial distributions of O/H and CO are very similar. Blitz cautioned that

leo might be tracing the abundance of CO, rather than of H 2 •
To investigate the possible effects of abundance gradients in spiral
galaxies, detailed chemical models of molecular clouds have been constructed
in collaboration with John H. Black. The models were constructed using
the techniques of van Dishoeck and Black (1986), and wiU be described
in greater detail elsewhere. Plane-parallel geometry is assumed, and the
interstellar radiation field is incident on both sides of the cloud models.
All clouds had total hydrogen number densities of 103 cm- 3 • The effects
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on cloud chemistry of low abundances are discussed in chapter 4; here we
consider the consequences of radial abundance gradients in spiral galaxies.
Two sets of models were constructed: one with Z / Zo

= 1,

and the

other with Z/Zo = 4, where Z is the abundance of 'metals' (O,C, etc.)
relative to hydrogen and Zo is defined as the abundance in the

~

Ophiuchi

molecular cloud. For both sets, cloud models were calculated for 3 values of
the incident ultraviolet radiation field: 0.5, 1.0, and 4.0, where luv = 1.0 is
the solar neighborhood UV radiation field. The Z / Zo = 1 models had total
molecular hydrogen column densities of 10 22 , while the Z / Zo

=4

models

had N(H2)= 2 x 10 21 • It was assumed that the number density of grains
(which control both the attenuation of ultraviolet radiation in the cloud and,
presumably, the formation rate of H2) scales directly with the metallicity.
Although these models had number densities of 103 cm- 3 , so that the
resulting cloud thicknesses are

~

6 pc, most of the results are dependent

largely on the gas column density, rather than local number density, so that
models with the same column density but lower number densities ('" 200
cm- 3 , to produce dimensions typical of giant molecular clouds) would be
very similar.
Figure 3.4 shows the Z/Zo

=1

model, for all three values of luv.

The ordinate is the fraction of carbon which is in the form of CO. A decrease
in luv by a factor of two has only a modest effect on this quantity, but
increasing luv by a factor of four results in a much shallower increase in
the amount of carbon in CO, and at cloud center only about 40% of the
total carbon winds up in CO, as opposed to 85% in the luv = 1 model.
Variation of the incident UV intensity has a much smaller effect on the
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molecular hydrogen abundance in the models: Figure 3.5 shows the number
density of H2 as a function of depth into the cloud for all three values of

luv: it is evident that varying the incident UV radiation field by a factor
of 8 has only a modest effect on the molecular hydrogen.
For comparison, Figure 3.6 shows the Z / Zo
comparisons between the models easier, the Z / Zo

=

=4

4 model. To make
models have been

plotted on the same distance scale as the Z / Zo = 1 models. The increase
in abundance results m a CO/total carbon fraction that rises much more
rapidly with depth into the cloud than in the Z / Zo = 1 case. In marked
contrast, Figure 3.7 shows the number density of molecular hydrogen as a
function of depth into the cloud for both models. The increase in total
metal (and hence grain) abundance in the Z / Zo = 4 model has very little
effect on the molecular hydrogen abundance, so that the clouds as defined
by their molecular hydrogen properties are nearly identical. Does this mean
that an increase in metallicity, such as occurs with decreasing distance from
the nucleus in many spiral galaxies, will produce a corresponding variation
in the Ico/NH2 conversion factor?
The answer to this question is "Probably not". The reason is that
the CO J=l-o transition has such a large optical depth (on the order of
100) that even in the outer regions of clouds with Z / Zo = 1 the CO

IS

optically thick and nearly thermalized. This is demonstrated in Figure 3.8,
which shows the results of a radiative transfer model for the CO emission
from the Z / Zo

=1

model. The cloud model has spherical symmetry; it was

assumed that the radial profile of CO abundance is the same as the depth
profile in the plane-parallel models. The radiative transfer model used the
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Sobolev (large velocity gradient) approximation. Shown in,\.Figure 3.8 is the
antenna temperature

TIt

of the CO J=l-D line as a function of distance

from the cloud center. The antenna temperature drops significantly only
for lines of sight greater than 2/3 of the cloud radius from the center;
the decrease is about 50% at the cloud boundary. Hence it seems rather
unlikely that an increase in the CO abundance at small galactocentric radii
will have more than a modest effect on the size of clouds as measured
in CO, a conclusion that is reinforced by the fact that the increase in
abundance towards the nucleus of a galaxy is correlated with the increase
in the intensity of the interstellar radiation field.
In

However, it must be kept

mind that an increase in the optical depth may affect the excitation of

CO in low-density regions (such as molecular cloud envelopes) because of
photon trapping. Much better data on the structure of molecular clouds are
required to evaluate the importance of such effects.

3.3. Variations of Cloud Parameters in Galaxies
The proper interpretation of CO emission from galaxies requires
information on both the large-scale variations of cloud properties within
a galaxy and systematic differences between different types of galaxies
(e.g, irregular galaxies compared to late-type spirals). In this section we
attempt to estimate the magnitude of such variations, from both theoretical
considerations and observations. Further discussion and estimates of molecular
cloud properties as a function of radius in NGC 6946 and M51 are presented
in chapter 6, along with estimates of cloud properties in a smaple of galactic
nuclei. See also the discussion of the gas mass fraction in NGC 6946 in
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chapter 7.

a) Excitation Temperature
The excitation temperature of a molecular transition is controlled
both by the transfer of radiation through a cloud and by the coupling of the
molecule to local thermal baths, principally by inelastic collisions at kinetic
temperature Tk . The gas temperature itself is governed by heating and
cooling processes that may reflect the larger environment of the cloud as
well as its internal dynamical state. Thus the mean excitation temperature of
a CO line can vary from cloud to cloud or from galaxy to galaxy in response
to variations in many properties such as the flux of heating radiation, the
abundance of grains and the abundance of coolants.

i) Effects of Dust on Gas Temperatures
Dust grains affect cloud temperatures in several ways. At low
densities, dust particles in interstellar clouds absorb and radiate approximately
100 times as much energy as the gas and attain equilibrium temperatures,

TduDt, established by the radiative balance. At high densities, dust can heat
or cool the gas (depending on the relative magnitudes of Tk and TduDt) by
collisional energy transfer (Goldreich and Kwan 1974; Leung 1975). Dust can
also heat the gas through ultraviolet- induced photoelectric ejection (Watson
1972). The photoelectric efficiency y is probably of order 0.1, so that as
much as ~ 4% of the incident UV energy can be converted into gas heating
(Tielens and Hollenbach 1985a). At the same time, dust shields the interior
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of a cloud from external sources of ultraviolet radiation.
At any given location in the Galaxy, molecular clouds are exposed
to the ambient interstellar radiation field.

Because the dust couples more

effectively to the starlight radiation field than the gas, it may be hotter than
the gas. In this case the dust can serve as a heating mechanism for the gas,
provided that the gas density is high enough. However, dust is also more
effective at cooling itself than the gas since the dust emission is dominantly
in the far-infrared where clouds are optically thin: it is only the attenuation
(by a depth corresponding to Au :::::: 1) of the far-ultraviolet radiation which
controls heating of the gas that prevents considerably higher molecular gas
temperatures.

ii) Effects of Intense Radiation Fields
For the

local

interstellar radiation field

in the

Galaxy,

gram

photoelectric heating is important only in the outermost (Av;S 1) layers
of molecular clouds, as discussed above. However, in the presence of intense
radiation fields this process may be important throughout molecular clouds.
As an example, consider the nuclear region of M82. M82 is the nearest and
best-studied member of the class of galaxies known as starburst galaxies due
to their very high current star formation rates. These objects have received
intense study at millimeter wavelengths in the past three years, and virtually
all of the interpretation of CO emission from these galaxies has utilized
conversion factors nearly identical to that of Young and Scoville 1982a).
The production rate of ionizing photons in the central 450 pc of
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M82 can be estimated from Br "Y observations to be ,..., 2

X

1063 s-l. If

the ionizing source is thermal, its temperature is no more than 30,000 K
(Rieke et al. 1980). For the purposes of this estimate, assume that all the
ionization is produced by BO main sequence stars with T eff

=

30,000 K.

This rate of Lyman continuum photon production corresponds to 5.2 x 10 5 BO
stars, based on the model stellar atmospheres of Kurucz (1979) and a typical
stellar radius R.

= 7.6

R 0 • Let us also assume that the central 450 pc of

M82 can be modeled as a uniform mixture of stars, gas and dust.
extinction to the nucleus of M82 is

~

The total

25 magnitudes (Rieke et al. 1980). To

make a conservative estimate of the ultraviolet intensity within this region,
we will assume that all of this extinction is produced between the nucleus
and the edge of the source region (i.e, 25 mag/225 pc).
depth at visible wavelengths

Tv

=

0.10/pc. We will take

Thus the optical
Tuv

= 2.5Tv.

With

a uniformly random distribution of stars throughout this region the mean
intensity at 1080

Jt

is
(3.3.1)

If we compare this to Draine's (1978) expression for the intensity of the local
Galactic interstellar UV radiation field, we see that the mean UV intensity
in the nuclear region of M82 is

~

250 times the solar neighborhood value.

This means that grain photoelectric heating will be as important at Av

~

3

in the nuclear regions of M82 as it is in the unshielded ISM locally.
In reality, neither the stars nor the molecular material will be

distributed uniformly. Since massive stars (at least in the Galaxy) invariably
form out of molecular cloud complexes, it is expected that the molecular gas
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in such actively star-forming regions will see even stronger UV radiation fields.
Detailed models of these photo dissociation regions (the interface between
molecular clouds and the HII regions around massive stars) have been
calculated by Tielens and Hollenbach (1985a,b), for ultraviolet fluxes 103 -10 6
times the local Galactic value and densities of 103

-

106 cm- 3 • They found

that the incident radiation has profound effects on the cloud structure and
temperature to a depth of At)
dominant heat source to At)

~

~

10. Grain photoelectric emission is the

5; the gas temperature considerably exceeds

the dust temperature throughout most of this region. The CO emission in
the lower rotational levels arises in the warm (T

~

50 - 200 K) partially

photodissociated region (containing H2 ,O,C, and CO) at At)

~

3 - 5. These

models also predict very strong [0 I] 63J.Lm and [C II] 158J.Lm emission from
the photoionized regions.
Recent observations of [C II] 158J.Lm emission from M82, M83, and
NGC 1068 by Crawford et al. (1985) show very good correlations of the
intensity and spatial distribution of the [C II] and CO J=1-0 emission.
Crawford et al. concluded that only photo dissociation regions like those
modeled by Tielens and Hollenbach could produce sufficient [C II] emission
to explain their observations, so that the [C II] emission must be associated
with molecular gas. A similar conclusion for [C II] 158J.Lm emission in the
Galaxy was reached by Stacey et al. (1984).

Since the [C II] line arises

from photo dissociation regions, the correlation with CO suggests that the
observed CO rotational emission arises from the same regions. Since the
measured [C II] 158J.Lm intensity from these galaxies is not very sensitive to
total gas mass, density, temperature, or filling factor (Crawford et al. ), the
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sharp peaking of [C II] emission at the nuclei of these galaxies, which is

identical to the 8patial di8tribution of

co emission,

can be attributed primarily

to the intense UV radiation fields rather than to increasing molecular
abundance. This strongly suggests that CO observations are also affected
by excitation temperature variations in galactic nuclei (Crawford et al. ).
Note that the models of Tielens and Hollenbach predict that the brightness
temperatures of the CO rotational transitions will increase with increasing
J, since the increase in optical depth with J means that the higher J lines
will be formed at shallower depths into the cloud, where the temperature
is higher. Anomalously large J=2-1/J=I-0 antenna temperature ratios have
been observed in the nuclei of M82, Maffei 2, and NGC 253 (Sutton, Masson,
and Phillips 1983; Sargent et al. 1985; L.J Rickard, personal communication).
For M82 this high value has been widely interpreted in terms of small,
optically thin CO-emitting clouds (Olofsson and Rydbeck 1984; Crawford et al.
1985; but see Young and Scoville 1984). CO emission from photo dissociation
regions provides a somewhat more plausible explanation (Maloney 1986b).
Additional evidence for high gas temperatures in the nuclear regions
of galaxies is supplied by ammonia observations of the Galactic center (Morris

et al. 1983) and the nucleus of IC 342 (Ho and Martin 1983; Martin and
Ho 1986). In both cases the inferred gas temperatures (on size scales of
hundreds of parsecs) are Tk ~ 50 K. As mentioned in §1, Blitz et al. (1985)
concluded that the N(H2)/ Ico conversion factor in the central 400 pc of
the galaxy is as much as a factor of ten lower than it is elsewhere

In

the Galaxy. They attributed this to an increase in the CO /H 2 abundance
ratio. However, a large part of this variation may simply be due to the
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increased temperaturC' in the Galactic center. Rickard and Harvey (1983)
found evidence for variation in dust temperatures near the nucleus in Maffei
2 that correlated extremely well with the variations in 1co. Since many
galaxies show evidencf' for at least moderately enhanced star-forming activity
in their nuclei, in the absence of information on the excitation of CO across
galactic disks one must be extremely cautious in deriving molecular gas
distributions from CO 1-0 emission, especially in the nuclear regions.
Of particular interest in regard to large-scale variations in excitation
temperature are the very infrared-luminous galaxies discovered by IRAS.
Sanders and Mirabel (1985) observed a sample of these galaxies which
also had radio-bright nuclei. They concluded that the galaxies with the
highest infrared luminosities possess unusually large molecular components;
this overabundance of molecular material compared to normal galaxies allows
these galaxies to form very large numbers of early-type stars in a 'burst'
of star formation, which in turn powers the infrared luminosity. However,
the molecular clouds in these very luminous objects are almost certainly
affected by the intense radiation fields that must be generated by such
activity. Of the luminous IRAS galaxies observed by Sanders and Mirabel,
those with the largest measured CO intensities also have IRAS 100JLm/60JLm
color temperatures of
color temperatures

~

(~25

40 - 50 K, considerably in excess of typical far-IR
- 30 K) for galactic disks. Deutsch and Willner

(1986) also found this to be the case for their sample of Markarian galaxies
observed by IRAS. Since most of these galaxies are only a few arc minutes
in diameter, the IRAS observations measure emission from nearly the whole
extent of each galaxy. Thus the global far-IR emission from these galaxies
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is dominated by warm dust.
The temperature of dust in the interstellar medium. is not very
sensitive to the intensity of the interstellar radiation field.
the dust does
fA

= f1 R

most of its radiating in the infrared,

Assuming that
with emissivity

~ 10- 2 , the temperature of a grain in equilibrium with the solar

neighborhood radiation field integrated between 0.1 and 811m, F Dn , is given
by

(3.3.2)
With FDn

= 0.025

erg cm- 2 s-1 (Black 1987), Td

= 14

K. Increasing the

intensity of the radiation field by two orders of magnitude to a value
appropriate for the nuclear regions of M82 would only increase the dust
temperature to 45 K. Since the dust temperature is so insensitive to the
radiation field, the large color temperatures inferred from IRAS imply that
either

1) Emission from dust associated with actively star-forming regions
dominates the mAS observations of these galaxies, or
2) The interstellar radiation field throughout much of the dustcontaining volume of these galaxies is ;2: 10 2 times the local interstellar
radiation field in galaxy.
Either of these alternatives implies that the gas responsible for the
observed CO emission is likely to have excitation temperatures on the order
of

~

40 - 50 K or more, for the reasons discussed above. This means that

use of the standard conversion factor will tend to overestimate the amount
of molecular gas by factors of 4 - 5, unless the molecular clouds in these
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galaxies have characteristic densities n~ 3000 cm- 3 (§2b).
At the other end of the Bcale are the SO and Sa galaxies, which as a
class have very low star formation rates as measured by IRAS (S. Pompea,
personal communication). The lower limit to molecular cloud temperatures
in the galaxy is believed to be determined by the energy input from cosmic
rays (Dalgarno 1976). In the Milky Way this limit seems to be about 8 K.
Since the cosmic ray flux is believed to be supplied largely by Population I
objects, galaxies with very low rates of star formation will presumably have
lower rates of heating by cosmic rays, so that the molecular gas will be
colder and therefore harder to detect.

Thus use of a Galactic conversion

factor for SO and Sa galaxies may underestimate the amount of molecular
gas.

b) Variations in Mean Density

Molecular clouds in the Milky Way show variations of several orders
of magnitude in mean density on scales of

.:s

10 pc. The clumpy nature

of molecular clouds means that the mean densities of large cloud complexes
(with sizes

:=::::

100 pc) are quite low

(:=::::

100 cm- 3 ); as one looks at smaller

scales, one finds molecular condensations with higher densities, reaching 10 4
cm- 3 or more on scales of

.:s

0.1 pc (see Scalo 1985, and references therein).

Isolated dark clouds also show a range of mean densities and the mean
density appears to decrease with cloud size (Leung, Kutner and Mead 1982;
Myers 1983); the actual scaling of density with cloud size remains somewhat
uncertain (Maloney 1986a).

Whether there are any trends in mean density
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with radius in the Galaxy has not been established.
There are some reasons for supposing that large-scale variations in
mean density might exist in galaxies. The tidal gravitational fields of galaxies
place lower limits on the density of stable molecular clouds (Stark and Blitz
1978; Blitz and Glassgold 1981).

Define the tidal acceleration by

2

T = -d- (0dR R

2

)

2
0
d
+-=-R-(w
(R))

R2

(3.3.3)

dR

(Stark and Blitz 1978) where 0 is the circular velocity at distance R from
the galactic center and w is the angular velocity at distance R. The minimum
tidally stable mass of a cloud at distance R is then given by

Mt
where

Tc

= T(R)r~ = 22 (
G

T(R) ) ( rc
10- 31 S-2
10 pc

)3

M..

(3.3.4)

0

is the cloud radius (for the case of zero velocity dispersion at the

cloud boundary: Blitz and Glassgold 1981). The minimum average density
in a stable cloud is
Pmin

= 4:~ = 3.6 x 10- 25

(10-3~ S-2) gm

cm-

3

(3.3.5)

for spherical clouds; Pmin may be a few times higher for other cloud
geometries.
Consider the two extreme cases of 1) solid-body rotation (w

=

constant) and 2) a flat rotation curve (0 = constant). In case 1, we have
the simple result that T=O: there is no tidal acceleration, and consequently
no tidal constraint on the densities of stable molecular clouds. In case 2,
assuming that 0 is constant throughout the whole disk,
T =

2~ =
R2

8.4

X10-31 ( 200

0
km s-1

)2 (10 RkPC)2 s-2.

(3.3.6)

100

Throughout most of a galactic disk (R

~

1 kpc) the minimum density for

stable clouds implied by (9) will not be an important constraint; however,
near galactic centers the strong dependence of Pmin on radius may have
interesting consequences.

IT we assume that typical disk molecular clouds in the Galaxy have
mean number densities
s-1 gives Pmin

= Pdisk

n

~ 200

at R

=

cm- 3 and J.L = 2.25, then () = 220 km

700 pc.

The minimum tidally-stable number

density is then

nt =

()2

2.0 x 103 f R2 cm- 3

where () is in km/s and R is in pc,
(,..., Vsphere/Vcloud

with

Tsphere

(3.3.7)

and f is a geometrical factor

equal to the cloud semi-major axis). Equation

(14) indicates that Pmin~ 104 for R

.s

100 pc, suggesting that clouds near

the Galactic center may have densities high enough to excite molecules such
as CS. Stark et al. (1986) have reported detection of very widespread CS
J=2-1 emission from the Galactic center. Since the CS emission is very

intense on scales of hundreds of parsecs in this regIOn, completely unlike
what is observed throughout the rest of the disk, Stark et al. concluded that
Galactic center clouds must have much higher mean densities than typical
disk clouds, a result which they explained in terms of the tidal stability
criterion.

(See §d.)

Although the measurements will be difficult, it would

be very interesting to search for CS emission from the centers of other
galaxies, and to compare those with approximate solid-body rotation (such
as NGC 6946, NGC 300) in their nuclear regions to those with very flat
rotation curves (such as M51, NGC 2841). CS J=2-1 emission has been
detected from the nuclei of M82 and IC 342 (Henkel and Bally 1984).
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Another effect which may be important in some galaxies is that of
variations in the pressure of the interstellar medium. Although a molecular
cloud that is gravitationally bound will be more or less unaffected by the ISM
pressure, this may not be true in galaxies with very high star formation rates
(Maloney 1987). The large energy input from supernovae in such galaxies
could raise the average pressure considerably, possibly to the point where it
would affect the sizes of molecular clouds.
If molecular clouds are long-lived objects, then they probably are in
approximate hydrostatic equilibrium and perhaps in virial equilibrium as well.
However, there are certainly reasons for thinking that molecular clouds in
certain environments may not be virialized. In molecular clouds associated
with the formation of early-type stars, the energy input from radiation and
stellar winds will significantly disturb some fraction of the molecular material.
Similarly, the extremely large linewidths observed in systems such as Arp
220 and NGC 6240 may result in part from the dynamic interaction of the
galaxies. Increased linewidths resulting from external perturbations of the
molecular material will result in overestimates of the molecular mass.

c) Variations in CO Abundance
Determinations of abundances in spiral galaxies (Pagel and Edmunds
1981; DuFour et al. 1982) show that C/H and O/H typically increase by
factors of 4 - 5 from the edge of the visible disk to the nucleus. Since the
abundance ratios measured in the outer regions of the disk are usually close
to solar, this increase will probably not cause major systematic effects in
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Ico/ N(H2) conversions, at least not as a result of CO cloud size variations,
as discussed in §2c. The observed similarity of the CO and abundance
distributions in spirals may have some more subtle underlying cause.

d) Molecular Clouds in the Galactic Center
The prominence of the Galactic center relative to the disk in the lines
of molecules requiring high densities for excitation (Stark et

at. 1986; Gusten

and Henkel 1983) suggests that cloud mean densities must be much higher
in the Galactic center than elsewhere. As discussed in §3b, Stark et

at.

attribute this to tidal forces in the galaxy: near the Galactic center, clouds
must have densities.?:.

a few times 104 to survive. Such high densities imply

large linewidths for virialized clouds, and in fact the observed linewidths are
~

20 - 50 km/s, much larger than for typical clouds in the disk (Stark and

Bania 1986).
If Galactic center clouds are in virial equilibrium and have densities
~ 3000 -10 4 cm -3, then the analysis of §2b indicates that a ~ 4 -7 times the

disk value; from equation (5), a ex fi 1/2. However, the gamma-ray analysis
of Blitz et

at. (1985) indicates that a(R ::; 400 pc)/a(disk) < 0.15, unless

the gamma-ray emissivities (photon (H atom)-1 s-1 sr- I ) are very different
in the disk and the Galactic center region. Since the inferred increase in
mean density raises a, the analysis of Blitz et

at. indicates that some other

factors must decrease a by .?:. 25-45. The possible mechanisms for increasing

Ico/ N(H2) are:
1) Increased gas temperature
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2) Linewidths > than virial linewidths
3) Enhanced CO IH2 ratio
1) Since Tex scales roughly as Tk in optically thick clouds, explaining
the decrease in

0:

by an increase in cloud temperature would require Galactic

center clouds to have kinetic temperatures of 250 - 450 K, which are
unreasonably high. Although molecular emission from gas with temperatures
as high as

~

300 K has been observed from Galactic center clouds (Harris

et al. 1985; Genzel et al. 1985), this gas probably does not constitute a
large fraction of the molecular material in this region; furthermore, gas at
300 K would be optically thin in the J=1-0 line of CO unless the CO/H2
ratio were very much higher than in the disk. A more reasonable upper
limit on the CO excitation temperature for the inner few hundred parsecs
of the Galaxy is probably 50 - 60 K (Morris et al. 1983). This still leaves
a factor of 5 - 8 in leol N(H2) to be explained.
2) Suppose that the velocity dispersion in a cloud is equal to some
constant (3 times the velocity dispersion it would have in virial equilibrium.
Then from equation (3.2.3) we have
(3.3.8)
Then (N) oc O'~ 1(32, and so
(3.3.9)
If we denote the conversion factor for (3

=1

(virialized clouds) by

0:1,

then

the correct value of the conversion factor in the non-virialized linewidth case
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will be
(3.3.10)
and use of a conversion factor for virialized clouds will overestimate N(H2)
by a factor of f32.

Linewidths that are 2 -3 times the virial linewidths

would then produce the necessary scaling of Ico/ N(H2) . Considering the
very turbulent nature of Galactic center clouds and the widespread noncircular motion evident from observations (Bally et al. 1986), it would not
be surprising if

Uc

> Uvirial.

3) An enhancement in the CO /H 2 ratio was suggested by Blitz

et al. (1985) to explain the Galactic center gamma-ray deficit. The oxygen
abundance in the Galactic center is probably

~

5 times the solar neighborhood

value (Shaver et al. 1983). Note that if the CS abundance increases to the
point that the optical depth in the observed J=2-1 line is significantly greater
than unity, the density required to excite CS will be lower than the canonical
value of ~ 104 •

3.4 Summary
Consideration of the effects of variations in molecular cloud parameters
on conversion factors between integrated CO intensity and molecular hydrogen
column density show that these conversion factors are very sensitive to the
kinetic temperature of the emitting gas. Theory and observation suggest
that the gas temperatures in systems with high star formation rates can
be quite high, so that use of a standard (e.g., Young and Scoville 1982a)
conversion factor will lead to serious systematic overestimates of the amount
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of molecular gas. This conclusion probably applies not only to galaxies with
unusually high global rates of star formation, such as the infrared-luminous
galaxies discovered by mAS, but also to the nuclear regions of many less
extreme galaxies (such as

Ie 342 and the Galactic center). Galaxies with

very low rates of star formation such as Sa galaxies may have quite low cloud
temperatures.

Observations of higher-level rotational transitions are crucial

to obtain estimates of the CO excitation temperatures. Radial abundance
gradients in spiral galaxies probably do not produce major variations in

leol N(H2) conversion factors.
In the next chapter, we consider the effect of low oxygen and carbon

metallicities on the CO abundance in molecular clouds in irregular galaxies,
which generally have low metallicities.
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Chapter 4

MOLECULAR CLOUDS IN IRREGULAR GALAXIES

4.1 Introduction

The rather heterogeneous class of objects known as the irregular
galaxies have been largely ignored by astronomers, as a result both of their
lack of appealing symmetry and the fact that they are generally small,
low-surface brightness objects. The last five years, however, have seen a
rapid increase in the amount of attention paid to these galaxies (due to
a considerable degree to the efforts of Deidre Hunter and Jay Gallagher),
because it has been realized that irregular galaxies are important for two
reasons:
1) When galaxies with morphological peculiarities due to external causes
such as interactions (M82, for example) are excluded from the
irregulars,

one is

left with a set of objects that

are similar

in morphology, with light distributions characterized by roughly
exponential disks, and blend fairly smoothly at the high luminosity
end into the spirals; these 'true irregulars' are probably the most
numerous type of galaxy in the universe, and by number density they
are the dominant class of actively star-forming galaxies (Gallagher and
Hunter 1984);
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2) Because both dwarf and giant irregular galaxies exhibit essentially
solid-body rotation (and therefore no shear) and are completely
lacking in any kind of spiral structure, they are much simpler
structurally than the more massive disk galaxies, thus providing
us with an opportunity to study star formation in systems that
are uncomplicated by the presence of spiral density waves. Irregular
galaxies may therefore provide us with important insight into the
physical processes that regulate star formation in disk galaxies. High
surface-brightness irregulars (generally of the type known as Magellanic
irregulars, because of their morphological similarity to the LMC and
SMC) have the same average star formation rate per unit area
(~ 5 X 10- 9

M0 pc- 2 yr- 1 ) as the Milky Way. Because irregular

galaxies generally have low metallicities, it has been suggested that
the blue members of this class must be either very young galaxies, or
else represent the currently 'star-bursting' irregulars, which in general
experience intermittent bursts of star formation, separated by long
periods of quiescence (Searle, Sargent and Bagnuolo 1972; Huchra
1977). Thronson and Telesco (1986) have recently used IRAS data
to study a sample of dwarf irregular galaxies, and concluded that a
number of them had recent star formation rates much higher than
their rates averaged over the last few billion years.
Underscoring the importance of irregulars to the study of star
formation in galaxies is the fact that the largest star-forming complexes
known are located in irregular galaxies (Hunter, Gallagher and Rautenkranz
1982; Hunter 1982). The 30 Doradus complex located in the Tarantula nebula
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in the LMC is ionized by the equivalent of

~

100 09 stars: stars of the

earliest observed spectral type (03) are located here.

Only the giant H II

region W49 approaches this level of activity in the Galaxy.

30 Doradus

is as powerful as any of the so-called giant H II regions that have been
observed in spiral galaxies.

Even these star-forming regions are unimpressive

compared to the stellar complexes located in the 'clumpy irregular galaxies'
(Heidmann 1987). These objects tend to be more massive than the typical
Magellanic irregulars (which have masses in the range 10 8

-

10 10 M0; the

LMC has a mass of 5 x 109 M 0 ), and are quite rare: only about half
a dozen are currently known. Most of these were found in the sample
of galaxies with strong ultraviolet continua compiled by Markarian (1967,
1969) (See Mazzarella and Balzano 1986). The clumpy irregulars derive their
name from their optical appearance, which is dominated by the luminosity
of typically 5-10 compact star-forming regions distributed in an irregular
fashion throughout the disk.

The ionizing photon flux in the most luminous

clump in Markarian 325 requires the equivalent of 100 30 Doradus regions
packed into a volume about 500 parsecs in dimension. Such small size scales
are typical of these 'supergiant' H II regions.

Understanding the formation of

these complexes from interstellar gas clouds and their subsequent interactions
with the interstellar medium in their parent galaxies would provide much
insight into the processes of star and galaxy formation and evolution.
Since the connection between molecular clouds and star formation

In

the Galaxy has been very clearly established, we would clearly like to be able
to determine the nature of the molecular component of the ISM in irregular
galaxies. These galaxies generally have atomic gas mass fractions that are
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considerably higher than those of typical Sb-Sc Bpirals (Thuan and Martin
1981). However, CO surveys of these objects have generally failed to reveal
emission at levels comparable to those of late-type spiral galaxies. The first
detection of CO from the Large Magellanic Cloud was made by Huggins et
al. (1975), by subsequent observations (Israel et al. 1982, 1986; Cohen and
Rubio 1985) have failed to reveal widespread CO emission in either of the
Clouds. A number of surveys of irregular galaxies have been undertaken.
The first such survey, of six nearby Magellanic-type irregulars (Elmegreen,
Elmegreen, and Morris 1980) found upper limits to CO emission that were
typically 4 or 5 times smaller than would be expected from molecular clouds
similar to those in the Galaxy. They suggested that this could be due either
to a lower abundance of CO, or else to lower levels of cosmic-ray heating of
the clouds. Somewhat less stringent limits on CO emission from a sample of
clumpy irregular galaxies were obtained by Gordon, Heidmann, and Epstein
(1981). 'rhe first detection of CO emission in an irregular galaxy other
than the Magellanic Clouds was obtained by Young, Gallagher and Hunter
(1984), who observed the galaxy NGC 1569, which is currently undergoing
a burst of star formation.

They found the the ratio of blue luminosity to

CO luminosity in NGC 1569 was far higher than in a region of similar size
in the spiral galaxy IC 342, and concluded either that the star formation
efficiency in NGC 1569 is very high or else it is being fueled by the atomic
hydrogen in the outer part of the galaxy. Similar conclusions were reached
by Tacconi and Young (1985) for three other giant irregular galaxies:

NGC

3738, NGC 4214, and NGC 4449. Recently, Tacconi and Young (1987) have
surveyed a sample of 15 dwarf irregular galaxies, spanning a range of infrared
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luminosity and color, and detected 6. They concluded from the relation of

LIR/ Leo to the optical colors that there is evidence for the 'intermittent
burst' model for star formation in irregular galaxies.
Although sometimes accompanied by disclaimers regarding the effects
of low metallicity, molecular hydrogen gas masses for irregular galaxies
have almost invariably been derived using the Young and Scoville (1982a)
conversion factor between leo and N(H2) (e.g., Young, Gallagher, and Hunter
1984; Tacconi and Young 1985, 1987), a practice that has led to the claim
that star formation in actively star-forming irregular galaxies must be very
efficient (Young 1987). Since most of these systems exhibit low metallicities,
however, it is important to examine the effect of low oxygen and carbon
abundances on CO abundance and emission. Models of cloud chemistry are
discussed in the following section, with particular emphasis on models of the
Large and Small Magellanic clouds, the best-studied examples of irregular
galaxies. In section 3 we will look at the available observational data on
CO emission from the Magellanic clouds, and how they may be interpreted.

4.2 Models of Low - metallicity Molecular Clouds

As discussed in chapter 3, the abundance of CO in interstellar clouds
will be high only if its column density is large enough to produce self-shielding
in the dissociating transitions (see e.g.

Glassgold et al. 1985); therefore the

metallicity (i.e, C /H and O/H) in a cloud will affect the size of the region
where CO becomes the dominant gas-phase carbon-containing species, relative
to the size of the molecular hydrogen cloud. Decreasing the metallicity will
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thus tend to make clouds systematically smaller, as measured in the J=I-0
transition of CO, and therefore decrease the observed 1co, since the filling
factor of CO-containing gas will be smaller. A lower metallicity may also
affect the excitation of the CO in low-density molecular clouds.
A lower metallicity is expected to be accompanied by a smaller dust
abundance. Since molecular hydrogen is formed in a grain surface reaction,
this will lower the H2 formation rate, which would tend to decrease the
sIze of molecular hydrogen regions. However, at least for dust-to-gas ratios
seventeen times lower than the solar neighborhood value (appropriate for the
SMC) this effect turns out to be small (see below), although it also depends
on assumptions as to how the H2 formation efficiency depends on the grain
number density.
A smaller dust-to-gas ratio also means that the attenuation of UV
radiation with depth in the cloud will be lessened. Since H2 is str.mgly
self-shielding, the higher UV flux will not drastically reduce the extent of the
H2 zone; however, it will contribute to the destruction of CO. It will also act
to raise the cloud temperatures (see chapter 3, §3a). The smaller column
densities of CO and the lessened attenuation of the incident radiation field
will make it easier to destroy CO that is exposed to a strong UV background,
e.g., from a nearby OB association.
To investigate the effects of such low abundances on the properties
of molecular clouds, we have constructed detailed chemical models of clouds,
using the same techniques discussed in the preceeding chapter. Here we
discuss models constructed using parameters appropriate to the LMC, the
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SMC, and to local Galactic molecular clouds. The abundance of carbon and
oxygen with respect to hydrogen and Av / N H were lowered by factors of 4
and 17, respectively, for the LMC and SMC models, compared to the Galactic
cloud values (Israel 1984; Koornneef 1984). The model clouds assume planeparallel geometry and are exposed to incident radiation from both sides. The
ambient radiation field in the LMC was increased by a factor of two over
the standard Galactic background, as suggested by the relatively high density
of hot stars in comparison with that at a typical location in the Galaxy.
All the models had number densities of total hydrogen of 1000 cm- 3 , and
total molecular hydrogen column densities of 1022 •
Figure 4.1 shows the number density of molecular hydrogen plotted
against distance from the cloud edge for all three models. The differences
in structure of the molecular hydrogen cloud in the three models are very
small: the peak abundance of molecular hydrogen declines by less than 10%
when the dust-to-gas ratio is decreased by a factor of seventeen. Although
the distance from the cloud edge where

H2

becomes dominant over atomic

hydrogen increases by two orders of of magnitude between the Galactic model
and the SMC model (from 2.8 x 10 15 to 2.6

X

10 17 ) it is still less than 3%

of the cloud thickness.
In marked contrast, Figure 4.2 shows the CO distributions for the

models. The ordinate is the fraction of carbon in CO. Thus if the same
percentage of carbon as a function of depth were in the form of CO in
all three models, their CO distributions would be identical on this plot. It
is obvious that in terms of their CO chemistry the cloud models are very
different. At the center of the Galactic cloud model 99% of the carbon is
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Figure 4.1. The distributions of molecular hydrogen for the three
cloud models discussed in §II c. All models have total H2 column densities
of 10 22 em- 2 and total number densities of 1000 em- 3 •
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in CO, while only 5% of the carbon in the LMC and only 1% of the carbon
In

the SMC is tied up in carbon monoxide. Because of the importance of

self-shielding in the survival of CO in molecular clouds, the decline in CO
column density with decreasing metal abundances is very non-linear. Some
of the details of the photochemistry of CO are still poorly constrained, but
the molecular parameters are now fairly well understood (van Dishoeck and
Black 1987). Since these effects are essentially dependent on column density,
cloud models with lower densities and therefore larger sizes will have similar
profiles.
Since the model molecular clouds (as defined by the molecular
hydrogen content) are very similar, whereas the CO abundances differ
drastically, the use of an identical conversion factor (in particular, one that
has been derived from observations of Galactic molecular clouds) will obviously
give very misleading impressions of the molecular hydrogen abundances in
low-metallicity systems, such as many irregular galaxies. To investigate the
observational consequences, we constructed radiative transfer models of these
clouds (using the Sobolev or LVG approximation) to calculate the emergent
intensity in the CO lines. These models had spherical symmetryj the radial
profile of CO abundance was assumed to be identical to the depth profile from
the plane-parallel chemical models. Since the region where atomic hydrogen
predominates is such a small percentage of the cloud volume, the density
of molecular hydrogen was assumed constant and equal to 500 cm- 3 j the
kinetic temperature was 10 K. Figure 4.3 shows the emergent intensity in
the J=1-0 transition (given as antenna temperature) plotted against the
line-of-sight offset from cloud center (this corresponds to observing a cloud
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with an infinitesimal antenna beam). The 1-0 line in the Galactic cloud
model is optically thick everywhere and thermalized almost throughout; the
decline in intensity for lines of sight more than 2.5 pc from the cloud
center is due to fall-off in the excitation in the outer parts of the cloud.

In contrast, in the LMC model the 1-0 line is optically thick only for lines
of sight near the cloud center (the maximum optical depth is only 3.2) and
is sub thermally excited everywhere. The decline in both optical depth and
excitation temperature away from the center produces the observed steep
decline in antenna temperature with distance.

CO in the SMC model is

optically thin and sub thermal throughout, with a peak temperature more
than an order of magnitude lower than in the Galactic cloud model. The
observable CO emission from low metallicity molecular clouds can be a very
poor tracer of molecular hydrogen.
We have also constructed somewhat more general models, usmg
parameters identical to the cloud models discussed in chapter 3 except for
the metallicity, chosen to be Z / Zo = 0.0625. Figure 4.4 shows the number
density of molecular hydrogen as a function of depth into the cloud, for the
low-metallicity cloud and for the Z / Zo

=1

cloud. With these parameters,

lowering the abundance of grains by a factor of sixteen has a noticeable
effect on the molecular hydrogen distribution. Although the cloud is still
predominantly molecular, the fraction of gas that is atomic is much larger
than for the Z/Zo

=

1 model.

However, the effect on the resulting CO

abundance is even more drastic than in the SMC model discussed above.
Figure 4.5 displays the fraction of carbon in CO for the Z / Zo
for three values of Iuv.

For Iuv

=1

= 1/16

model,

less than 1% of the carbon at cloud
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center is in the form of CO; lowering luv to 0.5 raises the cloud center
CO fraction to about 5% of the total carbon. For luv = 4 the fraction of
carbon in CO is not visible at the scale of this plot: the peak value io only
4 x 10- 4 of the total carbon abundance. These models reinforce the results
of the LMC and SMC models described above: in low-metallicity systems,
the CO abundance will be drastically reduced, so that the CO emission
will be optically thin and subthermally excited.

Using a standard conversion

factor to interpret the CO emission will greatly underestimate the abundance
of molecular hydrogen. Furthermore, the abundance of CO in these clouds
is very sensitive to the UV radiation field.

Raising the UV intensity by a

factor of 4 compared to the solar neighborhood value will destroy virtually all
of the CO, rendering the molecular hydrogen cloud (which for luv = 4 has
a smaller abundance of H2 by about 25%, compared to the luv

=1

model)

completely undetectable by means of CO. Such clouds, however, may be
detectable through fluorescent emission of H2 itself (Black and van Dishoeck
1987). Molecular hydrogen emission has been observed in both the LMC and
SMC (Koornneef and Israel 1985; Israel and Koornneef 1987; Israel 1986).

In some instances this H2 emission may be predominantly radiatively excited
(Israel and Koornneef 1987), in which case the line intensities can provide a
measure of the amount of molecular gas associated with star-forming regions
as shown by Black and van Dishoeck (1987).

4.3 Molecular Gas in the Magellanic Clouds

In chapter 3 we concluded that variations in metallicity in most
spiral galaxies probably did not produce large variation in the conversion
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between leo and molecular hydrogen column density. The case in irregular
galaxies is often quite different, and the models discussed in §2 demonstrate
that abundances affect CO emission in irregular galaxies. Molecular clouds
in such systems must be very different from those in the Galaxy, in terms
of their observable properties, as a consequence of the decrease in cloud size
as measured in CO with decreasing abundance.
The Large and Small Magellanic clouds are the prototypical examples
of the class of irregular galaxies, and have C/H ratios that are 1/6 and
1/31 of the solar value respectively (Dufour et ai. 1982). Israel et ai. (1986)
searched for CO emission from the LMC and SMC using the ESO 3.6m
telescope, with a beamsize of 2.0 arcminutes at the CO J =2-1 frequency.
They found peak antenna temperatures

TIt

~

1 K, which is about a factor of

four lower than one would obtain by placing typical Galactic giant molecular
clouds (with kinetic temperatures of 10 K and mean projected surface areas
of 2300 pc 2 : Blitz 1978) at Magellanic cloud distances. The peak antenna
temperature measured for a single cloud is given roughly by
(4.3.1)
where T mb is the antenna temperature for a perfect antenna with a gaussian
diffraction pattern and no sidelobes

(Tmb =

TIt

for an antenna with negligible

error pattern), TR is the Rayleigh-Jeans radiation temperature of the line,

Oc is the solid angle subtended by the cloud, and OA is the antenna beam
solid angle. If the CO emission is optically thick and thermalized at Tex

=

10 K, then TR = 5.3 K for the CO J=2-1 transition. We can now calculate
the mean radius in CO of the clouds that will give the observed value of
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Tn

(assuming a perfect gaussian beam for the observations of Israel et al.

): it is given by
(4.3.2)
Recent determinations of the distance modulus of the LMC (Schommer,
Olszewski and Aaronson 1984j Humphreys 1984) imply a distance of 44 - 53
kpc, which gives Rco
in the LMC are

~

~

15 - 18 pc. The mean radii of dark clouds observed

26 - 32 pc (Hodge 1972), so that decreasing the CO cloud

radius by only about a factor of two below the total cloud radius will
produce the necessary dilution of CO emission, and lead to an underestimate
of the amount of molecular gas present if a conversion factor derived from
observations of Galactic molecular clouds is used. This underestimate could
easily be an order of magnitude.
Our models of low-metallicity clouds suggest that

the

amount

of molecular hydrogen in the Magellanic clouds has been significantly
underestimated by the use of standard leol N(H2) converSIOn factors, a
conclusion also reached by Israel et al. (1986) on the basis of similar
arguments. However, we do not need to confine ourselves to theoretical
considerations: if we assume that molecular clouds are in virial equilibrium,
it can be shown observationally that the existing molecular clouds in the
Large and Small Magellanic clouds are scarcely less massive than those in
the Galaxy.
An estimate of Magellanic GMC sizes can be obtained from the dark
cloud studies of Hodge (1972, 1974): these yield
for the LMC and

f

f

dB

= 2.2 -

3.3

X

103 pc 2

dB = 0.9 - 1.2 x 10 3 pc 2 for the SMCj the range in
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values represents the uncertainty in the distance modulus of the Magellanic
clouds. Thus GMCs in the Magellanic clouds are not significantly smaller
than Galactic GMCs. The linewidths measured by Israel et al. (1986) in the
Clouds are typically 7 km s-1, for both the LMC and the SMC. Assuming
that these clouds are in virial equilibrium, then from the measured sizes
and linewidths we can calculate masses using equation (1). This calculation
yields M

=

3

X

10 5 M0 for the LMC and 2 x 10 5 M0 for the SMC, using

the smaller values fo1' the distance moduli of the clouds. Since hydrogen
must be in molecular form in any clouds where there is enough CO to
be detectable, these masses indicate that molecular cloud complexes in the
Magellanic clouds are comparable in mass to their Galactic counterparts.
Recently, Thronson et al. (1987) have studied the Magellanic irregular
galaxy NGC 4449, using CO data and near- and far-infrared maps. From
comparison of the derived dust and gas masses, they concluded that the
use of a canonical leo/ N(H2) conversion factor probably underestimated the
amount of molecular gas present by about an order of magnitude, a result
in good agreement with the present work. Calculation of CO abundances in
low-metallicity molecular clouds has also recently been carried out by Bel,
Viala, and Guidi (1986), who obtained results in excellent agreement with
our models.
While it is quite probable that real variations in molecular hydrogen
content exist in irregular galaxies, it is not safe to conclude from weak CO
lines and a Galactic leo/ N(H2) conversion that stars must be forming from
atomic hydrogen in irregular galaxies, or that the efficiency of star formation
must be very high.
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Chapter 5

THE TURBULENT INTERSTELLAR MEDIUM AND
PRESSURE-BOUNDED MOLECULAR CLOUDS

5.1 Introduction
One of the major goals of molecular astronomy has been to understand
the physics and dynamics of molecular clouds. It has generally been assumed,
and occasionally claimed to have been conclusively demonstrated, that
molecular clouds (with the exception of the diffuse clouds) are gravitationally
bound and in virial equilibrium. However, the realization that the average
pressure in the ISM is probably dominated by the contribution of turbulence
suggests that another scenario is possible, wherein a significant fraction of
molecular clouds are in pressure equilibrium with an intercloud medium with
P / k ~ 10 4 • In section 2 I discuss the evidence for high pressures in the

ISM, in section 3 I derive the properties of pressure-bounded clouds, and in
section 4 I compare the models with observations. The final section discusses
some of the implications of the existence of such clouds in the ISM.

5.2 Turbulent Pressure

In

the ISM

Determinations of pressure in the ISM have relied on estimates of
particle densities and temperatures in diffuse interstellar clouds. The most
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direct measurements have used observations of molecular hydrogen (Jura
1975) and the CI fine structure lines (Jenkins and Shaya 1979; Jenkins et al.
1983) in cold clouds (Tk.$ 100 K). Both data sets indicate the presence of

a wide range of pressures in the ISM; Jenkins et al. find P /k ranges from

< 103 to more than 10 5 cm- 3 K for different lines of sight. However, these
values refer solely to the microscopic, thermal component of the pressure.
The linewidths measured in these studies are far larger than thermal Doppler
widths, even when saturation is taken into account, and demonstrate that
turbulence is the dominant line-broadening mechanism. The Doppler b-values
inferred from the linewidths are typically 1-2 km s-l.
These results, namely, that turbulence is widespread and typical values
of b are 1 km s-1 or more, are supported by a large body of data on the
ISM. Hobbs' (1974) high-resolution interferometric study of optical absorption
lines of KI, Na I and Ca IT produced an average value of b = 1.49 km S-1
for a sample of 30 clouds. A much more extensive study of KI absorption
lines by Chaffee and White (1982) yielded b values of 1 - 2 km s-1 for
single clouds. Since the abundance of neutral species such as KI depends
so strongly on density, these studies must sample the densest, most localized
clouds in the diffuse ISM. Well-determined b values for optical absorption
lines of CN, CH, and CH+ (Crutcher 1985; van Dishoeck and Black 1987;
Hawkins et al. 1986; Meyer and Jura 1985) for various diffuse clouds and
one dark cloud range from 1 - 2 km s-l.
In a medium where both turbulence and thermal gas motions
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contribute to the pressure, it is given by

P/k = EniT+ (av)2 p /2k cm- 3 K

(1)

i

(van Dishoeck and Black 1986) where av

=

10 5b is the Gaussian velocity

dispersion in cm s-1 which characterizes the turbulence, and the summation
is over the constituents of the gas with densities ni in cm- 3
mainly H, H 2 , and He.

;

these are

Including a turbulent contribution to the pressure

with b = 1.5 km s-1 would raise the median value for P /k of Jenkins et aZ.
(1979) from 4.0

X

103 to 1.3

X

104 , assuming T = 80 K. Some lines of sight

have P /k considerably in excess of 10 5 when this turbulent contribution is
included.
Detailed cloud models also suggest that the pressure in the intercloud
medium must be substantially larger than inferred from temperatures and
densities (van Dishoeck and Black 1986). Their models, which successfully
reproduce a large amount of molecular line data for the clouds in front
of !: Per, !: Oph, X Oph, and

0

Per, have surface pressures ranging from

P / k ~ 104 to 4 X 10 5 • Although they assumed a polytropic equation of state,

rather than calculating thermal balance explicitly, it is unlikely that the
surface pressures are greatly in error. If one is to avoid the conclusion that
diffuse clouds are expanding rapidly, then the intercloud pressure must be of
the order of 104 cm- 3 K on average. Since turbulence is so widespread in
the ISM on a variety of scales, it is reasonable to expect that pressure in
the intercloud medium also has a large contribution from turbulent motion.
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5.3 Properties of Pressure - bounded Clouds
Calculations of the equations of state for interstellar cloud models
assuming local thermal balance (Viala 1972; Shu et al. 1972; de Jong,
Dalgarno and Boland 1980) indicate that negative-index poly tropes with

P

= Kp 1+1 / n

provide reasonable approximations for a range of values of

the polytropic index, n.

For a full discussion of the properties and stability

of negative-index polytropes , see Viala and Horedt (1974). Here I derive
the properties of spherical polytropic cloud m.odels that are bounded by an
external medium with pressure Pe • I will use the usual polytropic variables

o and
by ee

e.

The values of

and

Oe.

e and 0 at the polytrope boundary will be denoted

For a polytrope in equilibrium with an external pressure Pe , the
polytropic constant can be determined from
K=

Pe
1+I/nO

Po

where Po

IS

(2)
e

the central density. The physical radius of the poly trope is

related to the dimensionless length variable
Te _

ee -

[-(n47rG
+ 1)K

ee

by

l/n-l] 1/2
Po

(3)

Viala and Horedt (1974) showed that pressure-bounded polytropes with

n < -1 are unstable if e is larger then a critical value, ec(n): an increase
In

the bounding pressure Pe will cause the poly trope to collapse. However,

as was first pointed out by Dickman and Clemens (1983), this instability
depends on the assumption that the polytropic constant K is constant for the
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sequence of polytropes produced by varying the external pressure. A more
appropriate boundary condition for models of interstellar clouds is probably
one where the central temperature Tc of the poly trope remains constant
when the boundary pressure is varied. It is straightforward to demonstrate
that polytropes with n < -1 are stable for all values of

e when

the central

temperature is kept fixed (see Appendix A). The boundary value of

e can

thus be chosen arbitrarily; the resulting poly tropes have nearly uniform
densities for small
(~

e«

1) and are strongly centrally condensed for large

e

10).
Equations (2) and (3) and the expression for the mean density of

a polytrope, p =

3po()~j

ee,

yield a relation between mean density and cloud

radius:
-p = 1 •25

10- 23 [

X

-(n + 1)
()~+1

(P.e jk)

]1/2

()'r- 1 gm cm- 3
e e

(4)

where r e is in pc. Thus the mean cloud density varies inversely with radius.
The polytropic temperature represents the contributions of both
thermal and turbulent motions to the support of the cloud. Therefore the
scaling of linewidth with radius is determined by the scaling of polytropic
temperature with size.

Using equations (2) and (4) to express the central

density in terms of Pe and r e , we can write the temperature at the center
of the poly trope as
p,re

411"G

Pe

To = Ree [ -(n + 1) ()~+1 ]

1/2

K

(5)

where R is the gas constant and p, is the molecular weight of the gas (gm
mol-I), equal to 2.25 for standard abundances. The turbulent contribution
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to the linewidth is independent of mass; we will calculate the one-dimensional
velocity dispersion, (kTo/m) 1/2 for the mean particle mass,m = ~mH2' Then
the FWHM of the (assumed Gaussian) line
AV

=

(81n2) p,K re
[
RmH2 ee

(

41f'G ~)
-(n + 1) O~+1

1/2] 1/2

(6)

At low polytropic temperatures, where the thermal component of motion
begins to dominate, this will overestimate the observable linewidths for
molecules such as CO and NH 3 • This also assumes the line is optically
thin; for optically thick lines the observable linewidth will be larger by some
factor a which depends on the degree of saturation. Inserting numerical
values into (6) yields

av =

1.35 x 10

-1 re1/2

~/2

ee

[

-

(

P.e /k

) n+l
n + 1 Oe

] 1/4

km s

-1

.

(7)

For an ensemble of clouds with similar values of ee, the linewidth scales like
r 1/ 2 j it is rather insensitive to the value of the external pressure.

5,4 Comparison with Observations
Studies of dark clouds and dark cloud cores (Leung, Kutner and Mead
1982; Myers 1983) have suggested that there is a correlation of linewidth
with cloud size of the form AV oc r 1/ 2 and between mean number density

(as inferred either from detailed excitation calculations or LTE analysis) and
cloud size of the form

n = r- 1 • As has been shown above, these relations

are predicted from models of pressure-bounded clouds. Before comparing the
model results to the data, however, it is necessary to re-examine some of the
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observations of dark clouds, since a number of complicating factors render
the earlier analyses suspect.
Myers (1983) used ammonia data from Myers and Benson (1982) and
CO data from Leung, Kutner and Mead (1982) (hereafter LKM) to derive
the relations discussed above for cloud size, mean density, and linewidth, and
found a continuity between the dense, dark cloud cores studied in ammonia
and the larger, isolated dark globules observed by LKM. Re-analysis of the
LKM data, however, suggests that the dense cloud cores are quite distinct
objects in terms of their dominant physics. LKM derived cloud masses
from an expression that depends on the maximum column density through
the cloud. They used LTE analysis of 12CO and 13CO observations to
estimate 13CO column densities; the H2 column density was then obtained
by multiplying by the value of [H 2)j[13CO). However, they used a value for
this quantity of 10 7 , which is a factor of 20 larger than the value derived
by Dickman (1978), which has been widely used. More to the point, current
estimates of [12COJ/[H 2) in fully molecular clouds (~ 8 x 10- 5 ; Willner and
Black 1984) and of [12COJ/[13CO) (~45; Jura 1987) make the adoption of
such a large value of [H2J/[13CO) unjustifiable. Thus the cloud masses (and
the mean densities) obtained by LKM are probably too high by a factor of
~

20.

There are also serious disagreements between the data of LKM and
those of Martin and Barrett (1978), who observed a number of the same
clouds using the same telescope (the NRAO 11m). Martin and Barrett
typically obtain values of peak 13CO column densities "'" 2 times larger than
LKM. Several of these clouds were also observed by Arquilla and Goldsmith
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(1985). The agreement between Arquilla and Goldsmith and Martin and
Barrett (1978) is excellent for the two clouds they have in common, including
B227, for which the discrepancy between Martin and Barrett and LKM is
most severe. There are also two clouds in common between LKM and
Arquilla and Goldsmith (1985): the latter derive 13CO column densities
~

3 times larger than LKM. Although both Martin and Barrett (1978)

and Arquilla and Goldsmith (1985) corrected their antenna temperatures for
coupling of the beam to the source, whereas LKM did not, these clouds have
such large angular sizes that this makes a difference in antenna temperatures
of only about 20% in the worst case. The main cause of the discrepancy is
the fact that LKM derived their column densities using the maximum values
found in the cloud of

TR

for both transitions. Since the largest values

of T R(13CO) are often found off the peak in 12CO (see for example the
maps in Martin and Barrett 1978), this procedure tends to systematically
underestimate the column densities of 13CO.
I have therefore revised the mass and density estimates for the clouds
in the sample of LKMj the adopted values are given in Table 5.1. Where
observations from Martin and Barrett (1978) or Arquilla and Goldsmith
(1985) are available, these have been used to derive cloud properties. Since
the cloud masses have been lowered by about an order of magnitude compared
to the values given by LKM, it is evident that the behavior of mean density
with radius in these dark clouds cannot represent a continuation of the trend
in dense cloud coreSj indeed, since most of the range in cloud size in the
data used by Myers (1983) comes from the LKM sample, it is no longer
clear that the dense cloud cores show any evidence at all for fi oc r- 1 or
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.6. V oc r 1/ 2 •
In Figure 1 I have plotted mean H2 density versus radius for 30

dark clouds, with data from LKM, Arquilla and Goldsmith (1985), Martin
and Barrett (1978), and Snell (1981). Also plotted are data for 18 highlatitude clouds observed by Keto and Myers (1986).

Superimposed on the

data are the predicted. n - r relations for pressure-bounded polytropes , for
pressures P / k = 104 and 103 , for two values of

ee:

0.5 (corresponding to

a nearly uniform density cloud) and 20 (a very centrally condensed cloud).
Considering the simplifying assumptions made in the models (spherical clouds,
the assumption that the poly tropes are complete poly tropes, the uncertain
nature of 'turbulence' in clouds, neglect of magnetic fields and rotation)
and the uncertainties in deriving sizes and mean densities from molecular
observations, the agreement with observations is quite good.

It is also evident

that most of the objects from Keto and Myers are best represented by

ee

= 0.5 models, i.e, self-gravity is not very important for these objects.

This conclusion was reached by Keto and Myers, who suggested that the
high-latitude clouds which they observed must be pressure-confined, with an
intercloud medium at P / k
the present work.

= 3 X 103 -

3 X 104 , a result in good agreement with

(Keto and Myers obtained somewhat larger values for the

boundary pressure than inferred here because they assumed uniform clouds.)
The three clouds which lie substantially above the

ee =

20, P / k = 104 line

are L134N and L1551 (from Snell 1981) and CRL 437 (from Arquilla and
Goldsmith 1985) which are all exceptional dark globules in that they are
forming stars. However, B335, which also has an embedded infrared source,
does not stand out.

Frerking, Langer and Wilson (1986) have observed B335
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extensively with the Bell Labs 7m telescope and concluded that it is much
more complex than the data of Martin and Barrett (1978), which are used
here, would suggest. It is quite likely that the masses of many of these
clouds have been underestimated, due to destruction of CO in the highlatitude clouds and to sub thermal excitation of optically thick 13CO in the
dark clouds.
Figure 2 shows the linewidth-radius data for the clouds from LKM
and Keto and Myers (1983) (linewidths were not available for the other
clouds in the sample), along with the corresponding predictions for pressurebounded polytropes, for the same parameters as in Figure 1. The agreement
is again quite good, and again many of the Keto and Myers clouds appear
to be quite uniform in structure. Figure 3 shows an extension of this plot,
to include the size-linewidth data of Myers and Benson (1982).

The dense

cores do appear to continue the trend of linewidth with size shown by the
dark clouds, but it is possible that comparing them is inherently unfair, as
the dense cores are probably dominated by self-gravity. On the other hand,
it is possible that the apparent continuity seen here reflects the same physics,
namely, the influence of the boundary pressure on the cloud structure. In
the case of the dense cores, the boundary pressure presumably represents
that of the surrounding molecular gas, rather than the intercloud medium.
Table 5.2 lists the properties of pressure-bounded poly tropes for a
range of indices for a boundary pressure of P jk

= 104

and a central number

density of H2 of 3000 cm- 3 . The models with large negative indices are
more centrally concentrated, with the result that their total internal energies
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Figure 5.1. Mean number density versus radius for dark clouds and
high-latitude clouds. Triangles are from Leung, Kutner and Mead (1982),
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u = Jf: cvT dm =

")':1 J pdV,

where

C

v is the specific heat per gram at

constant volume and 'Y the ratio of specific heats at constant pressure and
volume} exceed their gravitational energies W

= -G

J:

m dm/r by only a

small factor, unlike the small-index models where U can exceed W by nearly
an order of magnitude. For a given boundary pressure and polytropic index,
the internal energy per unit volume averaged over the cloud is constant along
the equilibrium sequence of increasing central density and decreasing radius.

5.5 Implications
As we have seen above, pressure-bounded poly tropes predict the
observed size-linewidth relations and inferred mean density-size relations
found in dark clouds. A 'universal'
integrated 12CO line intensity, leo,
considered to be a

value of the conversion factor relating
to H2 column density, is usually

consequence of self-gravitating,

'virialized'

clouds

(Dickman, Snell and Schloerb 1986; Solomon et al. 1986), where the term
virialized is here taken to mean that the velocity dispersion

0'

is determined

directly by the cloud mass and radius (see chapters 2 and 3). It is of
interest to derive a corresponding relation for pressure-bounded clouds. The
cloud-averaged column density of H2 is given by

N(H,) =

1.20 x 10'9 [-~;:,1) (Polk)]'/' 0; cm-'.

(8)

Note that this is the true column density of molecular hydrogen, not the
column density of particles of mean mass. The integrated CO intensity
averaged over the cloud can be approximated by

(9)
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Table 6.1
Revised Parameters for LKM Dark Clouds
Ma
Object
D
R
(n(H:l })
c
IC-1848-1
B5
ORI-I-2
B34
L1672
B227
B255
B68
BU8
B133
B134
B335
B361
B362
B157
B161

(pc)

12.
1.4
0.35

1.3
1.2
0.9
0.52
0.19
0.38
1.8
0.93
0.73
1.62
3.9
2.7
1.6

(M0)

(em-D)

(pc)

9100.
87.
4.0
8.6
59.
28.
0.33
0.58
0.73
18.
13.
16.8
98.
120.
74.
23.

20.
120.
350.
15.
130.
145.
9.
320.
50.
12.
61.
160.
90.
8.
14.
21.

1700
160
400
200
200
400
200
200
400
400
400
250
350
200
400
150

Source

MB
LKM
MB
LKM
LKM
AG
LKM
MB
MB
LKM
LKM
MB
AG
LKM
LKM
LKM

a Mass including correction for He
MB=Martin and Barrett 1978j AG=Arquilla and Goldsmith
1985j LKM=Leung, Kutner and Mead 1982

Table 5.2
Parameters of Pressure-Bounded Clouds
Properties of Pressure-Bounded Poly tropes
no (H 2 ) = 3000.
P/k = 104
Mass

n(H2)

(pe)

(M0)

(em-II)

(K)

0.80
1.73
4.44
8.16
12.7

23.6
148.
1248.
4843.
12700.

171.
108.
54.0
33.8
23.4

8.0
18.5
60.7
137.
249.

Index Radius

-1.5
-2.0
-3.0
-4.0
-5.0

To

U

W

(ergs)

(ergs)

AVo
(km

0- 1 )

0.11
0.43
1.02
1.61
2.21

1.53
1.71
3.37
2.36
9.66

X
X
X
X
X

10 44
10 45
10 46
10 47
10 47

-4.09
-7.79
-2.29
-1.95
-8.87

X
X
X
X
X

10 43
10 44
10 46
10 47
10 47
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where

Uu

is the one-dimensional velocity dispersion, TA is the antenna

temperature at line center averaged over the cloud, and a depends on
the degree of line saturation. For realistk cloud parameters, a is probably
in the range 1.5 - 2.0 for 12CO (Kleiner and Dickman 1985). I will adopt

a

= 1.75

and use the cloud center value of

Uu'

Equations (6), (8) and (9)

imply that the cloud-averaged value of N (H 2) I I co is

N(H 2)1 leo

= 4.77 x 1019 ( ;: )

1/2

, [
::

I ]1/4

-(n + 1)3 ~+~

with leo in K km s-1 and re in pc. A value for TA

= 6.7

(10)

K corresponds

to optically thick CO at 10 K. With this and Pelle = 104,
(11)
In

units of cm- 2 (K km

pc, while for re

=5

S-1 )-1.

Thus N(H2)1 leo = 2.0 x 10 20 for re = 0.5

pc it has fallen only to 6.4 x 10 19 • Note that for the

small clouds the linewidth for molecules like CO is overestimated, while the
cloud-averaged value will underestimate N(H2)IIeo for resolved clouds.
This number can be compared with the value derived from largescale gamma-ray studies by Bloemen et al. (1986), which is (2.8 ± 1.0) x 10 20 •
Equations (10) and (11) show that the predicted N(H 2)1 leo for the model
clouds is in good agreement for the small clouds (,$ 1 pc) while it is too small
for the larger clouds.

Of course, it is well known that the large molecular

clouds do not have smooth density profiles, but are extremely clumpy on
small scales.

One could thus imagine complexes made up of small pressure-

bounded clumps embedded in a lower density envelope in pressure equilibrium
with the intercloud medium. Systems like giant molecular cloud complexes,
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with large masses in clumps, would generally be gravitationally bound in any
case. However, one must be extremely cautious in interpreting conventional
plots of virial mass versus CO luminosity, since the observed correlation of
these quantities is solely an artifact of the linewidth-size relation which is
seen for giant molecular clouds as well as dark clouds.
Most analyses of the stability of molecular clouds have ignored the
role of the boundary pressure. Exceptions are the work of Elmegreen (1985),
who considered self-gravitating clumps inside lower-density self-gravitating
envelopes, in pressure equilibrium with the inter cloud medium, and specifically
considered the role of magnetic fields.

(The description of giant molecular

clouds as dense clumps embedded in a more diffuse envelope in pressure
equilibrium with the ISM in the preceding paragraph is essentially identical
to that of Elmegreen.) From a viral theorem analysis, Elmegreen also
obtained the result f:l. V oc r 1/ 2 • More directly related to this work is the
analysis of Dickman and Clemens (1983), who considered pressure-bounded
isothermal and polytropic models for a low-mass, very quiescent Bok globule,
and concluded that it could well be in a state of hydrostatic equilibrium.
Dickman and Clemens used a smaller value for the pressure in the interstellar
medium (P /k

= 5 x 103 ),

and found no reason to appeal to magnetic support

to stabilize the cloud, based on the derived cloud temperature and mass.
Adopting a value for the pressure 2 or 3 times higher might alter that
conclusion. Finally, it is important to call attention to the work of Chieze
(referenced in Silk 1985) which has apparently never seen print. Chieze was
the first to point out that if molecular clouds are in equilibrium with an
external pressure, then the expected scaling of velocity dispersion with cloud
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radius and intercloud pressure is C1 oc r 1 / 2 pl/4.
The predominance of pressure-bounded clouds has a number of
interesting implications for the ISM. If we identify these clouds with dark
clouds, it implies that they are inherently stable and not likely to form
stars unless exposed to an increase in intercloud pressure which compresses
them enough for gravitational forces to dominate; this might result from
a supernova blast wave, for example. Star formation would then be a
consequence of the collection of these clouds into large complexes which are
gravitationally bound. In a very actively star-forming environment such as a
starburst galaxy, the increase of pressure in the interstellar medium caused by
the presence of many early-type stars might trigger the widespread collapse
of such objects.
The success of the pressure-bounded cloud model in explaining the
properties of dark clouds suggests that these clouds may be quite distinct
from the larger molecular cloud complexes. The size-linewidth relation of
Solomon et al. (1986) for a large sample of giant molecular clouds predicts
lines that are too broad at size scales corresponding to the dark clouds
(~

1 pc and less). This lack of continuity may represent a transition from

pressure-bounded to gravitationally bound clouds. However, the fact that the
giant molecular clouds also display a relation of the same form as predicted
for pressure-bounded clouds suggests that the effect of the intercloud pressure
on cloud complexes may still have important consequences.
In summary, the sizes, masses, and predicted CO emission from

negative-index polytropic cloud models in equilibrium with external pressures
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P /k~ 104 are in good agreement with the properties of dark clouds.
Furthermore, the pressure-bounded clouds are predicted to have size-linewidth
and mean density-size relations of the same form and absolute value as have
been observed and inferred for dark clouds. Thus the observed features of
these interstellar clouds do not require that they be completely self-gravitating.
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Chapter 6

THE EFFICIENCY OF STAR FORMATION:
INTERPRETING LIR/Lco

6.1 Introduction

As mentioned in chapter one, one of the most interesting questions
about galaxies concerns their star formation histories. Ignoring ellipticals,
which except for some very unusual cases don't appear to be doing much
in the way of forming stars at all, have galaxies been producing stars at
a relatively constant rate throughout their history, or has this rate been
some function (simple or complicated) of time, environment, etc.? It is well
known that the rate at which galaxies are currently forming stars varies over
several orders of magnitude, with the low end represented by many irregular
galaxies, SO and Sa galaxies, and occasional inactive later-type spirals like
M31 (Hunter and Gallagher 1985; de Jong et al. 1984; Walterbos 1986).
The extreme IRAS galaxies, if actually powered by star formation, must
have star formation rates about two orders of magnitude larger than nearby,
actively star-forming galaxies like M51 and NGC 6946 (or even the Milky
Way, which is no slouch when it comes to forming stars, either). This large
variation in the star formation rate among galaxies raises another, perhaps
more fundamental question: why do galaxies form stars at the rate they do?
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The discovery of the molecular component of the ISM in the Galaxy,
and its role as the necessary raw material from which stars are produced, has
made it apparent that active star formation must depend on the presence,
at least, of molecular gas. To ascertain whether galaxies with high rates of
star formation are forming stars with a greater efficiency per unit mass of
molecular gas, or simply have more raw material to process into stars, we
need to be able to make quantitative estimates of two parameters:
1) The rate of star formation;
2) The amount of molecular gas present in a galaxy.
How can we measure these quantities?
The most direct indicator of recent star formation is the presence
of masslve, early-type stars that have the shortest lifetimes. One way to
determine whether massive stars are present in a galaxy is to look for the
signature of the large amounts of ionized gas maintained in H II regions
around hot stars. This includes optical emission lines, such as Ha, and
radio free-free continuum. Unfortunately, the emergent intensity of Ha or
other transitions in the visible region of the spectrum can be greatly reduced
by the presence of large (and probably variable) amounts of extinction. This
is the case for the most active nearby galaxies, M82 and NGC 253, which
show evidence for strong bursts of star formation in their nuclei but are very
heavily obscured at visible wavelengths. Certainly, a galaxy which shows a
large Ha equivalent width (provided it is not produced by a non-thermal
ionizing source) must have a large number of 0

and B stars, but the

effects of extinction mean that the converse is not necessarily true.

Radio
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measurements can be useful, but allow the separation of the non-thermal
contribution from the thermal emission of the H II regions only if comparable
measurements are available at many different frequencies extending to 5 GHz
or so.
The most accurate way of measuring the number of massive stars is
probably by observations of near-infrared recombination lines such as Bri.
The amount of extinction at near-infrared wavelengths is usually not large,
and can be corrected (using standard assumptions based on recombination
theory, which seem to be generally correct) by observing longer wavelength
lines such as Bra::. The difficulty with using near-ir recombination lines to
infer star formation rates is that the measurements themselves are still quite
difficult, requiring considerable amounts of telescope time. For this reason,
the most widespread measure of star-forming activity in use at present is
the galactic far-infrared luminosity.
The earliest accurate determinations of the far-infrared spectra of
a moderate number of galaxies (Telesco and Harper 1980) showed that
this emission could most reasonably be explained as radiation from dust,
presumably powered by the absorption of ultraviolet, visual, and near-infrared
photons by the grains. The discovery that this emission is typically extended
on kiloparsec scales effectively ruled out a compact non-thermal object as the
source of the incident radiation. This led naturally to the notion that massive
young stars provided the input luminosity to power the far-infrared emission.
Telesco and Harper (1980) demonstrated that the observed characteristics
of the far-infrared spectra were in reasonable agreement with those of H II
region/molecular cloud complexes in the Galaxy.
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The IRAS observations have increased by several orders of magnitude
the number of galaxies for which far-infrared observations are available.
(This factor would be somewhat smaller if Al Harper's unpublished data
were taken into account.) The IRAS mission discovered the most luminous
class of galaxies known, with estimated bolometric luminosities in excess of
10 12 L 0

•

Not surprisingly, these galaxies have attracted a great deal of

attention from astronomers interested in star-forming galaxies.
The IRAS data have been used to estimate the total luminosity of
high-mass stars in the following way. Since IRAS detected most galaxies only
at 60 and 100J,Lm, it is necessary to estimate the unseen flux contributed
at longer wavelengths to obtain a value for the total far-infrared luminosity.
This has generally been done through the procedure outlined in the IRAS
Extragalactic Catalogu.e (Lonsdale et aZ. 1985), which uses a weighted sum of

the 60 and 100J,Lm flux densities, an assumed emissivity law, and the ratio
of 60 and 100J,Lm flux densities to extrapolate to longer wavelengths. This
method implicitly assumes that the infrared emission can be described by
a single temperature, namely, the 60/100J,Lm color temperature. Wherever
they are directly measured, the infrared energy distributions of galaxies
are invariably too wide to be represented by a single Planck function, a
consequence of the fact that dust with a considerable range in temperature
contributes to the observed emission (see §6.4). This contributes an inherent
uncertainty in the derived far-infrared luminosity, of about a factor of 2-3
(or possibly higher: there are at present not enough submillimeter data for
galaxies to adequately test the method). In the conventional argument, the
infrared luminosity is attributed without justification to massive stars.

(There
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is indirect evidence, such as the tight correlation of the IRAS FIR parameter
with the observed 1400 MHz flux densities, but the interpretation of this
is not straightforward.) Under the assumption of steady-state (which, for
starburst galaxies, is a contradiction in terms) the derived luminosity/mass
ratio, LIR can be converted into a rate of star formation (Scoville and Young
1983; Young et al. 1986a; Young et al. 1986b). In passing, it is worth noting
that the assumption that the observed far-infrared emission is directly related
to current star-forming activity has been seriously questioned by Persson and
Helou (1987) (see §6.5).
The amount of molecular gas present is estimated from CO observations, assuming a constant conversion factor from galaxy to galaxy between
CO integrated intensity (leo) and beam-averaged column density. Chapter 3
outlined some of the pitfalls inherent in the unthinking use of such conversion
factors; further perils will be uncovered in this chapter. The measured leo
is converted into what is commonly called the 'CO luminosity' (Young et al.
1986a) by multiplying by the area of the beam FWHM on the galaxy; this
luminosity is converted into a mass of molecular hydrogen within the beam.
Under the assumption that infrared luminosity measures the luminosity
of massive stars, and that the CO luminosity accurately measures the amount
of molecular gas, these two quantities are now ratioed, and the resulting value
of LIR/ Leo is referred to as the star formation efficiency (supposedly being
the stellar luminosity per unit mass of molecular gas), although this term
really only makes sense (semantically, at least) if one interprets the infrared
luminosity in terms of a rate of star formation, as discussed above.
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Does this procedure have any validity? Can we interpret the ratio

LIR/ Leo as an 'efficiency' of star formation in Bome sense? This chapter
addresses these questions. Section two discusses how one can go about
modelling the infrared emission from a population of clouds, and in particular
how to calculate the much-used LIR/ Leo in a simple way. In section three
we will consider in detail the far-infrared emission from two nearby, starforming galaxies for which data of high spatial resolution are available.
Section four discusses the infrared and CO properties of a sample of galactic
nuclei. In the final section of this chapter, we will discuss in some detail the
origin of the far-infrared emission from galaxies, drawing on the conclusions
of the preceding chapters.

6.2 Modelling the Infrared Emission From Galaxies

a) Calculating Flux Densities from Cloud Ensembles
In the discussion of modelling of CO emission from galaxies in chapter
two, a multitude of sins were concealed by specifying the emergent intensity
from a cloud by only three parameters: the excitation temperature, the
optical depth, and the linewidth of the transition. A similar sweeping-underthe-rug philosophy will be adopted here in modelling the infrared emission
from clouds. Although (as is true for CO emission) real molecular clouds are
far more complicated then portrayed here, the observational and theoretical
uncertainties are sufficiently large that a more elaborate approach does not
seem to be justified at this time.
The emergent flux density from the surface of a cloud can be
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calculated very easily, provided that the optical depth and dust temperature
are specified. It is almost certainly not true that the dust within a single
giant molecular cloud is at one temperature, but it is probable that the
flux density at a parti<;ular wavelength is dominated by dust within a range
of temperatures which is small compared to the differences in temperature
between clouds in different environments. The flux density at a particular
frequency is then

(6.2.1)
Given tabulated values for the response functions for the filters used in
the infrared observations of interest, it would be easy to calculate the inband flux from a model cloud distribution. Unfortunately, although these
are available for the mAS instruments, they are not generally available for
the other infrared photometric systems in use; furthermore, virtually all farinfrared observations are reported as flux densities at the effective wavelength
of the filter (see §6.3). This effective wavelength depends not only on the
instrument but also on the spectral shape of the source being observed.
Since we are then forced to take the reported flux densities at face value, we
will generally calculate flux densities rather than passband-integrated fluxes.
The optical depths are specified in terms of the optical depth per
unit color excess, E(B - V).

This has the advantage of remaining constant

when variations in the gas-to-dust ratio are considered. Since the spatial
response of an infrared beam is essentially identical (Le., approximately
Gaussian) to that of a diffraction-limited radio telescope beam, we can
use the machinery developed for modelling CO emission virtually without
alteration. The individual molecular clouds are assigned dust temperatures
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and optical depths in the same way as the CO parameters. A number of
dust temperature distributions have been included in the program; these are
identical to the distributions used for cloud excitation temperatures:
I. Dust temperature is constant throughout the galaxy.
II. Dust temperature decreases exponentially with radius. Since the
density of heating sources (stars, cosmic rays) quite probably increases
towards the galactic center, such a variation might be expected in
spiral galaxies.
III. A two-level dust temperature distribution, where a fraction of the
clouds within a specified radius have a temperature Tw , while
the rest of the clouds in the disk have a lower temperature Te.
This will be of relevance to galaxies with high star formation
rates, since the far-infrared dust temperatures of star-forming clouds
are considerably higher than in quiescent molecular clouds (Ryter
and

Puget 1977;

Thronson and Mozurkewich 1987). Since the

gas and dust temperature distributions are specified separately in
CO_GALAXY, they are not required to have the same spatial
dependence.
IV. Like III, except that the warm clouds are those in spiral arms, while
the cold clouds are in the inter arm regions.
Calculation of the infrared emission from the molecular cloud ensemble is
done in the same manner as for the CO emission, except that it is not
necessary to perform a convolution in velocity space, which greatly speeds
up the calculation.
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The advantages of this approach to modelling far-infrared emission are
similar to those discussed in reference to the modelling of extragalactic CO
emission; namely, that the properties of the ensemble are specified a priori,
and compared with those that would be derived using the conventional
assumptions applied to observations of galaxies. However, there are some
even simpler ways of calculating observable properties of far-infrared emission
which are of considerable use in the intepretation of data. The next two
sub-sections describe these procedures; we then turn to a discussion of the
observed infrared emission from galaxies.

b) Calculation of LIR/Leo for a Molecular Cloud Ensemble
Under the assumption that the infrared and CO luminosities of
galaxies arise from the same population of objects, molecular clouds, it is very
straightforward to estimate the value of LlR/ Leo that would be observed from
an ensemble with specified properties. For CO and far-infrared observations
made with comparable beam sizes, the spatial response at both wavelengths
will be quite similar, so that the ratio of infrared to CO luminosities should
be fairly accurate as long as the cloud properties don't vary enormously
across the beam (note that this does not mean that all clouds must have
identical properties; see the discussion in chapter 3).
The CO 'luminosities' used by Young et al. (1986), Sanders et al.

(1986), etc. are defined as

Leo = IeoA K km

s-1

Kpc 2

(6.2.2)

where A is the area of the beam FWHM projected on the galaxy, in kpc 2 •
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If we express the beam FWHM,

(Jl/'J'

in seconds of arc and the distance to

the galaxy, D, in Mpc, then A is given by
A
-

'IT 3 D2(J2
1/'J
(1.296 x 103

)2

= 1.846 X 10- 5 D2(J~/'J .

(6.2.3)

Hence the CO luminosity is given by Leo = 1.846 x 10- 5 D2(Jt/'Jleo.
The measured integrated CO intensity is related to the cloud areaaveraged integrated intensity of clouds in the galaxy by
(6.2.4)
(see the discussion in chapter 2), where OA is the antenna beam solid angle
(defined in equation (2.2.2)) and Pi is the relative response of the antenna
at the position of cloud i which has solid angle Oi in steradians. If we
assume that the clouds are identical (or identify

1

as the ensemble average

within the beam) then we can write the observed quantity leo as

leo = 1/

(6.2.5)

where / is the areal filling factor of clouds within the beam. The far-infrared
luminosities are LIR = 47J' D2 FIR where FIR is the observed far-infrared flux.
For an ensemble of clouds, FIR is
FIR

= I: Fjr; / D2

(6.2.6)

i

where Fj is the surface flux from the ith cloud,

ri

is its radius, and D is

again the distance to the galaxy; the summation is over all clouds within
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the infrared beam. Now, the solid angle subtended by an individual cloud
(assuming that D ~ r) is AOi

FIR

= 7rrl! D2.

Thus

= L7rFj rll7rD 2
i

(6.2.7)
Assuming again that all the clouds are identical (or can be represented by
an ensemble average), then

FIR

Fo~

= -L-AOi
7r .

(6.2.8)

•

which can be written

In

terms of the filling factor as

(6.2.9)
where OB is the solid angle of the infrared beam. Thus we can write the
observed infrared luminosity as

(6.2.10)
where D is in Mpc, 01 / 2 is in arcseconds, and Fo is in ergs cm- 2 s-l. If
we have CO and infrared observations made with similar beam sizes, so that
OA ~ OB, then the ratio of infrared to CO luminosity is

LIR

---=
Leo

2.64 X 10 5 D2 Fof()~/2
-----~~~~
1.85 x 1O-5D2If()~/2

= 1.43 x 10 loFo
I

L0 ( K

(6.2.11)
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If we convert the CO luminosity to an H2 mass using the conversion
factor of Young and Scoville (1982a), then
(6.2.12)
Note that we do not have to believe that the conversion to H2 mass using
this factor is necessarily correct; it merely serves to produce a ratio that is
of order unity, and is easily compared to the observationally-derived quantity.
We will define the luminosity at a given wavelength as
(6.2.13)
vFv would be the flux per octave if the source had constant flux density
with wavelength. As with conversion of Leo to gas mass, this is solely to
produce convenient units from flux densities, which are the generally reported
observed quantity.

c) Calculation of 2-Component Colors
The assumption that the far-infrared emlSSlOn from a galaxy is
produced by dust at a single temperature is generally not correct, as
the color temperature tends to increase with decreasing wavelength. A
somewhat better description can be made through the simple (and not
unreasonable) assumption that the dust emission can be represented by the
sum of contributions from two dust components with temperatures Tc and

Tw (for cold and warm dust, respectively). If we have observations at three
different wavelengths, then it is possible to uniquely fix the temperature of the
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warm component and the fraction of the emission that is coming from this
component, provided that we assume a temperature for the cold component.
This can be very useful for discussing the energetics of dust emission from a
galaxy, and we will use this decomposition in the discussion of dust emission
from galactic nuclei in §6.4. Here we discuss how to calculate far-infrared
colors from a two-component dust model.
Suppose that we have observed infrared flux densities
frequencies

Vb

V2,

and

a particular frequency,

V3.
V2

IVi

at 3

Then we can write the observed flux density at

for instance, as
(6.2.14)

where

1~2

and

this frequency.

I~

represent the contributions from cold and warm dust at

The flux density contributions may be written as
(6.2.15)

where Bv is the Planck function and the coefficients

0:2

and

{32

depend on

the filling factors and optical depths of the dust components and on the
source solid angle.

We can put this in the form
(6.2.16)

By defining the function
(6.2.17)
equation (6.2.16) can be written
(6.2.18)
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The fraction of the observed flux density at

V2

coming from the

warm component is given by

(6.2.19)
Thus, for a specified fractional contribution to the flux at

V2

from the warm

dust component, we can calculate X2 from
(6.2.20)

For calculating colors or spectral indices for optically thin dust
emission, we do not have to specify a2, for the following reason.

Analogously

to equation (6.2.14), we can express the observed flux density at frequency
VI,

for example, as
(6.2.21)

However, a1 and (31 are not independent of a2 and (32. The source solid
angles and filling factors for each component will be the same at both
frequencies, so that the coefficients will differ only by changes in the optical
depth between

III

and

V2.

Dust grain emissivities in the infrared are usually

represented by functions of the form

E"

oc v'Y.

Observations indicate that 1

is in the range 1 - 2 for dust in the Galactic ISM. The a and (3 coefficients
in equations (6.2.14) and (6.2.21) involve the optical depths

T"

in terms of

the form 1 - e- r". If the optical depths at the frequencies of interest are
small enough that the exponential in this term is given by the first two
terms of a Taylor series expansion without significant error, then the optical
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depths enter into (6.2.14) and (6.2.21) linearly, and so for an emissivity law
like the above we get the result that

(6.2.22)
and so the observed flux density at

f~~8 =

0:1 (B~I

VI

is

+ XlB:')

= 0:2 (~~) '"1 (B~I + XlB:

(6.2.23)

I ).

It is evident from the above discussion that Xl is a function only of quantities

(such as filling factors) that are independent of frequency, and so Xl
with the result that the ratio of flux densities at

V2

and

VI

= X2 =X,

is

.rob8
JV2

(6.2.24)

ob8
f VI

which is independent of

0:2.

We can thus calculate spectral indices or colors

for this two-component model by specifying Te , T w, 'Y, and the fraction
of the flux density at

V2

hw

which is contributed by the warm dust component.

Defining the function F['W

=(ehv./kTo,u> - 1)-1, (6.2.24) can be simplified to
(6.2.25)

The advantage of assummg that the dust optical depth

Tv

«

1 at

all wavelengths is that we can calculate colors and spectral indices without
explicitly specifying the values of the optical depths, as everything but
the wavelength dependence falls out. However, it is still straightforward to
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calculate spectral indices even if

Tv

isn't small. In this case

al

and

a2

are

related by
(6.2.26)
Then the analogue of (6.2.25) is
(6.2.27)
so that to calculate colors, it is necessary to specify the dust optical
depth

at

one

of the frequencies

in

addition

to T c ,

T w,

hw,

and

/.

6.3 The Far - Infrared Disks of NGC 6946 and M51
Although the IRAS mission has immensely broadened our knowledge
of the infrared universe, it was lacking in two particulars:
1) Since the longest-wavelength passband on IRAS was only at 100
microns, no information was obtained on emission from dust colder
than about 25 Kj such cool temperatures are probably typical of dust
in a significant fraction of the interstellar medium (e.g., dense, cold
molecular clouds).
2) The low spatial resolution at the longest wavelengths (3'

X

5' at

100 microns) makes it impossible to determine anything about the
spatial structure of the infrared emission, or possible variations

In

dust temperature, for any but the largest nearby galaxies.
Thus some of the (to me, at least) most interesting questions which can be
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answered by studies of far-infrared emission cannot be addressed by using
the otherwise extraordinary IRAS database.
Fortunately, a number of astronomers have attempted to fill in this
gap in our knowledge of the properties of galaxies in the far-infrared; in
fact, much of this work predates the launching of IRAS. In the last 5
years a program of mapping of galaxies in the far-infrared using the Kuiper
Airborne Observatory (KAO) has been under way using a far-infrared array
developed at Yerkes Observatory (Smith 1982; Harper 1984). To date the
data on two of these galaxies have been published: M51 (Smith 1982), and
NGC 6946 (Smith, Harper and Lowenstein 1984). M51 and NGC 6946 are
both large, late-type (Sc and Sed, respectively), nearly face-on spirals, and
are also relatively nearby (adopted distance of 9.6 Mpc for M51 and 10.1
Mpc for NGC 6946). Considerable data on the gas components of both
these galaxies are also available, from high resolution H I (Weliachew and
Gottesman 1973; Tacconi and Young 1986; Rogstad, Shostak, and Rots 1972)
and CO (Young and Scoville 1982a; Young and Scoville 1983; Tacconi and
Young 1986) studies, which makes them ideal for this work. Figures 6.1 and
6.2 show the resulting maps at a wavelength of 170p,m for the galaxies. The
M51 image is rather historic, as it represents the first complete map of any
galaxy at far-infrared wavelengths.
In this section we will examine in detail the far-infrared emission

from the disks of two nearby spiral galaxies, and in particular attempt to
determine with what component of the interstellar medium the dust producing
this emission is associated, and what radial gradients in the properties of
the ISM may be implied by the data.
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a) Comparison with Atomic Hydrogen
Observations of galaxies at wavelengths greater than 150JLm are
extremely important, since much of the dust in the interstellar medium
is expected to be too cold to radiate at shorter wavelengths (Mezger et al.
1986; de Muizon and Rouan 1985). The 170JLm maps of M51 and NGC
6946 were also made with high enough spatial resolution (49") that it is
possible to examine the radial behavior of the emission in some detail, and
to make useful comparisons with existing data on the gaseous components of
the ISM. Since we are particularly interested in the origin of the emission,
we will look very closely at the relation between the 170J.Lm flux and the
column densities of H I and H2 throughout the galaxies, and compare the
results with existing models for the origin of far-infrared emission in the
ISM.

i) NGC 6946
Figure 6.3 shows the azimuthally-averaged radial distributions of the
column densities of H I and H2 in NGC 6946, from Tacconi and Young
(1986).

The molecular hydrogen column densities have been obtained from

the CO 'luminosities' (see §2) using the conversion factor of Young and
Scoville (1982a), so that Figure 6.3 really displays the radial distribution of
CO integrated intensity; as discussed extensively in chapter 3, the conversion
to H2 column density will not necessarily be constant with radius. We will
return to this point later on. Both distributions have been corrected for
projection effects due to non-zero inclination of the galaxy. The H I data
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were obtained with 40" resolution, while the CO were taken with the FCRAO
14m telescope, which has a. FWHM of 45" at the J=1-0 frequency of CO.
The distributions of the molecular and atomic components of the ISM in
NGC 6946 are very characteristic of late-type spiral galaxies: The H I shows
a very flat radial distribution, with a central minimum and a peak around
8-10 kpc, whereas the molecular gas (or at least leo) has a quasi-exponential
distribution, with a peak value almost two orders of magnitude larger than
that of the H I (Rogstad and Shostak 1973; Scoville 1982). If the conversion
factor between leo and N(H2) of Young and Scoville (1982a) is applicable
throughout the disk of this galaxy, then it is obvious that the molecular
component of the ISM is dominant for R;S 10 kpc.
The radially-averaged 170l1m flux density, taken from the data of
Smith, Harper, and Loewenstein, is shown in Figure 6.4. The similarity to
the CO distribution is obvious, as was noted by Tacconi and Young (1986).
In order to compare quantitatively the distribution of the 170l1m emission

with that of the H I and H2, in Figure 6.5 I have plotted the ratio of 170l1m
flux density to the hydrogen column density (Le., NH = NH

I

= 2NHJ, for

both the H I and H 2. This ratio is remarkably flat for the H2 data, whereas
it increases by more than an order of magnitude from the edge of the
mapped disk to the galaxy center for the H 1. However, the differences in

F17op.m/NH for the H I and H2 should not be taken automatically as evidence
that the 170l1m emission is associated with the molecular component, since
there are variations in metallicity (McCall, Rybski and Shields 1985) (and
thus perhaps in the gas-to-dust ratio) and probably in the intensity of the
interstellar radiation field with radius in the galaxy, which may affect the
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Figure 6.3. Azimuthally-averaged radial distributions of H I and H2
(as derived from CO) in NGC 6946. Data from Tacconi and Young (1986).
The hydrogen column density NH is the number of H atoms per square
centimeter (= 2N(H2)).
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observed flux density to column density ratio.
A number of models have been proposed in recent years to explain
the observed diffuse far-infrared emission in the Galaxy (Mezger 1978; Mathis,
Mezger and Panagia 1983; Cox, Knigel and Mezger 1986; de Muizon and
Rouan 1985). The IRAS mission has provided information on the intensity,
spatial distribution, and temperature of dust emission in the Milky Way from
12 to 100 microns with greatly improved spatial coverage, which has led to
the discovery of the so-called 'infrared cirrus' (see §5). Several authors have
now advanced grain models which provide quite good fits to the infrared
emission from the nearby diffuse ISM, as observed by IRAS (Draine and
Lee 1984; Draine and Anderson 1985; Desert 1986). Perhaps even more
encouraging is the fact that the grain models are quite similar, disagreeing
mostly only in their treatment of the properties of very small particles.
Since Desert has published calculations of the expected energy emitted
per hydrogen atom for grains in the diffuse ISM at wavelengths longer than
100JLm, we will use his values. Table 6.1 gives the values of intensity
at 170JLm divided by the hydrogen column density, for 2 slightly different
grain models (one with a continuous size distribution down to the smallest
particles, with mean size

a = 1.5 x

10- 3 JLm, and the other with a bimodal

a=

10 x 10- 3 JLm), for three different values

size distribution and mean size

of the interstellar radiation field parameter, X, defined as the ratio of the
intensity of the ISRF to the solar neighborhood value. For comparison,
Desert's models give a value of Iv/NH at 100JLm that is about 20% lower
than that of Draine and Anderson (1985).
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Table 6.1
1170/ N H X 10 15 Jy cm 2 Br- 1
X
a = 10 a = 1.5
14,.8
16.4
1
10
76.7
66.8
100
223.
203.
The far-infrared observations of Smith, Harper and Loewenstein (1984)
were carried out using a 49" second beam, so the effective beam area is
LlO = 6.38

X

10- 8 Br.

(The effective beam area is defined as the integrated

spatial response of the beam, and for a Gaussian beam is given by equation
(2.2.7).

This is of course larger then the area of the beam FWHM, which is

commonly used to represent the beam area.)

For a radiation field in NGC

6946 similar in intensity to that in the Bolar neigborhood, and no variation
with radius of the ISRF intensity or the dust-to-gas ratio, the models of
Desert predict
(6.3.1)
The actual value of F170ILm/NH (in units of 10- 20 ) in NGC 6946 ranges
from 0.67 to 9.43. Thus if the intensity of the ISRF and the dust-to-gas
ratio remain unchanged with radius, infrared emission from dust associated
with diffuse atomic hydrogen appears to fail miserably as the source of the
170ILm emission, a result which is obvious just from the radial variation in

F170ILm/Nu compared with the Hat H I radial distribution.

It is often assumed (e.g., Mezger et al. 1986) that the dust optical

depth per column density of hydrogen (TII/NH) will Bcale directly with
metallicity. This implicitly assumes that the number of grains, rather than
the grain size distribution, will vary with the metal abundance. This is not
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an unreasonable assumption, although there is very little data with which to
test it. In the Magellanic clouds, which have carbon abundances considerably
below the solar value, it is well established that the dust-to-gas ratios reflect
this decreased abundance quite directly (Koornneef 1984; see chapter 4). A
fairly large gradient in the dust-to-gas ratio in M31 has been suggested by
Walterbos (1986) to explain the variation of the 60 and 100J,Lm emission
with radius. Assuming that Tv/NH will scale with metallicity in the manner
described above, can the observed metallicity gradient in NGC 6946 raise
the expected flux enough so that the 170J,Lm emission can arise from dust
In

clouds of atomic hydrogen?
Information on the metallicity variation with radius in NGC 6946

can be obtained from the data of McCall, Rybski and Shields (1985), who
measured [OIl], [OIII], and H{3 lines in 7 H II regions, with radii between 2
and 9 kpc.

Oxygen abundances have been derived from their data using the

revised empirical calibration of ([OII]+[OIII])/H{3 of Pagel et al. (1985).

(See

appendix E.) Figure 6.6 shows the derived oxygen abundances plotted as a
function of radius; Table B3 lists the abundances from 0 to 12 kpc derived
from a least-squares fit to the values of Log([OII]+[OIII])/H{3 of McCall,
Rybski and Shields.
The [O/H] data of McCall, Rybski and Shields indicate that the
abundances in NGC 6946 are sub-solar beyond about 9 kpc. The calculations
of Draine and Lee (1984), Draine and Anderson (1985) and Desert (1986)
assume a [C/H] ratio of 3.7 x 10- 4 • This is a factor of 1.26 times smaller
than the best solar value. If we assume that the dust abundance, and thus
far-infrared optical depth, scales directly with the [0 /H] abundance (and
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assume that the [C/H] abundance varies directly with the [O/H] abundance),
then we get the predicted values of
X

= 1,

F170p.m/NH

as a function of radius, for

listed in Table 6.2.
Figure 6.7 displays the observed

F170p.m/NH

for NGC 6946, along with

model curves for the predicted 170J.Lm emission incorporating the metallicity
gradient for three different values of X.

Increasing the intensity of the

radiation field relative to the solar neighborhood value by factors of 10 and
100 would only increase the predicted 170J.Lm flux by factors of 4.5 and
13.7, respectively, which is still inadequate to explain the

F170p.m/NH

values

near the center of the galaxy. Furthermore, an increase of X to a value
of 100 is completely unreasonable for NGC 6946, as this would not only
imply star-forming activity comparable to that of the nucleus of M82, but
would also produce dust temperatures in the diffuse gas far higher than
what is observed: the expected color temperature from observations at 120
and 170J.Lm would be in excess of 50 K in this case, whereas the highest
temperature measured by Smith, Harper and Loewenstein (at the nucleus)
is 22 K. In fact, the models of Desert predict color temperatures that are
generally too high, always exceeding 22 K (the exact value depending on the
choice of emissivity law) even for X

= 1.

ii) M51
We can carry out a similar analysis for M51, using the 170J.Lm data
of Smith (1982) and the H I map of Weliachew and Gottesman (1973).
The aperture synthesis map of Weliachew and Gottesman is at 2' resolution,
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Figure 6.6. Oxygen abundances relative to hydrogen in NGC 6946.
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Table 6.2
Predicted Flux Density/Column Density Ratio: NGC 6946

R
(Kpc)
0
1
2

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

F170,.,.m/NH
(Jy cm 2 ) x 1020
0.31
0.30
0.28
0.25
0.23
0.20
0.18
0.15
0.14
0.12
0.10
0.09
0.08

Table 6.3

Predicted Flux Density/Column Density Ratio: M51

R
(Kpc)

F170,.,.m/NH
(Jy cm 2 ) x 10 20

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

0.45
0.43
0.39
0.37
0.34
0.34
0.34
0.30
0.26
0.19
0.14
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Figure 6.7. Predicted F170p.m/NH for NGC 6946 from the atomic
hydrogen component of the ISM, using model of Desert (1986). X is the
ratio of the intensity of the interstellar radiation field used in the model to
the solar neighborhood value.
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considerably larger than the 49" resolution of the 170J.,Lm data. However,
the structure in the H I distribution (in particular the radial variation) is on
sufficiently large scales that the beam-averaged column density, which is the
quantity of interest, is probably not very different from the value that would
be measured in a beam of the same size as used for the 170J.,Lm observations.
Comparison of the 2' resolution map of NGC 6946 of Rogstad, Shostak
and Rots (1972) with the 40" resolution data of Tacconi and Young (1986)
gives very good agreement between the beam-averaged column densities, the
differences being about 10%.
Figure 6.8 shows the radial distributions of H2 and H I column
densities as in Figure 6.3, where the H2 is again derived from CO observations
(Scoville and Young 1983). The profiles are very similar to those in NGC
6946; note that there are only upper limits to the H I column density
at R

=0

and 1 kpc.

If we again plot the ratio F 1 70pm/NH for the H I

and H2 column densities, (Figure 6.9), we get a result that is identical to
that for NGC 6946: for the H I this ratio varies by more than an order
of magnitude across the disk, while for the H2 it is remarkably constant.
Figure 6.9 shows the azimuthally averaged data; Figure 6.10 displays the
individual values derived from the H I and 170J.,Lm data.
As in NGC 6946, the predicted ratio of 170J.,Lm flux to H I column
density in the case of no dust-to-gas gradient and no variation in the intensity
of the ISRF is much too low compared to the data. The metallicity gradient
in M51 can be obtained from the data of Smith (1975) and McCall, Rybski
and Shields (1985). Figure 6.11 shows the derived oxygen abundances for
the measured positions (see appendix B); the abundances derived from a
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least-squares fit to the ([OIl]+[OIlIj)/H,8 values for radii from 0 to 10 kpc
are listed in table B4. The oxygen abundance gradient in M51 appears to
be shallower than that in NGC 6946; since [0 /H] at the nucleus is similar in
the two galaxies, this means that the metallicity in M51 is greater than solar
out to approximately 10 kpc. Incorporating the derived metallicity gradient
into the model far-infrared emission, we get the predicted
for M51, for X

= 1,

F170jJ.m/NH

ratios

given in Table 6.3.

Figure 6.12 shows the azimuthally-averaged

F 170 jJ.m/NH

data, along

with the predicted values for models with X equal to 1, 10, and 100.
Even with the radiation field intensity raised to unacceptably high values,
infrared emission from dust associated with atomic gas in M51 cannot explain
the observed flux in the inner few kpc.

For a reasonable increase of the

ISRF intensity towards the nucleus (certainly less than a factor of ten), the
predicted value of

F 170 jJ.m/NH

is still more than a factor of five too low

to explain the data points at R

< 1 kpc. Since the disk of M51 seems

to be even colder than that of NGC 6946 (see below), the predicted color
temperatures from Desert's model present even more of a discrepancy.
We are thus forced to the conclusion that, unless grain properties

In

the diffuse ISM of NGC 6946 and M51 are extremely different from those
in the solar neighborhood, the 170j.Lm emission in these galaxies does not
arise from dust associated with atomic hydrogen. Since the observed color
temperatures are much too low for this emission to be coming from the
'extended low-density H II regions' (Mezger 1978; see §5), this emission must
be produced by dust that is intimately associated with molecular gas, a
result that has a number of interesting implications. Note that the ratio
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Figure 6.11. Oxygen abundances in M51 as a function of radius.
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of 170j.tm flux to the total hydrogen column density, N(H)+ N(H2), will
also have a very flat radial dependence. One way to interpret this behavior
would be that the heating of dust is independent of whether the dust is
in atomic or molecular clouds; the differing behavior of the separated radial
distributions would then result from the dominance of the interstellar gas
mass by molecular hydrogen for R::5 10 kpc. Unfortunately, the available
far-infrared data do not include the outer regions of the galaxies where the
atomic component of the ISM dominates.

b) Comparison with Molecular Hydrogen
In order to establish if the observed 170j.tm flux in M51 and NGC

6946 is dominated by emission from dust in molecular clouds, we can use
the techniques of §2 to analyze these data in terms of the gas and dust
properties of the clouds. Figure 6.13 shows the ratio of the 170j.tm and CO
'luminosities' as defined in §2, (where the CO luminosity has been converted
into an H2 mass using the conversion factor of Young and Scoville (1982a))
for all 26 positions in M51 that were observed in CO by Young and Scoville
(1983) and that were within the boundaries of the 170j.Lm map of Smith
(1982) (excluding positions for which only upper limits were available for
both quantities). Two positions for which there are data are not shown:
Young and Scoville's position 3, for which there is only an upper limit
L 170 l'mjM(H 2) < 10, and the data point for NGC 5195, for which there
is a lower limit of L170l'mjM(H2)

> 6.8. It is appa.rent that the ratio

L 170 l'mjM(H2) is very uniform across the disk: the mean value is 3.6 with
o

= 1.2.

The filled triangle at the nuclear position marks the correction that
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would be produced by using the nuclear CO value suggested by Rydbeck

et al. (1985); their map of M51 at 33" resolution suggests that the value
of leo reported by Young and Scoville (1983) is too high by 20%.

Since

the derived leo distribution of Rydbeck et al. is so steep near the nucleus
(see §2.5), a small error in pointing at the nucleus in the FCRAO data can
easily explain the discrepancy.
Figure 6.14 shows a similar plot for NGC 6946, based on the CO
data of Young and Scoville (1982a). L170I-'m/M(H2) is again quite uniform,
and the mean value is remarkably similar to that in M51: the sixteen data
points have a mean L170I-'m/M{H2) of 4.0 with

0

= 2.0.

The constancy of

this ratio within the disks and between the two galaxies is quite remarkable.
Here we will consider the implications of this result for the properties of
dust and gas within molecular clouds in these galaxies.

i) Properties of a Standard Giant Molecular Cloud

We will adopt a value of L170I-'m/M(H2)

= 3.6

L0/M0 as the average

for molecular clouds in M51 and NGC 6946. To calculate the expected value
of L170I-'m/M(H2) from a population of molecular clouds, we must specify
the dust and gas temperatures. The area-averaged gas kinetic temperature
of giant molecular clouds in the solar neighborhood is about 10 Kj in fact,
this value of the temperature is implicit in the conversion factors of Young
and Scoville (1982a) and Dickman, Snell and Schloerb (1986) (see chapter 3).
For the moment, we will assume that all clouds have Tk = 10 K. Observations
of M51 by Smith at 130llm, when combined with the 170llm observations,
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suggest that the dust temperature Td
;\ -2

= 20

K at the nucleus, assuming a

emissivity law; off-nuclear positions tend to show Td.$ 17 K. 120JLm

observations of NGC 6946 give Td = 22 K at the nucleus and 18 K at other
positions in the disk. A change in Td from 17-18 to 20-22 K will make a
substantial change in the predicted LI70I'm/M(H2) value, raising it by about
a factor of two; we will take Td

= 18

K as a typical dust temperature in

the disk for now and consider the effect of variations in Td later.
The machinery of §2 requires that we specify the cloud center-toedge color excess, E(B - v)ce, and the optical depth to color excess ratio,

r,) E(B - V), in order to calculate the far-infrared emission from the clouds.
To calculate these values, we will assume that the virial analysis of Solomon

et al. (1986) is correct, and that it can be applied to M51 and NGC 6946.
This implies that all giant molecular clouds (which will presumably dominate
the emission) have the same mass surface density,

(6.3.2)
This corresponds to an average H2 column density of

(6.3.3)
For NH

= N(H) + 2N(H2)

the local gas to extinction ratio in the Galaxy

is NH/Av = 1.59 x 1021 cm- 2 mag-I, based on the data of Savage et

al. (1977). If the same ratio is applied to giant molecular clouds, the
implied extinction through the cloud would be 14.1 magnitudes. For a typical
Galactic ratio Av / E(B - V)

= 3.09,

this predicts a center-to-edge color excess
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of E(B - v)ce= 2.28. For these cloud parameters, a ratio of L170I'm/M(H2)
= 3.6 requires
10- 2

for r = 10 pc,

T170/E(B-V)=1.6Xl0-2

for r=15 pc.

Tl70/ E(B

- V) = 1.3

X

(6.3.4)
For a distribution of cloud sizes, these values will depend on the form of
the distribution and the upper and lower size limits. For a power-law size
spectrum with index -2.5 and upper and lower radius limits of 50 and 20
parsecs, respectively, the required value of

Tv/ E(B -

V) to produce a beam-

averaged value of 3.6 is about fifty percent larger than that given above for

r

= 10

parsecs, namely T170/E(B - V) ~ 2

X

10- 2 •

The values of equation (6.3.4) imply a ratio of 170J.lm optical depth
to hydrogen column density of T170/NH

=

2.6 - 3.3 x 10- 24 cm2 • This

IS

larger than the values calculated by Draine and Lee (1984) by an order of
magnitude, and about three times larger than those advocated by Rengarajan
(1984).

Considering the uncertainty in far-infrared/submillimeter absorption

cross sections, the disagreement is not necessarily disturbing. Note also that
the cross sections of Draine and Lee (1984) have been calculated for bare
grains in the diffuse ISM. The values of T(350J.lm) / NH and T(lmm) / NH
derived by Righini-Cohen and Simon (1977) for a sample of giant molecular
clouds are nearly an order of magnitude larger than predicted by Draine
and Lee.

While Draine and Lee suggest that Righini-Cohen and Simon have

severely underestimated the column densities in the clouds they observed, it
is quite possible that there are real differences in the grain properties between
diffuse clouds and dense molecular clouds. The cross sections of Rengarajan
(1984), which are intended to be applicable to dense clouds, are 3.4 times
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larger than those of Draine and Lee. The cross section at 250J,Lm estimated
by Hildebrand (1983), also from observations of molecular clouds, is about
twice as large as the Draine and Lee value. Most recently, Rowan-Robinson
(1986) has constructed a grain model which has, in addition to the small
grains of the Draine and Lee model, a population of larger (~0.1J,Lm) grains
of amorphous carbon and .amorphous silicate. These latter components are
derived from infrared observations of circumstellar dust shells around carbon
stars and M stars, respectively. Rowan-Robinson's model also provides a
good fit to the IRAS observations of cirrus (Low et al. 1984), but the
optical depth/hydrogen column density ratio at 170J,Lm in his model is about
a factor of two larger than that of Rengarajan. I therefore feel that the

T170/NH ratios required to explain the 170J,Lm emission are not unreasonably
large; if the actual dust temperatures are somewhat higher than 17 - 18 K,
any discrepancy is reduced (see beloW).
It is also important to note that the observed oxygen and carbon
abundances in the Cygnus Loop, the Orion region, and other nearby H II
regions are about a factor of two smaller than the solar abundance values
(Peimbert 1987;

Pagel and Edmunds 1980). The value of the carbon

abundance chosen by Draine and Lee

IS

about 20% below solar. If the

grain properties-in particular the ratio of optical depth to hydrogen
column density-derived for the solar neighborhood actually reflect the lower
abundances, then the absorption cross sections should be increased by about
a factor of 2 for Bolar abundances.
The average value of L170"m/M(H2) in M51 and NGC 6946 can
thus be produced by a population of giant molecular clouds with quite
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reasonable gas and dust properties. In the next section we consider what
radial gradients may be present and how they would affect this ratio.

ii) Variation in Metallicity
As we did previously in considering the expected emission from dust
associated with diffuse atomic hydrogen, we can calculate how the ratio
of 170JLm luminosity to CO luminosity should vary with galactic radius,
under the assumption that the dust-to-gas ratio varies directly with the
metallicity. Presumably if

ngr

oc [O/Hl, then Av /N{H) and E{B - V)/NH

will also scale with abundance, while

Tv/ E{B -

V) will remain constant.

Hence the dust opacity per unit column density of H2 will increase inwards,
producing a corresponding increase in L170I'm/M{H2) . To calculate the
expected variation, we can either fix the cloud properties at a chosen radius
or at a particular value of metallicity. If we fix the cloud properties at a
radius of 5 kpc, then the required values of T170/E{B-V) for NGC 6946 and
M51 are 7.9 x 10- 3 and 4.5 x 10- 3 , respectively. With the above assumptions,
we can predict the variation of L170I'm/M{H2) with radius. Table 6.4 lists
the predicted values of L170I'm/M{H2) and and E{B - v)ce for both galaxies.
The predicted variation is essentially independent of the actual choice of
cloud parameters, since they are required to produce the observed average
value of L170l'm/M(H2)

=

3.6 at a specified radius.

This calculation has assumed that the CO luminosity is unaffected
by variations in metallicity. For gas-phase carbon and oxygen abundances
greater than about solar, it seems unlikely that an increase in [C/Hl and
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Table 6.4
Predicted 170j.Lm LuminosityJGO Luminosity
NGG 6946

R
(Kpc)
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

L17olJ.m/M(H2)
L0/ M 0
8.9
7.9
6.9
5.7
4.5
3.6
2.9
2.4
2.0
1.5
1.2
1.1
0.8

E(B - v)ce
(mag)

6.0
5.3
4.6
3.8
3.0
2.4
1.9
1.6
1.3
1.0
0.8
0.7
0.5

M51

R
(Kpc)
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

L170IJ.m/M(H2)
L0/ M 0
4.7
4.4
4.1
3.8
3.6
3.6
3.5
3.2
2.7
2.0
1.4

E(B - v)ce
(mag)

8.6
8.0
7.5
7.0
6.6
6.5
6.4
5.9
5.0
3.7
2.6
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[O/H] will produce a significant increase in CO luminosity (see chapter 3).
The fact that the dust-to-gas ratios in the Large and Small . Magellanic
Clouds are inferred to be quite low, roughly in proportion to the metallicity
(chapter 4), suggests that at least to first order

ngr

does scale roughly with

[O/H]. A large increase in the dust-to-gas ratio has been suggested for the
Galactic center (Blitz et al. 1985), which has an oxygen abundance about five
times solar (Shaver et al. 1983). Since the available data seem to hint at
variations in the dust-to-gas ratio with abundance, it seems more reasonable
to fix the cloud properties at the same metallicity, and adopt the same
value of

T170/ E(B

- V) for both galaxies. If we specify the properties of the

standard molecular cloud at solar metallicity, substantially larger values of

L170I'm/M(H2) are predicted for both galaxies; these are given in Table 6.5.
Since the mean observed value of L170I'm/M(H2) is so constant with
radius in both galaxies, whereas the predicted values under the assumption
of

Tv /

N H scaling with abundance increase quite sharply towards the nucleus,

either the assumption is erroneous or else some other parameter characterising
the molecular cloud ensemble is also varying in a systematic way with radius.
As discussed above, there is some evidence that the dust-to-gas ratio does
vary with metallicity. We shall therefore consider variations in other cloud
parameters.

iii) Variations m Cloud Parameters with Radius
Variation

In

CO luminosity with metallicity. The model results

discussed in chapters 3 and 4 suggest that the CO luminosity of a cloud with
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Table 6.5
Predicted 170j.Lm LuminosityJGO Luminosity

NGG 6946

R
(Kpc)
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

L 17O ,."m/M(H2)
L0/ M 0

9.2
8.8
8.2
7.5
6.7
5.9
5.5
4.7
4.1
3.6
3.2
2.8
2.5

E(B - v)ce
(mag)

6.0
5.7
5.3
4.8
4.3
3.8
3.5
3.0
2.6
2.3
2.0
1.8
1.6

M51

R
(Kpc)
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

L1701,m/M(H2)
L0/ M 0

12.6
11.7
11.0
10.3
9.8
9.6
9.5
8.8
7.5
5.6
3.9

E(B - v)ce
(mag)

8.6
8.0
7.5
7.0
6.6
6.5
6.4
5.9
5.0
3.7
2.6
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near-solar metallicity or above is unlikely to vary very much with abundance.
It is, of course, possible that our understanding of this problem is very
inadequate, but since the use of CO as a tracer of molecular material in
galaxies only depends on the observed transition being optically thick, and
not on the actual column density of CO, it is hard to see why an increase in
the CO abundance should produce a corresponding increase in CO luminosity
per unit cloud mass.

Variation in dust temperature. While it is certain that dust temperatures will vary throughout the disk of a galaxy due to the distribution
of early-type stars, etc.

(and in fact the shorter wavelength observations

of both NGC 6946 and M51 provide evidence for such variations), explaining the constancy of L170I'm/M(H2) in this manner would require the Td
to systematically decrease towards the nuclei of the galaxies, which seems
somewhat unlikely, as the highest dust temperatures in both galaxies are
measured at the nuclear positions (not counting NGC 5195, which shows a
much higher temperature). In the absence of more complete information on
the variation of dust temperatures at far-infrared wavelengths, this cannot
be ruled out. However, since the intensity of the interstellar radiation field
almost certainly increases towards the inner regions of these galaxies, such a
decrease is opposite to what would be expected.

Variations in gas temperature. Since the density of active star-forming
regions and the intensity of the ISRF both will increase at smaller galactic
radii, the temperatures of molecular clouds exposed to this environment might
be expected to be larger closer to the nucleus than in the outer disk.

Can

reasonable increases in gas kinetic temperature explain the constancy of the
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observed L170I'm/M(H2) values?
Table 6.6 lists the required values of the CO excitation temperature
(presumably nearly equal to the gas kinetic temperature) as a function of
radius for both galaxies. The values for the outer regions of both galaxies
should not be taken too seriously, as there is no information on the dust
temperatures at large radii (see below). The data for NGC 6946 can be
explained by a very modest increase in the gas temperature towards the
nucleus, amounting to only a factor of two times the 5 kpc value. The
situation for M51 is rather peculiar, as gas temperatures above 10 K are
required everywhere, and are in excess of 20 K throughout most of the disk.
This is possible, of course, but it is more likely that the dust dominating
the emission at 170jlm is colder than 18 K. Figure 6.15 shows the required
values of gas temperature as a function of radius in M51, for assumed dust
temperatures of 16, 17, and 18 K. The required variation in gas temperature
across the disk is again only a factor of two or less, and the gas temperatures
are not too different from 10 K, although they are somewhat higher than
those in NGC 6946, as a result of the higher metallicity. For an assumed
dust temperature, therefore, it appears that modest variation in the gas
temperatures of molecular clouds with radius can explain the constancy of

L170I'm/M(H2) if the dust opacity/hydrogen column density ratio does

In

fact scale with the metallicity.
The larger dust temperatures that are inferred for the nuclei by
Smith (1982) and Smith, Harper and Loewenstein (1984) would require gas
temperatures that are considerably higher than those derived under the
assumption of Tk = 17 - 18 K. We will discuss the nuclei separately, along
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Table 6.6
Required Gas Temperature Variation
NGC 6946

R
(Kpc)

Tgao

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

21
20
19
17
16
14
14
12
11
10
9
9
8

(K)

M51

R
(Kpc)

Tgao

0

28
26
25
23
22
22
22
20
18
14
11

1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

(K)
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Figure 6.15. Variation of gas temperatures with radius required to
maintain a constant value of F170p.m/NH in M51, for dust temperatures of
16 (dotted curve), 17 (dashed curve) and 18 K (solid curve).
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with another sample of galactic nuclei observed in the far-infrared, in §6.4.
Below we discuss the effect of variations in dust temperature on the derived
parameters.

c) Dust Temperature Effects on Derived Cloud Parameters
The limited sensitivity of far-infrared detectors necessitates the use
of fairly broad filters for astronomical observations. This means that it is
not a trivial matter to specify either the effective wavelength of the filter
or the flux density at the effective wavelength, as both will depend on the
(unknown) shape of the emission spectrum of the object being observed.
Calculation of the effective wavelength and flux density is thus done through
an iterative procedure, where trial source spectra are convolved with the
filter response function to produce a match with the observed in-band flux.
Personally, I feel it would be more useful to report the actual in-band fluxes
along with the measured response functions, as it is trivial to calculate the
expected flux for a model source spectrum convolved with a known response
function.

Nonetheless, virtually all far-infrared observations are reported as

flux densities, derived in the manner described above. Because the actual
spectral shape of an object such as a galaxy is not known a priori, there

IS

some systematic uncertainty introduced into the derived flux densities.
For the far-infrared observations of M51 and NGC 6946 discussed here,
obtained with the Yerkes Observatory far-infrared array, these uncertainties
are probably about 25% (H. Thronson, personal communication). For ratios
of 120p,m/170p,m or 130p,m/170p,m flux densities in the range measured for
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these galaxies, this systematic uncertainty introduces an uncertainty in the
derived color temperature that is also about 25%.

What effect will this have

on the required cloud parameters?
Assuming that the actual dust temperatures in the disks of these
galaxies are in the range Td ~ 14 - 25 K, the value of T170 / E (B - V) required
to produce the observed value of L170l-'m/M(H2) (for the solar neighborhood
value of Av / N H) would be 3.4 x 10- 3

-

5.2

X

10- 2 , with the larger value

applying for the lower temperature. The 14 K value requires 170J-Lm optical
depths per hydrogen column density that are really becoming uncomfortably
large, since a value of T170/NH = 1.1

X

10- 23 exceeds even Rengarajan's

(1984) value by an order of magnitude. Even allowing for the moderately
high metallicity observed in the disks of M51 and NGC 6946, this value seems
a bit extreme. It thus seems unlikely that the average dust temperature of
the 170J-Lm-emitting material is as low as 14 K, although there may certainly
be regions where the temperature is considerably below the average.
If the dust is as warm as 25 K or so, the required value of Tv/NH
15

midway between the values suggested by Draine and Lee (1984) and

Rengarajan. Although this resolves the discrepancy between theoretical grain
cross-sections and those implied by the far-infrared observations, the seemingly
clear association of the observed 170J-Lm emission with molecular gas then
requires that dust temperatures in molecular clouds are quite a bit higher
than have been suggested by models of dust heating in the ISM (Mezger

et al. 1986; de Muizon and Rouan 1985). This leads to a rather different
interpretation of the origin of the 170J-Lm emission (see §6.5).
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Regardless of the choice of grain temperature, the assumption that
the opacity per hydrogen column density increases with metallicity requires a
radial gradient in the CO excitation temperature (and thus in the gas kinetic
temperature). The behavior of Td/Tk with radius is always the same, with
Tk about one-half Td for R:::::: 5 - 10 kpc, rising to Td:::::: Tk near the nuclei.

If the dust temperature actually declines with increasing radius, a steeper

fall-off in gas temperature at large R would be required. The considerably
larger values of Tk that may be required in the nuclei will be discussed in
§6.4.
In concluding this section, there seems to be little doubt that the
observed 170JLm emission from the disks of NGC 6946 and M51 is produced
by dust associated with molecular, not atomic, gas. This is somewhat at
odds with a number of the models that have been suggested for the origin of
the far-infrared emission in the Milky Way (Mezger 1978; Mezger, Mathis and
Panagia 1982; de Muizon and Rottan 1985) and for other galaxies (Persson
and Helou 1987; Walterbos 1986). We will postpone a detailed discussion
of the origin of the far-infrared emission from galaxies until §6.5. In the
next section we discuss the observed far-infrared emission from a sample of
galactic nuclei, and what the data suggest about the properties of molecular
clouds in the centers of galaxies.

6.4 Far - Infrared and CO Observations of Galactic Nuclei

If the dust-to-gas ratio in galaxies scales with the metallicity, then

modest gas temperature gradients in the disks of NGC 6946 and M51 are
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required to explain the constancy of L17014m/M(H2) with radius. Of course,
if the metallicity does not affect the value of Tv/NH, then no such gradients
are required. If we assume that the somewhat larger values of Td measured
by Smith (1982) and Smith, Harper and Loewenstein (1984) for the nuclei of
these galaxies reflect a real increase in the average dust temperature, which
would not be surprising, what does this imply about the molecular clouds
in the nuclei?
If we continue to interpret the CO and infrared emission

In

terms

of the standard molecular clouds, with properties derived above, we can
estimate what gas temperatures are required to maintain L17014m/M(H2) at
its observed value. In the case of no variation of

T170/ NH

with metallicity,

the nuclear gas temperatures must be double what they are elsewhere in
the disk, so that Tk

~

20 K. If the opacity of the clouds does increase

with the carbon and oxygen abundances, then the inferred temperatures are

Tk
R

~
~

40 - 45 K, which is about twice the temperature required for clouds at
1 kpc.
Such high average temperatures would obviously have an important

effect on the derivation of molecular gas masses. However, it is not clear
whether the use of the standard giant molecular cloud is really valid in
this case.

Whether the observed 170J,Lm emission comes from dust heated

by the interstellar radiation field or by embedded young stars (see §6.5), the
observed temperatures in both M51 and NGC 6946 appear to be too low
for the emission to be dominated by regions of very active star formation
(Ryter and Puget 1977; Thronson and Mozurkewich 1987). As the spatial
density of such regions increases, as it must if the efficiency of star formation
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per unit gas mass is constant and the gas mass (M0 kpc- 2 ) increases with
decreasing radius, then the fraction of the emission from such regions, which
will presumably have high dust temperatures, will increase. Thus the increase
in dust temperatures most likely reflects a greater contribution from such
active regions, rather than (necessarily) an increase in the dust temperatures
of all clouds.
The far-infrared data of Smith (1982)

and Smith, Harper and

Loewenstein (1984) only provide data at two infrared wavelengths, so that it
is not possible to investigate quantitatively the possible contributions from a
warm dust component to the observed emission. However, observations of a
moderate number of of galactic nuclei at 40, 50, 100, and 160J,Lm have been
published by Rickard and Harvey (1984) (hereafter RH). Observations of the
CO J

=

1-0 emission exist for many of these galaxies. In this section we

will consider these observations in detail and, in particular, what they may
suggest about the properties of molecular gas in the nuclei of galaxies.
Rickard and Harvey derived dust temperatures for all the galaxies
in their sample for which detections at three or more wavelengths had
been made, by fitting functions of the form >.-nBv(Td) to the data.
They chose n = 1, a value which is widely used for grain emissivity
laws for >..$ 100 - 200J,Lm (Hildebrand 1983). The derived color temperature
is not too sensitive to the choice of n for relatively cool dust (i.e,
F1 60 IJ. m / FlOOIJ.m:2:

1; F100IJ. m /

F50IJ.m:2:

3),

but for hotter dust the derived

temperature varies by more than 10 K for the flux density ratios appropriate
to the warmer galaxies in this sample. If we assume that the observed
infrared emission arises from standard molecular clouds with dust at the
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temperature derived in the above manner, then the molecular gas would have
to be quite warm to produce the observed ratios of far-infrared luminosity
to 'molecular mass' (i.e., the CO luminosity converted to a mass using the
conversion factor of Young and Scoville (1982a), as described in §2). This is
demonstrated in Figure 6.16, which shows the ratio of

LlQOlL m

to M(H2) for

the nineteen galaxies observed by RH which have measurements at 50, 100,
and 160J,£mj we will use these galaxies as the sample in what follows. The
gas would have to be at least as hot as the dust even for the galaxies with
the highest ratios, while some objects would require Tk of the order of four
times the dust temperature, implying Tk

~

100 - 200 K for these objects.

This should not be taken too seriously. Since the observed farinfrared spectra of galaxies represent a sum over the contributions of dust
at different temperatures, characterising the emission by a single temperature
is of course an oversimplification. In Table 6.7 the relevant data for the
nineteen objects from RH plotted in Figure 6.16 are given. Included in the
table are the dust color temperatures derived from the
the

FlQOlL m / F50ILm

F1601Lm/ Flo OlLm

and

values, assuming a A-1.5 emissivity law as a compromise.

The color temperature derived from the shorter wavelength data is always
higher, except for three galaxies (NGC 3504, NGC 4826, and NGC 5055)
which have nearly isothermal spectra. Thus, not surprisingly, the 50J,£m
emission is produced by dust which is warmer than that producing the
160J,£m emission.
A more realistic approach is to assume that the far-infrared emission

is produced by two components, one represented by the standard giant
molecular cloud used in discussing the 170J,£m emission from M51 and NGC
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Figure 6.16. Predicted L1oo",m/M(H2) ratio as a function of dust
temperature (assuming a ,\-1.5 emissivity law) for a model in which the CO
and infrared emission arise from the same population of clouds (curves), and
the data for nineteen galaxies observed by Rickard and Harvey (1984). The
solid curve is for equal dust and gas temperatures, the dashed curve is for
Tgas = 2Td, and the dotted curve is for Tgas = 4Td ..
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Table 6.7

RH Galactic Nuclei: Observations
Galaxy

NGC 660
NGC 1068
NGC 1569
NGC 2146
NGC 2903
NGC 3227
NGC 3504
NGC 3627
NGC 3628
NGC 4303
NGC 4536
NGC 4631
NGC 4826
NGC 5055
NGC 6946
NGC 7331
NGC 7469
Maffei 2
IC 342

Distance
(Mpc)
19.0
18.1
4.5
20.0
18.0
17.5
15.5
12.5
12.5
19.8
19.8
7.6
5.0
9.7
10.1
12.0
64.0
5.0
4.5

Observed Flux Density
(Jy)

leo
(K km

8- 1 )

50JLm
37.1a

100JLm
93.5 a

160JLm
85.2a

137.9
15.8
64.4
17.1
7.2
13.2

150.1
16.6
152.0
29.2
11.0
24.0

132.0
9.6
117.8
29.8
11.0
12.1

58.1'
1.1 c
40.1 P

30.7 a
50.0 a

31.9 a
83.8 a

12.0
28.4
25.6
31.9
45.9
53.8
21.7
22.2
85.3
101.

33.6
29.9
28.9
25.4
38.7
42.3
31.1
16.6
97.7
75.

19.8 h
40.4 h
12.4 0

1O.1a
18.8 a
3.4 b

6.5
5.5
6.2
5.7
16.1
12.1
22.9
58.0
71.

42-.7 d

24.k

4.4'
5.51:

10.5 e
9."
12."
46.4 9
4.6 i
9.6 d
36.3 m

38.19

a Observed with 40" aperture; unannotated galaxies with 50" aperture
b 1.50' detection
C Young et al. (1984); FCRAO 14m

Sanders and Mirabel (1985); FCRAO 14m
e Sanders and Mirabel (1985); NRAO 12m
, Sanders et al. (1986); FCRAO 14m
o Young and Scoville (1982a); FCRAO 14m
h Young, Tacconi and Scoville (1983); FCRAO 14m
• Young and Scoville (1982b); FCRAO 14m
j Solomon et al. (1983); NRAO 11m
Ie Elmegreen and Elmegreen (1982); NRAO 11m
I Bieging et al. (1981); Bell Labs 7m
m Rickard, Turner and Palmer (1977); NRAO 11m
n Rickard, Turner and Palmer (1985); NRAO 12m
o Young, Scoville and Brady (1984); FCRAO 14m
P Young et al. (1986); FCRAO 14m
d
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6946, which represents the cool dust component, and the other presumably
a population of very active star-forming clouds, with consequently higher
dust temperatures. Using the methods of §2 we can calculate the expected
far-infrared colors

(F160l'm/ FlOOl'm

and

FlOOl'm/ F50l'm)

from such a two-

component model. Figure 6.17 shows the color-color diagram for the RH
sample, with the individual galaxies identified. Note that the three Seyfert
galaxies in the sample tend to have hotter 100/50J,Lm colors than the nonSeyferts, although the hottest dust in any galaxy is found in the irregular
NGC 1569. In Figure 6.18 the data are plotted along with the locus of
single-temperature Planck functions and the lines representing a mix between
a cold dust component (Td = 18 K) and warm dust components of varying
temperature, for three different emissivity laws n

=

1, 1.5, and 2. The

tickmarks along the mixture curves designate the fraction of the 100j.Lm
luminosity that is produced by the warm component. For the rest of this
discussion we will adopt a ,\ -1.5 emissivity law; the results using other
choices for the exponent will be qualitatively similar. Figure 6.19 shows the
resulting mixing curves for three different values of the cold dust temperature

Tc: 20, 15, and 10 K. For Tc

= 10

K, the tickmarks are at increments of

1% rather than 10, since virtually all of the 100j.Lm luminosity is produced
by the warm dust component in this case. The 50j.Lm measurement of NGC
4303 is only a 1.50' detection; it places this galaxy in such an odd portion
of the color-color diagram that its reliability is dubious. NGC 4303 will be
excluded from the rest of the discussion.
Since clouds that are actively forming stars will tend to have higher
gas temperatures than normal molecular clouds, it is important to know
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,

I
N5( '"5

o

Figure 6.17. Far-infrared color-color diagram for the Rickard and
Harvey (1984) sample of galaxies with detections at 50, 100, and 160J.LID.
Individual galaxies are labeled. The 50J.LID value for NGC 4303 is only a
1.50' detection.
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Figure 6.18a. Color-color diagram as in Figure 6.17, together with
the locus of single-temperature Planck functions and the mixing curves for a
cold (18 K) component and warm dust components of various temperatures,
given by the intersection with the Planck curve, for a .\-1 emissivity law.
Tickmarks show the fraction of the 100J,tm luminosity that is produced by
the warm component, in units of 10%.
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Figure 6.18b. Color-color diagram as in Figure 6.17, together with
the locus of single-temperature Planck functions and the mixing curves for a
cold (18 K) component and warm dust components of various temperatures,
given by the intersection with the Planck curve, for a >.-1.5 emissivity law.
Tickmarks show the fraction of the 100jLm luminosity that is produced by
the warm component, in units of 10%.
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Figure a.18c. Color-color diagram as in Figure 6.17, together with
the locus of single-temperature Planck functions and the mixing curves for a
cold (18 K) component and warm dust components of various temperatures,
given by the intersection with the Planck curve, for a A-2 emissivity law.
Tickmarks show the fraction of the 100J.tm luminosity that is produced by
the warm component, in units of 10%.
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what fraction of the observed CO luminosity from a galaxy comes from
this component. To calculate this fraction, we can generalize the. method of
§2 for calculating LIR/ Leo to a two-component model. We can write the
expression (6.2.10) for the infrared luminosity in this case as
(6.4.1)

where le,w and

F~'w

are the filling factors and surface fluxes (defined as

vFJI ) , respectively, for the cold and warm components. The CO luminosity

from the two components is
2 (Leo = 1.846 x 10 -5 D 2 01/2
le1e

- )
+ Iw1w

(6.4.2)

where Ie and Iw are the cloud-averaged integrated intensities. From the
two-component fits to the far-infrared emission, we know the fraction of the
luminosity which is produced by the warm component at each wavelength,
F~,

which is related to the product IwF(f by
(6.4.3)

For a cold component with specified infrared and CO parameters (F8, Ie)
we can then calculate Ie and thus the required value of F(f /Iw (and hence

L'fR/ Leo) and the fraction of the CO luminosity that comes form the warm
component, Fco.
A standard model cloud with Td

=

18 K and radius 15 pc has

1=91.6 K km s-1 and the surface fluxes given in Table 6.8, assuming that

T160ILm/E(B - V)

= 1.7 X 10- 2 •
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Figure 6.19a. Color-color diagram and mlXIng curves as in Figure
6.18, for a cold component temperature of 20 K, for a >.-1 emissivity law.
Tickmarks show the fraction of the 100j.tm luminosity that is produced by
the warm component, in units of 10%.
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Figure 6.19b. Color-color diagram and mlxmg curves as in Figure
6.18, for a cold component temperature of 15 K, for a >. -1 emissivity law.
Tickmarks show the fraction of the 100J,Lm luminosity that is produced by
the warm component, in units of 10%.
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Figure 6.19c. Color-color diagram and muong curves as in Figure
6.18, for a cold component temperature of 10 K, for a ,\-1 emissivity law.
Tickmarks show the fraction of the 100llm luminosity that is produced by
the warm component, in units of 1%.
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Table 6.8
A
100
160

F8

9.48 x 10- 2
1.41 x 10- 1

Calculation of the required values of LiR/ L~o using these cold cloud
parameters was done for the RH sample. For an assumed Td of 18 K,
it proved impossible to obtain physical solutions (Leo > 0) for four of
the galaxies, and the solution for NGC 1068 required a value of LiR/ L~o
far larger than is seen for any molecular clouds (which may result from
the presence of the intense nuclear source, with size

~

2"). The failure

to obtain solutions results from requiring too many cold clouds to produce
the cold component luminosity, with the result that the CO luminosity
of the cold component is too large. Since the color temperatures of the
nuclei of NGC 6946 and M51 are apparently somewhat higher than the disk
temperatures (§3), the two-component models were recalculated assuming a
dust temperature of 20 K. The results for these models are listed in Table
6.9.

The value of Fco given in the table is the average of the values

derived from fits to the 100j.tm and 160j.tm emission; these never differed by
more than a few percent. It was still impossible to fit two of the galaxies,
NGC 1569 and NGC 7331. In the case of NGC 1569, which is a 'starburst'
irregular galaxy, the problem is undoubtedly due to the fact that the CO
abundance in molecular clouds in this galaxy is much lower than is typical
for Galactic molecular clouds, as a result of its low metallicity. Hence the
amount of molecular gas is greatly underestimated by the use of the standard
conversion factor.
of

F160l'm/ FSOl'm

The situation for NGC 7331, which has the largest value
of any galaxy in the sample, is less certain. Its anomalous
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behavior may be related to the presence of a central minimum. in CO (Young
and Scoville 1982b). The fit for NGC 3628, which has Tw of 98 K, should
probably not be taken very seriously either. It must be kept in mind that
the assumption that the cool cloud component can be represented by the
standard molecular cloud whose properties were derived from observations of
NGC 6946 and M51 may simply be invalid for some of these galaxies.
It is almost certainly pointless to interpret the warm cloud component
in terms of the standard giant molecular cloud of §6.3, since the infrared
and CO emission from very actively star-forming clouds is dominated by
high-density regions with massive stars either adjacent to or embedded in
the cloud. There is no reason to expect that the parameters characterising
this emission will be related to the overall properties of the molecular cloud.
In a study of 46 molecular clouds in the Galactic plane, Solomon et al.

(1987) found no correlation between the ratio LIR/M(H2) and M(H2), where
the cloud masses were derived assuming virial equilibrium, and noticed a
considerable scatter in the ratio at a given cloud mass. The important
results of the two-component fits to the far-infrared and CO data are the
following:
1) A significant fraction (.?: 50%) of the CO emission in the nuclei of
most of these galaxies is produced by the warm cloud component.
2) The inferred ratios of LIR/ Leo for the warm cloud component are
generally higher than the mean value of about 14 found in a sample
of giant molecular douds in the Galactic plane (Solomon et al. 1987);

LIR/ Leo ranges from 9 to 180. Values in the upper end of this range
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Table 6.9
Warm Cloud Parameters
Galaxy
NGC 660
NGC 1068
NGC 2146
NGC 2903
NGC 3227
NGC 3627
NGC 3628
NGC 4536
NGC 4631
NGC 4826
NGC 6946
NGC 7469
Maffei 2
IC 342

Ie

Tw

FlO 0

Feo

L 100/ Leo

0.19
0.35
0.19
0.08
0.03
0.08
0.31
0.07
0.02
0.02
0.05
0.04
0.31
0.15

39.2
52.9
38.4
47.0
48.6
38.7
98.9
34.7
35.1
30.7
34.6
52.6
53.8
45.1

0.70
0.65
0.81
0.57
0.58
0.60
0.08
0.63
0.56
0.93
0.85
0.74
0.46
0.78

0.52
0.34
0.47
0.62
0.84
0.55
0.17
0.27
0.49
0.93
0.87
0.56
0.56
0.57

77.6 a
135.
171.
29.0
8.82
44.2
18.8
177.
49.0
38.3
28.6
79.6
24.3
94.1
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are only found in the Galaxy for the hottest star-forming molecular
clouds, such as M17 A and S88 (Thronson and Mozurkewich 1987).
Since the active clouds with the highest dust temperatures also tend to have
high gas temperatures, the generally large contribution to the observed CO
luminosity inferred for the warm component means that one must be very
cautious in deriving molecular masses using conversion factors appropriate
to relatively quiescent, cold molecular clouds, especially considering the
conditions that are likely to hold in galactic nuclei. Further evidence that
CO observations of galactic nuclei, at least, are likely to be seriously affected
by emission from hot CO are provided by the detection of the 158Jlm
fine-structure line of [C II].
Observations of [C II] line emission from a number of galaxies have
been published by Crawford et al. (1985). As discussed briefly in chapter
three, the only plausible sources of this emission are photodissociation regions:
the portions of molecular clouds which are exposed to radiation fields 103 -10 5
times more intense than the solar neighborhood value as a result of their
proximity to massive young stars. Very detailed models of these regions have
been constructed by Tielens and Hollenbach (1985a,b). In chapter three we
mentioned the arguments raised by Crawford et al. that suggest that a
considerable fraction of the observed CO emission from galaxies with active
star formation might arise from these photo dissociation regions, namely, that
the spatial distribution of the CO and [C II] emission are very similar,
and that the ratio of l[e

II)

to leo is very uniform. The similarity in the

spatial distributions and intensity ratios might only indicate that a constant
fraction of molecular clouds produce photo dissociation regions. However, it
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is possible to advance quantitative arguments that suggest, once again, that
CO emission from hot, star-forming molecular clouds contributes significantly
to the observed emission from galactic nuclei.
In the models of Tielens and Hollenbach (1985a), the emergent

intensity in the [C II] line from the surface of a cloud is about 3 x 10- 3 ergs
cm- 2 s-l sr- 1 , for a typical C+ column density of 2 x 10 13 cm- 2 and a
gas temperature of 200 - 300 K. This intensity is insensitive to the number
density in the photodissociation region, and is not very sensitive to the actual
intensity of the incident radiation field, provided that it is larger than about
10 3 times the solar neighborhood value. Thus the observed l[c

II]

from the

nucleus of a galaxy will be given by
(6.4.4)
where l/Jb is the Leam filling factor of photodissociation regions. The typical
emergent intensity in the CO J = 1-0 line is about 4 X 10- 7 , a value which
is insensitive both to the density and the intensity of the radiation field.
This corresponds to 250 K-km S-l. Using these canonical values for l[c

II]

and lco, we can estimate the contribution to the observed CO emission
from photo dissociation regions for the galaxies observed by Crawford et al.
(1985). Table 6.10 lists these parameters for the five galaxies in their sample
for which CO data are available; the l/Jb values were derived using equation
(6.4.4). The contribution from photodissociation regions ranges between 40%
of the observed lco for M51 to 100% for M83. Since the models of Tielens
and Hollenbach (1985a,b) were constructed with the Orion region in mind, the
parameters used may be somewhat extreme for typical star-forming clouds;
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using less drastic values for the incident intensity and the infrared radiation
field may lower the contribution to the CO emission by about a factor
of two (D. Hollenbach, personal communication). (On the other hand, the
emission may often be dominated by the most extreme clouds.) Since the
CO emission from these regions is both optically thick and quite hot (40 - 80
K or so), use of a standard conversion factor that assumes the gas is at
10 K and in virialized clouds will lead to erroneous results when applied to
regions with large contributions from photo dissociation regions.
It is encouraging to note that the estimated contribution to the
CO emission from photo dissociation regions is, within the uncertainties, the
same as the warm cloud contribution obtained earlier from the far-infrared
data. This also suggests that the identification of the warm cloud component
with actively star-forming clouds is a reasonable one, as the derivations are
independent. This still leaves the question of the source of emission for the
cold cloud component. In the final section of this chapter we consider the
origin of the far-infrared emission from galactic disks.

6.5 The Origin of the Far - Infrared Emission from Galaxies

a) General Considerations
Fundamental to the use of far-infrared emission as a measure of the
rate of star formation is the assumption that the the dominant sources of
far-infrared emission are young, massive stars, still in or near the giant
molecular clouds from which they formed. In the Galaxy, hot OB stars in
molecular clouds are the most efficient sources of infrared radiation, because
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Table 6.10
Predicted lco from llc

Galaxy
M51
M82
IC 342
NGC 1068
M83

lIe II]

¢b

lobo

lpred

lpred / lobs

1.7
15.
4.0
9.2
5.0

0.05
0.50
0.11
0.21
0.14

31.1 b
168. c
38.1 d
58.1e
36,1

12.5
125.
28.
51.
36.

0.40
0.75
0.72
0.89
1.00

CO

In units of 10- 4 ergs cm- 2 s-1 sr- 1
b Scoville and Young 1983
c Young and Scoville 1984
d Young and Scoville 1982b
e Scoville, Young and Lucy 1983
J Rickard et al. 1977
a

II]

CO

co

co
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they are closely associated with concentrations of dust which absorb most
of the incident stellar radiation. The prominence of massive star-forming
regions in the Galaxy as sources of infrared radiation led naturally to the
suggestion that such complexes were the source of the far-infrared emission
observed from other galaxies (Becklin, Fomalont and Neugebauer 1973; Rieke
and Lebofsky 1978; Telesco and Harper 1980).
Observations of the diffuse Galactic far-infrared emission, beginning
with Pipher (1973), have been interpreted both in support and opposition
to the above picture. Ryter and Puget (1977) interpreted the earliest farinfrared surveys in terms of emission from star-forming molecular clouds.
From the infrared luminosity per hydrogen atom derived for a sample of
massive molecular clouds, they concluded that the interstellar radiation field
failed to supply the necessary power for the infrared radiation by an order of
magnitude, and that the most likely source was massive stars still embedded
in molecular gas. However, this requires rates of star formation considerably
larger than has been estimated on the basis of Lyman continuum fluxes from
observed H II regions (Mezger, Mathis and Panagia 1982). Mezger and Smith
(1975) argued that only 10 - 15% of all 0 stars are associated with compact
H II regions and far-infrared sources; the rest are in extended ionised regions
which Mezger (1978) identified as 'extended low-density H II regions' (ELD).
Mezger (1978) and Mezger, Mathis and Panagia (1982) argued that 80% of
the diffuse far-infrared emission was produced in these ELD regions. More
refined versions of such calculations were published by Mathis, Mezger and
Panagia (1983), de Muizon and Rouan (1985), and Cox, Kriigel and Mezger
(1986). Similar conclusions are reached by these authors.

To summarize the
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results of Cox, Kriigel and Mezger: warm dust (Tc '" 30 - 40 K) in ELD
regions heated by 0 stars (2/3) and by B stars embedded in molecular
gas (1/3) provide about half the total far-infrared luminositYi cold dust

(Tc ,..., 15 - 25 K) associated with atomic hydrogen (90%) and very cold dust
(Tc ,..., 14K) associated with quiescent molecular gas (10%) produce about 40%
of the far-ir luminositYi the remainder is produced by hot dust (Tc '" 250-500
K) identified with very small grains or very large molecules like polycyclic
aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs), and OH/IR stars in about equal proportions.
de Muizon and Rouan (1985) obtained very similar results, except that they
found somewhat higher dust temperatures in quiescent molecular clouds. The
luminosity of the cold and very cold dust in these models is powered by the
ambient interstellar radiation field, which has a significant contribution from
stars less massive and older than 0 and B stars.
The discovery of the infrared 'cirrus' by IRAS (Low et al. 1984) has
provided evidence for a diffuse atomic component to the infrared emission in
the Galaxy, which seems to be very reasonably explained by existing grain
models and the observed energy density of starlight in the interstellar medium
(Draine and Anderson 1985; Desert 1986). Helou (1986) and Persson and
Helou (1987) have argued that a large fraction of the infrared emission from
the disks of normal spiral galaxies is contributed by a cirrus component;
interpreting this emission solely in terms of star formation will then lead to
large overestimates of the star formation rates. Because the implications of
this model are so important for the interpretation of far-infrared emission
from galaxies, we will discuss Persson and Helou's arguments in more detail.
Persson and Helou chose as their sample of galaxies those for which
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large-aperture, high quality Ha

+

[N II] observations had been obtained

by Kennicutt and Kent (1983), which did not have significant nuclear
contributions to the Ha emission, and which were point sources to IRAS
at 60 and 100J.£m (implying source sizes smaller than about 1.5 and 3
arc minutes , respectively). Two extended galaxies for which integrated fluxes
are available were also included. The total sample included 54 galaxies. The
far-infrared flux parameter, FIR, as described in Appendix B of the Catalogued
Galaxies and Quasars Observed in the IRAS Survey was calculated for all the

galaxies. FIR is a quite accurate representation of the 40 - 120J.£m flux from
a galaxy, virtually independent of the actual shape of the energy distribution
for typical galaxies. Persson and Helou first looked at the relation between

HR

and the Ha flux, reasoning that if the infrared emission was in fact

powered predominantly by massive stars, which are the source of the ionizing
radiation, then a good correlation should be found between these quantities.
There is, in fact, a very good correlation, as shown in Figure 6.20. However,
Persson and Helou also found an equally good correlation between the infrared
flux and the flux in the blue band (Figure 6.21). The blue flux has a large
contribution from stars on the order of 10 9 years old, with masses of 1- 2M0

,

that are too cool to support ionized gas. Thus Persson and Helou argued
that the general interstellar radiation field as well as the ionizing radiation
must play a significant role in powering the 40 - 120J.£m flux.
If the blue flux is in fact, not dominated by massive stars, which

appears to be generally agreed on (Searle, Sargent and Bagnuolo 1973;
Lequeux 1986) for roughly constant star formation rates, then one would
not necessarily expect a correlation between the Ha flux, which represents
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Figure 6.21. Infrared flux versus blue flux, for Persson and Helou
(1986) sample. Symbols as in Figure 6.20. Blue fluxes derived from B~ as
given in the Revised Shapley-Ames Catalogue (Sandage and Tamman 1981).
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the number of ionizing stars now in existence, and thus is a measure of
the recent star formation rate, and the blue flux, which reflects the star
formation rate averaged over the last 109 years or so. Persson and Helou did
not look at the relation between these quantities. Oddly enough, there is as
good a correlation between the Ha and blue fluxes as there is between FIR
and either of these quantities (Figure 6.22). How should this be interpreted?
The simplest explanation is that the blue luminosity is, in fact,
dominated by very recently formed stars, so that galaxies with large Ha
fluxes naturally have high blue luminosities, Le., galaxies that have high Ha
fluxes have recent star formation rates that are considerably higher than
their average rates over the preceding billion years. Variations in the ratio
of infrared to blue luminosity would then merely reflect differing amounts
of extinction. This assumption has been used by some astronomers in the
interpretation of infrared data (Soifer et al. 1984; Wynn-Williams and Becklin
1986). This requires extremely high star formation rates in galaxies with
large blue luminosities, and in particular requires that the star formation
rates obtained from Ha fluxes underestimate the true star formation rates by
factors of three or more, the exact value depending on the choice of model for
production of blue and infrared luminosities from a population of stars (see
below). The numbers that have appeared in the recent literature for these
relations between luminosity and star formation rate show a scatter of at least
a factor of two, even for the same assumed initial mass function (Thronson
and Telesco 1986; Hunter et al. 1986). Such high total star formation rates
imply that giant late-type spirals must have converted "'" 10 10 M0 of gas
into stars even if the most recent episodes of star formation have lasted
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only

~

108 years. This poses rather severe fueling requirements for such

a model. For comparison, the mean star formation rate in the Galaxy is
of the order of 1 M0 yr- 1 • The assumption of bimodal star formation
(Mezger 1983; Larson 1985), in which formation of high mass and low mass
stars are completely independent processes, could lessen the gas conaumption
requirements somewhat, if the galaxies with the highest star formation rates
are forming dominantly high mass stars, but the most luminous galaxies
would still have to convert very large gas masses into stars over the last
few hundred million years. Galaxies with such high rates of star formation
would be expected to be considerably bluer than the galaxies in the sample
are found to be (Lequeux 1986); it is not clear that models with recent
star formation histories dominated by .the formation of massive stars can
reproduce the colors and Ha equivalent widths of observed spirals (Kennicutt
1983).
Another explanation of the correlation of Ha flux with blue flux is
that rates of star formation in spiral galaxies have been quite uniform over
the last few billion years. This conclusion was reached by Kennicutt (1983)
in a study of the star formation histories of the Kennicutt and Kent (1983)
sample of galaxies. Figure 6.23 shows the Ha-derived star formation rates
for the PH sample plotted against the blue luminosity. There is, of course,
a good correlation, since the SFR is derived from the Ha luminosity of the
galaxy (Kennicutt 1983). The correlation of the log of the Ha SFR with
log LB for the Sc galaxies in the sample is very good, with a Spearman
correlation coefficient of 0.93. The Sa-Sbc galaxies show a much larger
scatter; there are too few Scd and later galaxies in the sample to draw any
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conclusions. The ratio of blue luminosity to Ha SFR for the Sc galaxies
(with LB in units of 109 L 0

)

is one, with a scatter of a factor of two.

This is quite remarkable, considering the uncertainties in the star formation
rates (at least ±50%j Kennicutt 1983) and the blue luminosities

(~

50%;

Sandage and Tammann 1981). If the blue luminosity is not dominated by
recently formed stars, then the rate of star formation averaged over the last
few billion years has been remarkably constant in these galaxies.
In either case, it is not clear that the correlation of infrared and blue

fluxes implies a significant contribution to the far-infrared radiation from dust
heated by the general interstellar radiation field. If the star formation rates
have been constant over the last ,...., 109 years or so, there will be correlations
between the infrared and blue luminosities even if the infrared emission
is powered solely by OB stars. On the other hand, observations of cirrus
emission in the Galaxy and of far-infrared emission from M31 (Walterbos
1986) certainly suggest that such a component can contribute significantly to
the observed IRAS emission. (However, the total cirrus contribution to the
Galactic emission has not been established, and M31 has an exceptionally
low SFR for a large spiral galaxy, so that there is very little infrared
emission from star-forming regions.) Parameterizing the infrared emission in
terms of two components is certainly an improvement on single-temperature
models. Identifying the nature of the cold component is more uncertain.
Persson and Helou argue that the cirrus component produces about half of
the observed infrared luminosity, which indicates that star formation rates
derived from the total infrared emission will overestimate the actual rate.
They also argue that for most of the galaxies in their sample, star formation
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rates derived from Ha fluxes may seriously underestimate (by factors of two
to three) the actual star formation rates, because of extinction at Ha and
the absorption of ionizing photons by dust. Since the rates of star formation
derived from infrared observations are based on rather different assumptions
than those derived from Ha luminosities, it is worth considering how these
rates compare.
Figure 6.24 shows the derived rates plotted against one another for
the PH sample. The far-infrared luminosities and SFR were calculated from
the 60 and 100J.Lm fluxes, using the methods of Thronson and Telesco
(1986): they assume that the far-infrared emission is dominated by massive
stars still associated with dense molecular clouds, and that molecular clouds
are destroyed about 2

X

106 years after the formation of DB stars. The

correlation between the two rates is fairly good, but for most of the galaxies
in the sample, the infrared-derived star formation rate is larger by about a
factor of three than the Ha rate. This could mean that the infrared rates
are overestimated because of the contribution of cirrus, although it is not
clear that the rate of star formation can be derived with better accuracy
than this even if the infrared luminosity from star formation is known. It is
also possible that the Ha-derived SFR is systematically low because of the
effects discussed above. There is a slight systematic trend in Figure 6.24, in
that the ratio of Ha SFR to infrared SFR tends to decrease with increasing

LIR. This is more clearly seen in Figure 6.25, where the ratio of the two
star formation rates is plotted against infrared luminosity. This suggests
that the higher luminosity galaxies have either higher average extinction, a
larger contribution to the infrared luminosity from non-ionizing stars, or a
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greater contribution from DB stars that are deeply embedded in molecular
clouds. There are not enough data to choose between these alternatives. It
is worth noting that the infrared derived rates are based on the total infrared
luminosities, which suggests that the star formation rates derived from IRAS
luminosities are overestimates of at most about a factor of three, assuming
that the Ha rates do not underestimate the actual rate at all.

b) The Origin of the Far-Infrared Emission from NGG 6946 and M51
In the discussion of §6.3, we concluded that dust associated with

atomic hydrogen could not possibly contribute more than a very small
amount to the observed 170J,Lm emission. This seems to be greatly at odds
with the identification of the cool component in the PH sample with cirrus.
Persson and Helou conciude from the ratio of 100J,Lm flux to integrated
H I flux that for many of the galaxies in their sample the cool component
can be explained by the Draine and Anderson models of dust in diffuse
atomic clouds. However, it must be remembered that the galaxies in the
PH sample were selected on the basis of being point sources at 60 and
100J,Lm. Since the observed infrared emission generally arises in a region
smaller than the optical size of a galaxy (Smith 1982; Smith, Harper and
Loewenstein 1984), whereas the H I emission is often far more extended,
with a very flat distribution, great caution must be used in interpreting this
ratio in the absence of spatial resolution, since the integrated H I fluxes
are often large-beam (9') observations, or else represent total H I fluxes.

If

the total 170J,Lm flux for NGC 6946 is divided by the total H I flux in this
manner, the resulting ratio is not much larger than the Draine and Anderson
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model values, whereas when the spatial distribution is taken into account
the contribution from dust associated with atomic hydrogen is .. completely
inadequate to explain the data.

This discrepancy arises because of the very

different spatial distributions of the far-infrared and H I emission; using the
total integrated fluxes has the effect of including a large amount of atomic
hydrogen which clearly is not associated with the infrared emission.
In M31, the lOOj.tm emission appears to be explainable in terms of

a cirrus component (Walterbos 1986). Since star formation in the disks of
NGC 6946 and M51 is proceeding at a fairly high rate, whereas M31 is very
inactive, these three galaxies probably bracket the range of parameters to
be found in normal spiral galaxies, so that the fraction of the far-infrared
emission produced by dust in diffuse atomic clouds presumably ranges between

o and

1.

Firm conclusions as to the contribution of a 'cirrus' -like component

to the far-infrared emission in spiral galaxies in general will require detailed
study of the spatial distributions of infrared, CO, and H I distributions in a
large sample of galaxies.
We identified the source of the 170ILm emission in NGC 6946 and
M51 as dust associated with molecular gas. Is this emission powered by
star-forming activity, or by the general interstellar radiation field? The
answer to this question depends on the temperature of the dust, which
unfortunately cannot be determined precisely. Dust temperatures of 17 or
18 K are similar to graphite grain temperatures obtained in some models of
far-infrared emission from molecular gas (de Muizon and Rouan 1985). Note
that if the virialsmalysis of giant molecular clouds in the Galaxy of Solomon

et al. (1986) is correct, then GMC complexes do not have extremely high
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extinctions. In order to explain the observed emission as arising from dust
at 17 K, the required optical depth to column density ratios must be several
times higher at 170j.lm than the numbers that have generally been applied
in calculations of dust emission in the Galaxy. Since radiation longward of
about 50j.lm contributes essentially nothing to the heating of dust, grains
with such large cross sections would be considerably cooler than grains with
Draine and Lee (1984) cross sections, for example, since they would radiate
more efficiently but receive the same heat input (Rowan-Robinson 1986).
Thus if the average value of the interstellar radiation field in NGC 6946 and
M51 were equal to the solar neighborhood value, it would not be possible
to get grain temperatures as high as 17 K through heating by the average
starlight background. However, the possibility that the 170j.lm emission is
produced in this way cannot be ruled out, because the average value of the
radiation fields in both galaxies are probably quite a bit higher than the
solar neighborhood value. The total far-infrared luminosity of the Galaxy is
1. - 2

X 1010

L0 (Mezger 1983; Hauser et al. 1984). The observed 80-200j.lm

luminosities of M51 and NGC 6946 are 3 X 10 10 and 6 x 10 10 L 0

,

respectively,

which suggests that the interstellar radiation field in these two galaxies is
a few times larger than it is locally in the Galaxy.

Such an enhancement

can allow grains in molecular clouds to reach temperatures of 17-18 Keven
with the large inferred long-wavelength cross sections.
If the actual dust temperatures are 22-25 K, it is probably not

possible to explain the emission as dust heated by the general ISRF. In
this case, the dust is presumably being heated more directly by exposure to
radiation from recently formed stars. This has the advantage of considerably
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reducing the discrepancy between the inferred cross sections for dust in the
'standard giant molecular clouds' discussed in 6.3 and the values that have
been suggested for dust grains in the Galaxy.

However, this also disagrees

with many of the models of the Galactic diffuse infrared and submillimeter
emission, in which most of the dust in giant molecular clouds

IS

quite cold,

and the emission is dominated by ELD regions and by the cirrus component
associated with H 1.
Hauser et al. (1984) have carried out a large-scale survey of the
Galactic plane using a balloon-borne submillimeter instrument, at wavelengths
of 150, 250, and 300j.£m. They found an average dust temperature (assuming
a A-2 emissivity law) of 23 K, and a good correlation between the distribution
of CO emission and of far-infraredjsubmillimeter emission. From comparison
with radio continuum observations at 5 GHz (Altenhoff et al. 1970) and large
beam observations at millimeter wavelengths (Owens, Muehlner, and Weiss
1979), Hauser et al. concluded that the Mezger, Mathis and Panagia (1982)
model disagrees with the observations, as it predicts too much millimeter
wavelength emission, and that the most likely source of the emission they
observed is dust in molecular clouds, heated by star-forming activity. The
average temperature that they derived is in good agreement with the value
of 25 K obtained by Ryter and Puget (1977) for a sample of giant molecular
clouds.
Either choice for the source of the 170j.Lm emission thus seems to be
reasonable. The average interstellar radiation field is probably high enough
to explain giant molecular cloud temperatures of 18 K or so; on the other
hand, the fairly large infrared luminosities of both galaxies suggest that the
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star formation rates are fairly high, so that heating of dust by embedded
stars is also quite reasonable. If we calculate the star formation rate from
the infrared luminosity using the method of Thronson and Telesco (1986) for
NGC 6946 and M51, we obtain values of 39.0 and 16.6 M0 yr- 1 , respectively.
Comparison with the Ha-derived rates from Kennicutt (1983) (10.7 and 6.0

M0 yr- 1 , corrected to the adopted distances of 10.1 and 9.6 Mpc), shows
that the infrared-derived rates are again smaller than the Ha rates, by about
a factor of three. Thus either the Ha SFR is underestimated, or 2/3 of the
far-infrared luminosity of these galaxies comes from dust in molecular clouds
heated by the general interstellar radiation field, or the infrared-derived star
formation rates are in error by a factor of two or three. A more definitive
answer to this question will require much more information on large numbers
of galaxies.

Observations of near-infrared recombination lines in many spiral

galaxies would be of great help in eliminating the extinction uncertainties
inherent in observations of Ha, and provide much more accurate (within
the limitations imposed by choice of an initial mass function) star formation
rates.

c) The Question of Star Formation Efficiency
At the beginning of this chapter we introduced the concept of star
formation efficiency, which in theory is the stellar luminosity per unit gas

mass; by assuming an initial mass function and a timescale for star formation,
the stellar luminosity can be converted to a rate of star formation (M0
yr- 1 ). In practice, the star formation efficiency has been identified with the
ratio LIR/ Leo. As we have discussed in previous sections, there are some
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potentially very serious problems with this approach. In summary:

1) Leo is directly proportional to Te:z:

~

Tk, so that as the gas temper-

ature increases, Leo/M(H2) increases: the amount of molecular gas
is overestimated because hot CO dominates the emission.
2) LIR is proportional to

T;-6,

depending on the choice of emissivity

law; as the dust temperature increases the infrared luminosity increases
dramatically.
3) Countering point 2 to some extent is the fact that the dust
temperature is not an arbitrarily varying quantity; increasing Td
reqUlres an Increase in the radiation field seen by the dust, which
presumably requires an increase in the stellar density (stars pc- 3 ).
This can result from
a) Forming a larger number of stars out of a given amount of
molecular gas (Le., increasing what can actually be termed
the efficiency of star formation).
b) Making the star-forming region containing a given amount of
molecular gas more compact, so that the dust sees a radiation
field that is enhanced because of geometry.
Determining an actual 'efficiency' of star formation requires disentangling all
of these effects.
As we saw In §6.3, the uniformity of the ratio L170I'm/M(H2) in
the disks of NGC 6946 and M51 may require systematic (factor of two)
gas temperature gradients from near the galaxy center to the edge of the
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170p,m emitting region, if the dust optical depth per unit column density of
molecular hydrogen scales with the metallicity. For the sample of galactic
nuclei studied in 6.4, it was found that typically half of the observed CO
luminosity must be coming from a component resembling very active starforming clouds in the Galaxy. Because there is such a large range in the ratio
of LIR/ Leo for these clouds in the Galaxy, with no correlation with cloud
mass (Solomon et al. 1986), it doesn't seem that there is any real physical
meaning that can be attached to this ratio when it is measured for an entire
galaxy. The likelihood that CO emission at least in the nuclei of galaxies
contains a large contribution from relatively hot CO is also suggested by
observations of [CII] line emission from the nuclei of galaxies; the estimated
contribution from the photo dissociation regions that power the [CII] 158p,m
luminosity is in good agreement with the estimate of the percentage due to
active star-forming clouds obtained from two-component fits to the infrared
emission for a sample of galactic nuclei.
Adding to the difficulties is the uncertainty in the interpretation of the
infrared luminosity from galaxies. Although a cirrus component associated
with atomic hydrogen cannot explain the 170p,m emission from M51 and
NGC 6946, it appears to provide an adequate explanation for M31. Many
normal galaxies lie in between these extremes. Even in the cases of M51 and
NGC 6946 it is not possible to determine how much of the observed flux is
powered by star formation and how much is produced by dust in molecular
clouds which is heated by the ISRF, which reflects the star formation rate
over the last one to two billion years. The apparent systematic behavior of
the star formation rates obtained from infrared luminosities with respect to
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rates derived from Ha luminosities is very interesting, and may contain some
important clues to star formation in galaxies. Much more data on larger
samples of galaxies are needed.
In reference to

(3b),

it is worth mentioning that the infrared

luminosities of the two nearest and best studied starburst galaxies, M82
and NGC 253, are about half of the 80 - 200JLm luminosity of NGC 6946.
These galaxies are thus remarkable because of the small spatial scale (a few
hundred parsecs) on which this activity is taking place. If the emission from
these galaxies was spread out over a disk ten kiloparsecs in radius, they
wouldn't be referred to as starbursts at all.
Any attempts to interpret LIR/ Leo as a star formation efficiency
are going to be plagued by these difficulties, as well as by non-negligible
systematic problems such as possible variations in the initial mass function
(for that matter, in the choice of an initial mass function).

Astronomers

have a habit of adopting the simplest possible assumptions to interpret their
findings whenever major advances in data acquisition are made, which is
justifiable, and then of clinging to them like remoras long after it has
become obvious that they are too simplistic, which is not. This

IS

not

intended as an insult to astronomers at work in this field, but as a reminder
that we have reached the point where we have to start worrying about all
of the (important) details that have been glossed over in the initial burst of
enthusiasm.
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Chapter"

GAS, STAR FORMATION, AND CHEMICAL ABUNDANCES
IN DISK GALAXIES

7.1 Introduction
One of the most prominent features of many disk galaxies is their
spiral structure. Spiral arms of various morphologies, ranging from wide,
patchy structures (as in M33, for example) to the strikingly regular patterns
of 'grand design' spirals such as M81, have posed a long-standing challenge to
our understanding of the physics of self-gravitating disk galaxies. Beginning
with the investigations of Lindblad (1926), a great deal of effort has gone
into attempts to understand the origin and evolution of these spiral patterns
(see the review by Toomre 1977). A major step was the development of
the theory of spiral density waves (Lin and Shu 1964, 1966), in which the
spiral arms are viewed as manifestations of a self-perpetuating wave pattern,
possibly triggered by a gravitational instability of the disk. As was pointed
out by Toomre (1969), however, density waves of the type envisioned by Lin
and Shu will propagate radially inward with a substantial group velocity,
so that the spiral pattern will disappear on a timescale of "'" 109 years; a
mechanism for regenerating the density wave is thus required. More recent
developments have included the theory of 'stochastic self-propagating star
formation' (Gerola and Seiden 1978), in which star formation propagating
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as a phase transition in a shearing disk produces spiral features; driving of
density waves by bars (Kormendy and Norman 1979; Thielheim . and Wolff
1984); and the discovery of 'swing amplification' (Goldreich and Lynden-Bell
1965; Toomre 1981), which also applies to shearing disks, and appears to be
a good candidate for explaining many of the results of N-body simulations of
disk galaxies (Sellwood and Carlberg 1984). The literature on spiral structure
and density waves is now immense, and obviously cannot be reviewed in this
chapter. Here we will concentrate on one particular facet of spiral structure:
the formation of stars in spiral arms, and its relation to observable properties.
Observable properties relating to star formation include the distribution of
star-forming gas (molecular clouds), the distribution of recently formed stars
(OB stars and H II regions), and the cumulative effects of the star-forming
history (e.g., abundance gradients).
As was first pointed out by Baade in the 1940s, the H II regions
In

large spiral galaxies often define the spiral pattern far more tightly

than any other galactic component, "strung out like pearls along the arms"
(Baade 1963). This naturally suggests that the formation of stars, at least
the massive stars which power H II regions, is somehow triggered in spiral
arms. A modern elaboration of this idea was provided by Roberts (1969),
who suggested that shock waves would develop in gas as it entered the
potential of a spiral density wave like those postulated by Lin and Shu,
and that the resulting compression and density enhancement would render
the gas unstable to gravitational collapse and formation of stars. This idea
was developed much more extensively by Shu et al. (1972), who discussed
formation of shocks and gravitational collapse in a two-phase interstellar
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medium; the compression of interstellar gas clouds by the increased pressure
in the intercloud medium in a spiral arm would trigger star formation.

A

variation of this scenario was suggested by Mouschouvias, Shu and Woodward
(1974), in which they invoked buckling of field lines in the arm to produce
the collection of H I clouds in the potential well by the Parker instability
(see also Blitz and Shu 1980).
More recently, the idea that spiral density wave shocks can directly
trigger collapse of interstellar clouds has been seriously questioned in a
number of papers. If the intercloud medium is dominated by hot (~10 6 K)
ionized gas (Cox and Smith 1974; McKee and Ostriker 1977) then it will
not respond significantly to the increased potential in the spiral arm, and
hence no increased compression of interstellar clouds can result (Shu 1978).
This has led to the suggestion that star formation results from a collective
gravitational instability in the cold clouds due to the increased cloud number
density in the spiral arm, which would lead to a greater frequency of cloudcloud collisions and possible cloud growth. This idea was first put forward by
Shu (1978), and has been discussed extensively by Elmegreen (1979), Cowie
(1980, 1981) and Balbus and Cowie (1986). Elmegreen, in particular, has
emphasized a picture in which giant molecular cloud formation is triggered
when gas enters the spiral arm potential; star formation then occurs as a
consequence of the existence of GMCs, rather then being a direct consequence
gas compression in the arm.
If the formation of giant molecular clouds leads inevitably to star

formation, as seems to be required if the correlation of giant H II regions
with spiral arms is to be explained, then the exact mechanism is not
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important. The net result is still the formation of stars, triggered by the
density enhancement of the arm. It is not particularly important whether
individual spiral patterns are long-lived for our argument, provided that
spiral structure is a common feature of stellar disks. However, the existence
of spiral structure in galaxies with relatively little velocity shear (such as
NGC 6946), appears to require the presence of global spiral density waves;
this may be related to the fact that such galaxies lack an inner Lindblad
resonance, which may be of considerable importance for the dissipation of
spiral density waves (Kormendy and Norman 1979), or to the influence of
the mass distribution on bar-forming instabilities.
Let us assume that in fact spiral density waves do exist; what would
we expect the history of gas in a galaxy with such a density wave to be?

We

will examine the predicted behavior in §2; the resulting gas distributions turn
out to be at odds with the inferred molecular gas distributions in galaxies.
In particular, the radial distribution of star-forming gas (molecular clouds)

m a galaxy with density-wave triggered star formation will evolve to a flat
distribution in less than a Hubble time if the efficiency of star formation
(mass of stars formed per mass of gas entering the density wave) is of the
order of 1% or more, a result first discussed by Oort (1974) in the context of
atomic hydrogen observations. A number of possible explanations are given
for the difference between the observed and predicted gas profiles; in §3 we
will examine in some detail the constraints placed on star formation models
by the existence of radial abundance gradients in galaxies, using observations
of the exceptionally well-studied galaxy NGC 6946. Contained in this section
is the first reliable quantitative estimate of the gas mass fraction for a galaxy
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other than our own. In the final section we will return once again to the
concept of star formation efficiency, and attempts to relate the rate of star
formation to the gas surface density in galaxies.

7.2 The Evolution of Gas in Galaxies with Spiral Density Waves

Let us take as an example the galaxy NGC 6946, which we have
discussed extensively in chapter 6. NGC 6946 has a regular four-armed
spiral pattern and displays nearly solid-body rotation, which suggests that
in fact a spiral density wave does exist in this galaxy (see above). The
density wave travels with a constant angular velocity (the pattern speed)
which is slower than the angular velocity of the gas, so that the gas is
continually overtaking the density wave. The density wave presumably does
not affect the gas outside of the radius of corotation. We will adopt a
pattern speed of 17 km s-1 for NGC 6946 (Roberts, Roberts and Shu
1975); this places corotation at about 13 kpc.

The rotation curve for the

galaxy is approximated by a Brandt law (chapter 2) with
V maz

= 222

km s-l, and n

= 1.

Rmaz

= 15.5

kpc,

This is based on the CO data of Tacconi

and Young (1986), assuming that the extrapolated zero-velocity point in their
data represents the galactic center. This fit also agrees well with the H I
rotation curve of Rogstad and Shostak (1972).
Assume that at each encounter with the density wave, some amount
of gas is turned into stars. As noted above, the exact mechanism that
results in star formation doesn't really matter, as long as it operates in less
than the interarm crossing-time (for NGC 6946, this is about lOB years at 5
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kpc). For now we will assume a constant net star formation efficiency: as a
result of the encounter with the density wave, some constant fraction of the
gas is transformed permanently into stars.

(Throughout this chapter we will

use the term star formation efficiency as it was used earlier in the thesis:
it is defined as ratio of the mass turned into stars in a star-forming episode
to the mass of gas from which the stars formed. The net star formation
efficiency will refer to the ratio of the mass which is permanently locked

up in long-lived stars and stellar remnants to the star-forming gas mass.
For star-forming regions

In

which no low-mass stars are formed, these two

quantities can be quite different; see §7.2). Under these assumptions, the
amount of gas remaining after a specified amount of time is easily calculated,
as follows: the angular velocity of the density wave is Op and the velocity
of the gas at radius R is O(R); thus the velocity of the gas with respect to
the density wave is ilO(R) = O(R) - Op, and the frequency with which the
gas encounters the spiral density wave is
(7.2.1)
where m is the number of arms in the density wave. In a time

T

the gas

encounters the density wave
(7.2.2)
times. Then the fraction of gas that is converted to stars m this period of
time is
(7.2.3)
where

f is the fraction of gas that is permanently locked up in the form of

stars in one encounter with the spiral arm.
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Figure 7.1 shows the results of one such model. The initial gas
distribution (solid curve) was assumed to be an exponential, with a scale
length of 4.5 kpc. The surface brightnesses of the disks of spiral galaxies
are usually very well approximated by exponential light distributions; if the
mass-to-light ratio is nearly constant throughout the disk, then the disk
stellar mass distribution must also be approximately exponential. Assuming
that the present-day disk stellar mMS distribution reflects the initial gM mass
distribution (i.e, galaxies have not significantly altered their mass distributions
with time), then an exponential is a reasonable form for the initial gas
distribution. The existence of flat rotation curves suggests that the mass
surface densities of galaxies scale like 1/ R (Faber and Gallagher 1979). Such
a density distribution will resemble an exponential over a large range of
radii; when the fall-off of rotation velocities towards the nucleus is taken
into account, the surface density over most of the optical galaxy can be well
approximated by an exponential (Seiden, Schulman and Elmegreen 1985). A
scale length of 4.5 kpc for the CO intensity was found by Young and Scoville
(1982b) in NGC 6946; this is very similar to that of the blue light (Ables
1971). After 10 10 years, a much different distribution (dashed curve) results.
The net star formation efficiency

f was assumed to be 1 percent. The effect

of the spiral arm encounters on the gas distribution is quite dramatic. After
10 10 years the gas surface density has dropped to only a few percent of its
initial value at 1 kpc, which is to be expected; however, the shape of the
gas distribution is completely different. The greater frequency of encounters
in the inner few kpc of the galaxy leads to preferential depletion of gas in
these regions, for an assumed constant efficiency of star formation, with the
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result that the gas distribution after 10 10 years is very fiat, with a broad
central minimum and a peak (also very wide) at about 6 kpc. This differs
markedly from the quasi-exponential molecular gas distribution inferred by
Young and Scoville (1982b).
The idea that the increase in angular velocity towards the nuclei of
galaxies would result in preferential gas depletion caused by spiral density
wave encounters was first suggested by Oort (1974) to explain the spatial
distribution of atomic hydrogen in galaxies, which are typically very fiat
and have central minima. At that time the importance of the molecular
component of the ISM for star formation was just being recognized.

We will

return to a discussion of the H I distributions later; now we consider the
inverse problem: if the present-day gas distribution is in fact an exponential,
what must the gas distribution 10 10 years ago have been?
Figure 7.2 shows the results of the time-reversed evolution, for an
assumed present-day exponential gas distribution with a scale length of 4.5
kpc (solid curve). The inferred gas radial profile at T = 0 (dashed curve)
rises sharply towards the nucleus; the required gas mass within a radius
of 1 kpc exceeds the dynamical mass allowed by the rotation curve by a
factor of 4, and by a factor of 2 within 2 kpc.

An initial distribution of

this form would result in a radial mass distribution and a stellar luminosity
distribution that is very different from that obtained using the H I or CO
rotation curves. Since these results are in disagreement with the observed
properties of galaxies, there must be an error in one of the assumptions of
this model.
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Figure 7.1. Predicted gas evolution for a spiral density wave model
of NGC 6946. The solid curve shows the assumed initial gas surface density
distribution, an exponential with scale length 4.5 kpc. The dashed curve
shows the predicted gas distribution after evolving the model for 10 10 years,
with a net star formation efficiency of 1%. Both curves are normalized to
the gas surface density at R = 0 at time T = O.
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There are a number of possible explanations for the disagreement
between the predicted and observed gas profiles. Roughly in order of
increasing (authorially chosen) plausibility, these are
1) Density waves don't exist. The existence of stellar density enhancements in galaxies is now well documented for a number of galaxies
(Elmegreen and Elmegreen 1984, 1985; Kennicutt and Edgar 1986).
Although the relation of these observed arms to the density enhancements predicted by linear density-wave theory is not too clear at this
point, several of the proposed mechanisms for GMC/star formation in
spiral arm potentials are not very sensitive to the details of density
waves, only to their existence.
2) Spiral structure exists for only a small fraction of the lifetimes of spiral
galaxies. The ubiquity of spiral features in disk galaxies (at least in
non-dwarf galaxies) makes this rather unlikely, unless we live at a very
unusual time in the history of the universe. Explanations requiring
very unique circumstances for present-day observers go against the
grain of the widely-adhered to 'Principal of Mediocrity' .
3) Radial inflow of gas. Such inflows have occasionally been suggested in
models of the chemical evolution of the galaxy (Tinsley 1980; Lacey
and Fall 1985). If we take the present-day gas distribution in NGC
6946 as an exponential with a central

H2

column density of 10 22

cm- 2 , then a net star formation rate of 6 M0 yr- 1 at the present
time implies that

~

4 M0 yr- 1 must be transported into the inner

5 kpc of this galaxy. The mass of gas in an annulus of width Or is
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M

= 27rrug 8r

where u g is the gas surface density. The time to cross

the annulus is T = 8rlv, so the gas flow rate is just MIT

= 27rrug v.

If we adopt an average surface density at 5 kpc of 7 x 1020 cm- 2 ,

as implied by the results of Tacconi and Young (1986) using the
gamma-ray derived conversion factor (Bloemen et al. 1985), then the
required flow velocity is about 10 km s-l.
4) Infall of gas. To balance the Ha-inferred star formation rate in NGC
6946 would require an infall rate of ~ 6 M0 yr- 1 • As Kennicutt
(1983) has emphasized in discussing the gas exhaustion timescales for
galaxies, such a high present-day rate of infall means that active
late-type spirals like NGC 6946 would be accreting 5 - 10% of their
mass every 109 years; under these circumstances it is scarcely logical
to consider galaxy formation as being ended. In the Milky Way,
observations of high-velocity H I clouds have been interpreted as
infalling gas, suggesting an infall rate of about 2 M0 yr- 1 (Oort
1970). The identification of this gas as newly infalling material has
been questioned in the light of suggestions that a hot Galactic fountain
or corona (Shapiro and Field 1976; Cox and Smith 1974; York 1982)
exists. Since the depletion of gas is a strong function of radius,
whereas material that has not yet been accreted by the galaxy is
presumably at large radii, this explanation also requires explanation
3. To some degree, placing infall this far down on the list is unfair,
since the related possibility that infall of gas was important in the
earlier stages of the history of galaxies-i.e, that formation of galactic
disks took place over a substantial period of time--has substantial
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support (Lynden-Bell 1975; McClure and Twarog 1978).
5) The Ico/N(H2) conversions are substantially in error, with strong
systematic effects as a function of radius. As discussed in chapter 6,
it may be necessary to appeal to modest (factor of two) molecular
gas temperature gradients across the disks of galaxies to explain the
constancy of L17op.m/LCO' In addition, it was shown that the CO
emission from the nuclei of many late-type spirals may include a
major contribution from hot, actively star-forming molecular clouds.
The gamma-ray observations suggest that the actual molecular content
of the nucleus of the Milky Way has been overestimated by nearly
an order of magnitude by the use of a constant conversion factor
(Blitz et al. 1985; Chapter 3). Nevertheless, although such systematic
effects may be important in correctly characterizing the state of the
molecular cloud ensemble in a galaxy, it is unlikely that systematic
effects in the conversion of CO integrated intensity to H2 column
density in the disks of normal spiral galaxies can be large enough
that a gas distribution like that of Figure 7.1 can produce the
observed CO radial profiles.
6) Density waves/spiral arms don't trigger star formation.

As pointed

out by Elmegreen (1985), stars will be concentrated in density waves
even if star formation isn't triggered by density enhancements, simply
because of the increased time they spend in the spiral potential.
Elmegreen and Elmegreen (1986) have questioned whether density
waves enhance star formation rates at all, because the global star
formation rates per unit area (as determined from blue and infrared
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surface brightnesses, B-V colors, and Ho: observations) of galaxies are
independent of arm morphology (i.e, grand design, flocculent, etc.).
H II regions and hot DB stars would be prominent in spiral arms only
because the most massive clouds are formed there; the star formation
rate per unit mass would not be any higher. This suggests that
the star formation rate is controlled by local, rather than global,
processes. Elmegreen and Elmegreen infer that at most

~

50% of

star formation in even grand design spiral galaxies can be triggered
by density waves. This is a very important suggestion; more detailed
observations of galaxies of varying spiral arm morphology are required
to investigate this possibility. This idea is not unrelated to the final
possible explanation, below.
7) The assumption that a constant fraction of the gas mass entering
a spiral arm/density wave is transformed into stars (and that the
relation between the fraction initially formed into stars and the
fraction permanently lost to the ISM is the same at all radii), is in
error. There are a number of reasons for believing this assumption
to be a poor one; we will return to the question of star formation
efficiency in §3. If the efficiency (mass of stars formed per unit mass
of gas) declines with decreasing radius by a factor of a few, the
evolution of the radial gas distribution will be much more gradual.
Ways in which the net star formation efficiency might vary are
discussed in §3.
8) Density waves/spiral arms form only massive stars. This is one
version of the concept of bimodal 8tar formation, which proposes
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that formation of low-mass and high-mass stars are distinct physical
processes. This idea was first proposed by Herbig (1962), and has
since been extensively explored in a number of papers, notably by
Glisten and Mezger (1983) and Larson (1986). Since a large fraction
of the mass of stars with m > 10 M0 is returned to the interstellar
medium, the net loss of interstellar gas per mass of stars formed

IS

much lower if a large value for the lower mass limit is assumed.
Possibilities 6, 7, and 8 offer perhaps the most likely explanations
for why the gas distributions have not evolved to the state predicted by
equations (7.2.1-7.2.3). In the following section we discuss these ideas in
more detail, with particular reference to the history of star formation and
the development of abundance gradients in galaxies. In passing, we will note
here that Wyse (1986) has proposed that a dynamically modified Schmidt
law (SFR proportional to some power of the gas volume density or surface
density) can explain the molecular gas profiles in galaxies. She suggests that
formation of giant molecular clouds is triggered by binary collisions among
progenitor clouds; the collision rate peaks in a spiral arm potential due
to the increased number density of clouds in the arm.

Assuming that the

progenitor clouds have the same radial distribution in galaxies as the atomic
hydrogen, the surface density of molecular hydrogen is then predicted to be
(7.2.4)
where A is a normalization constant and I have designated the surface density
of progenitor clouds by upr • This model provides a reasonable fit to the CO
profiles of several galaxies (where it has been assumed that CO intensity and
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H2 column density are linearly related). Because of the t1~r term, however,
the evolution of the gas distribution in such a system will be even more
rapid than in the model I proposed above. Thus this model also requires
that the gas fraction that is permanently lost from the progenitor clouds is
very small, and also that the gas return time is quite short. This model
tends to provide poor fits to the gas (CO) profiles of galaxies with slowly
rising rotation curves, as can be seen in the M101 model in Wyse's paper,
and in Figure 7.3, which shows a model of the form (7.2.4) for NGC 6946.
A much better fit is provided simply by (O(R) - Op) (Figure 7.4). It is also

not clear that a molecular gas component with a radial distribution similar
to that of the atomic hydrogen exists in galaxies: the arm-interarm contrast
even in a galaxy with extremely prominent spiral arms like M51 is less than
a factor of 2 at 30" resolution (Rydbeck et al. 1985). Wyse's model also
places fairly strong constraints on the lifetimes of giant molecular clouds (as
does any model in which GMCs are formed by spiral density waves and
found only in the arms): requiring that GMCs are destroyed in much less
than an interarm crossing time constrains their lifetimes to be ~ 10 8 years
throughout most of the molecular disk (R,$ 8 kpc) in NGC 6946 for a
pattern speed of 17 km

s-1

kpc- 1 .

7.3 Abundance Gradients and Star Formation Rates in Galaxies
a) The Initial Mass Function and Mass Return to the ISM
Estimating the total mass of stars being formed from observations
of quantities that are sensitive only to the number of hot, massive stars
present (such as recombination lines) requires knowledge of the distribution
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Figure 7.3. Observed (circles) H2 distribution in NGC 6946, from
Tacconi and Young (1986), compared with the predicted values (triangles)
from the model of Wyse (1986). A constant value for the leo to N(H2)
has been assumed. The curves have been normalized at R = 5 kpc, which
produces the best fit.
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of the number of stars formed as a. function of mass-the initial mas8 function
(IMF). Because stars of different masses ha.ve different main sequence lifetimes,
determining the IMF from the observable stellar luminosity function requires
assumptions about the star formation rate as a function of time for stars that
have long main sequence lifetimes. The pioneering work in this area was done
by Salpeter (1955) and Schmidt (1959); a more recent and very influential
paper is that of Miller and Scalo (1979), while a very comprehensive review
of the IMF has been provided by Scalo (1986). Salpeter defined the IMF,
€(log m), as the frequency distribution of stellar masses per logarithmic mass
interval, that is,
€(logm) = dN/dlogm

(7.3.1)

where N is the number of stars. Confusion has occasionally resulted from
the fact that the term initial mass function has often been used to refer to
the differential mass spectrum (the IMF per unit mass),

t/>(m)

= dN/dm.

(7.3.2)

These are related simply by

(7.3.3)
The slope of the IMF is defined (Miller and Scalo 1979) as d log €/ d log mj
it is clear from equation (7.3.3) that if the slope of the IMF is D, the slope
of the mass spectrum is D - 1. A convenient functional form for the WF
that explicitly includes the slope is
€(log m)

= Dom D

(7.3.4)
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i.e., a power law.
Salpeter evaluated the IMF for masses between 0.4 and 10 M0 and
concluded that the initial mass function could be described by a power law
with slope -1.35. Miller and Scalo concluded that Salpeter's IM:F provided
a reasonable fit in the mass range for which he had derived it, but
that extrapolating it to lower and higher masses produced a significant
disagreement with the data. They adopted a lognormal distribution or,
equivalently, a three-segment power law fit.

For M* > 10M0 , their power-law

fit is much steeper (-2.3) than the Salpeter IMF. More recent estimates give
an upper IMF slope that is less steep than the Miller-Scalo value,

~

1. 7

(Scalo, 1986). In addition, Kennicutt (1983) concluded that the Miller-Scalo
IM:F produced very poor fits in models of the UBV colors and Ha fluxes of
spiral galaxies. For these reasons we will adopt a Salpeter IM:F rather than
the Miller-Scalo for the rest of these calculations. For the most part, the
quantities of interest are not very sensitive to the differences in these two
forms for the IM:F, although the SFR derived from observations of massive
stars is about two times larger for a Miller-Scalo IM:F because of the steeper
slope. In the rest of this chapter we shall use the initial mass spectrum
(IM:S) , or IMF per unit mass, for calculations; thus the Salpeter IMS has
a slope of -2.35.

We will also always use an IM:S that is normalized to

unit mass of stars, that is,

J:;:'u mc/>(m) dm

= 1. This has the advantage

of allowing us to express star formation rates in M0 yr- 1 , rather than
in numbers of stars yr- 1 • Note also that a single, continuous IM:S will be
adopted even though formation of high mass and low mass stars may proceed
by distinct mechanisms.
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In the model calculations of gas evolution above, we assumed that

a constant fraction f of the gas in the disk is permanently locked up
in long-lived stars and stellar remnants every time the gas encounters the

density wave. How this fraction relates to the amount of gas that is initially
converted to stars in an encounter with a spiral arm will depend on the
initial mass function of stars formed and on the remnant mass function,
that is, the mass that is retained in long-lived stars/stellar remnants (white
dwarfs, neutron stars, and-if they exist-black holes) as a function of initial
stellar mass. Call this remnant function Mr(m); then the quantity of interest
is the mass in remnants per unit mass of formed stars, that is,

m
frem = f " Mr(m)¢(m) dm

(7.3.5)

1ml

where ¢(m) is the initial mass function, and mu and

m, are the upper and

lower stellar mass limits. For an assumed IMS and remnant mass function,

frem is easily calculated. Mr(m) is not well known; a conventional form is

Mr(m) =Mw;

m~M8'

Mr(m)

= Mo +am;

Mr(m)

= m;

Md ~

m

< Mo,

(7.3.6)

m < Md

(Tinsley 1976). Fortunately, unless you make some pretty wild assumptions
about stellar remnants (e.g., 30M0 stars leave 25M0 black holes), the fraction
locked up in remnants is not extremely sensitive to the values chosen for the
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parameters in (7.3.6); following Tinsley (1976), we will adopt
Mw = 1.4M0

Mo =6M0
Mo = 0.44M0

(7.3.7)

a = 0.16

= 0.52M0

Md

For a Miller-Scalo IM:S, frem is about 0.6, assuming lower and upper mass
limits of 0.1 and 100M0

,

respectively. Because frem is not very sensitive to

the upper mass cut-off, a Salpeter mass spectrum (N(m) ex: m- 2 •35 ) gives a
nearly identical value.
For a Salpeter IMS, frem drops to 0.2 and 0.1 for lower mass cutoffs of 1 and 3 M 0 , respectively. For a Miller-Scalo IM:S, frem would be
somewhat larger, because the slope for high-mass stars is steeper. Forming
high-mass stars in a physically separate process also implies that the star
formation rates derived from Ha observations using an IMS that extends to
low-mass stars will be systematically too high. If the initial mass spectrum
of stars formed as a result of the spiral density wave truncates at 1-3

M0

,

the implied value of the fraction of gas that is initially formed into

stars is 5-10 times larger than the fraction of gas that is permanently lost.
Estimates of the efficiency of formation of stars in giant molecular clouds
are of the order of 1-10% (Lada and Wilking 1982; Elmegreen 1983, 1985;
Silk 1985, Myers et al. 1986). Thus a spiral arm llvIS with a cutoff of
2-3 M0 coupled with a star forming efficiency of one or two percent will

lead to a net gas lock-up fraction

f

~

1%, which substantially alleviates the
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predicted flattening of the gas distribution. Figure 7.5 shows the predicted
evolution for the NGC 6946 model with

f

= 0.2%

and an age of .10 10 years.

Note that the inferred current star formation rate in NGC 6946 of about
10 M0 yr- 1 requires an efficiency of about 6

% if it is triggered by the

spiral density wave. If we assume the Th1S is truncated at 2 or 3 M 0
required

,

the

f declines to about 2% (but see below).

For a Salpeter WS, about 40% of the mass

M. > 1M0 and 30% in stars with Mo > 2M0

.

IS

in stars with

If the massive star formation

currently occurring in NGC 6946 reflects an IMS that is truncated at 2 M 0
this reduces the SFR as derived from the Hex. observations to

~

,

3 M0

yr- 1 • However, a SFR of this magnitude cannot explain the observed blue
luminosity of NGC 6946, which is about 6 x 109 L 0
galaxies is dominated by stars of around 1-2 M 0
truncated at

~

2 - 3M0

,

.

.

The blue flux from

If the spiral arm llviS is

then stars must be forming in the interarm regions

of the disk at some rate which mayor may not have some dependence on
the local gas surface density. Assuming that in the interarm regions the llviS
does extend down to masses of the order of 0.1 M 0

,

since these stars must

form somewhere (based on the observed mass-to-light ratios of galaxies), the
required interarm star formation rate must be a few M0 yr- 1 , so that the
overall star formation rate in the galaxy cannot be much below the rate
derived from the Hex. flux assuming a constant llviS. This is in agreement
with the fact the the current rates of star formation, obtained from Hex.
observations, and the average star formation rate obtained by dividing the
stellar mass in the disk by the lifetime of the galaxy (assumed to be about
10 10 years) are similar (Kennicutt 1983).
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Figure 7.5. Predicted gas evolution for a model of NGC 6946, with
parameters identical to those used to produce Figure 7.1 except that the net
star formation efficiency has been set to 0.2%.
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b) Abundance Gradients in Spiral Galaxies and the IlMF
As has been noted earlier (chapters 3 and 7), it is common to
find radial gradients in the abundances relative to hydrogen of elements
that are formed by nucleosynthesis in stars in spiral galaxies (Pagel and
Edmunds 1980; McCall, Rybski and Shields 1985). This observational fact
undoubtedly contains an important clue to the evolution of spiral galaxies, if
we can interpret it properly. The basic methods of modelling the chemical
evolution of galaxies are clearly presented by Tinsley (1980). The quantity
which depends most directly on the IMS is the yield, y" which is the mass
of element Z, ejected (eventually) per unit mass locked up in stars and
remnants. The yield is defined as

(7.3.8)
where

(7.3.9)
Pz, (m) is the fraction of mass of newly synthesized element Z, which is
returned to the ISM by a star of mass m, the stellar yield; hence P, is the
mass fraction of element Z, which is returned to the ISM by a generation of
stars produced with a mass spectrum ¢(m). Yields of various primary and
secondary elements as a function of stellar mass are given in Gusten and
Mezger (1983).

(Possible pre-existing amounts of Z, which are incorporated

into the star and then returned to the ISM have no effect on the relative
abundances in the gas.)
In general, the equations governing the chemical evolution of galaxies

are too complex to be solved analytically, so that numerical methods must
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be used. By adopting certain assumptions, however, it is possible to obtain
solutions which, though perhaps too simplistic, can offer valuable insight into
the important processes affecting the abundances of elements in galaxies.
The two we shall use here are
1) Instantaneous return. Stars are divided into two classes: those which
live forever (main sequence lifetimes longer than the timescale of
interest), and those that die as soon as they are born.
2) Closed system evolution. It is assumed that galaxies evolve without
interaction (Le., mass exchange) with the intergalactic medium, and
that radial transfer of material does not take place. Although both
of these assumptions are rather questionable (for example, galactic
winds driven by supernovae may exist in some galaxies), they have
the advantage of providing a benchmark against which more realistic
models may be compared, and avoid the problem of dealing with the
very poorly known processes controlling the formation of galaxies.
Using these assumptions, it is easy to show (Tinsley 1980) the metallicity of
the gas in a galaxy will evolve as

(7.3.10)
under the assumption that the yield is constant, where p, is the fraction of
gas in the galaxy (or at a given radius), p,

= MoIM.

Although this model

predicts too many low-metallicity stars should exist in the solar neighborhood
(the 'G-dwarf problem' ), which has led to models involving later infall of
metal-poor gas or radial gas flows (Larson and Tinsley 1976; Lacey and
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Fall 1985), the simple assumption of non-zero metallicity of the initial gas
eliminates the discrepancy without having to appeal to more elaborate models
(Tinsley 1980). In the remainder of this section we will use equation (7.3.10)
to calculate the metallicity in the gas; considering the uncertainties in many
of the input parameters (especially in their time dependence) a more elaborate
treatment is not really justified.
The production of an abundance gradient in the simple closed system,
instantaneous recycling model requires a radial gradient in the gas mass
fraction as a function of radius, as is obvious from (7.3.10). Determining
It(r) is not trivial; although a dynamical mass can be obtained from rotation

curves, it is necessary to determine separately the contributions of the disk,
spheroidal, and halo components. The most complete data are of course
available for the Galaxy. Mass models have been constructed by Innanen
(1973) and Ostriker and Caldwell (1978). Giisten and Mezger (1983) have
tabulated It as a function of radius, with the gas mass derived from atomic
hydrogen and CO observations and the disk stellar mass obtained from
the model of Innanen (1973).

As has been found in other investigations

(e.g., Burton and Gordon 1976), the gas mass fraction is relatively constant
across the Galaxy, with a value of about 5%. (However, there are ongoing
disagreements as to the mass of molecular gas in the Galaxy: see Bloemen et
al. 1986; Sanders, Scoville and Solomon 1985.) It declines by about a factor

of three between 8 and 3 kpc, which produces a difference of 1.4 in In It-I.
This could account for part, but not all, of the observed O/H gradient in
the Galaxy. It is also important to note that the inferred molecular gas
distribution in the Milky Way is quite different from that generally found in
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Sc galaxies (Scoville 1983), since it shows a deep minimum at ,.., 2 kpc, rather
than a smooth increase towards the nucleus. Thus it is quite possible that J.L
is even more constant with radius in galaxies of later Hubble type than it is
in the Milky Way, and yet Sc galaxies typically show O/H gradients that are
as large as or larger than those in the Galaxy (Pagel and Edmunds 1980).
Most estimates of J.L for other galaxies have been based only on observations
of atomic hydrogen (e.g., McCall 1982). Adequate information for calculating
the gas mass fraction is still lacking for most galaxies; however, for NGC
6946, which has well-determined H I, CO and light distributions and an
accurate rotation curve, it is possible to make a quantitative determination.
To derive a value for the total disk mass surface density as a function
of radius, we will use the two-component mass model of Monnet and Simien
(1977), who assumed that galactic mass distributions could be modeled by
the superposition of a spheroid (the galactic bulge) and a disk. This ignores
any contribution from a possible halo component, which is suggested by fiat
rotation curves at large radii, but we can hope that the rotation curve
in the optically bright region of the galaxy is dominated by the visible
components; in fact, quite good fits to the rotation curves of galaxies up
to the velocity maximum are produced by this model. With the added
assumption that the mass-to-light ratios of the two components are constant,
the mass distributions are constrained to follow an ,,1/4 dependence for the
spheroid and an exponential dependence for the disk. The contribution to
the rotation velocity from each component can be written

(7.3.11)
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where (M/ L) is the mass-to-Iight ratio of the component, Ie

= I(re)

is the

surface brightness at the effective radius, r e , defined as the radius which
contains half the light, qa is the apparent axial ratio of the spheroid or
disk (which are assumed to be ellipsoids of revolution), and C (Qe, q) is a
dimensionless constant which depends on the normalized radius

Q

e

= r / r e,

the mass distribution, and the true axial ratio q. The constant in (7.3.11)
is for V in km s-l, (M/ L) in (M0/ L0)' re in pc, and Ie in L0 pc- 2 •
Thus we can also write the velocity as
(7.3.12)
where Me is the mass surface density (M0 pc- 2 ) at reo Following Heidmann,
Heidmann and de Vaucouleurs (1971) we will take q

= O.li

using q

= 0.05

instead would cause a change in C of only a few percent. The total rotation
velocity produced by the contribution from the bulge and the disk is just the
sum of the squares of the velocities produced by the components separately.
To apply this model we must know the effective radii for the bulge
and the disk (r: ph and r~, respectively) and their corresponding apparent
axial ratios, q~ph and q~.

We will use the values given for NGC 6946 in

Simien and de Vaucouleurs (1986):
r:

= 3.62' = 10.64 kpc

q~ = 0.80

(7.3.13)
r!ph = 1.33' = 3.91 kpc

q~pl& = 1.00

where the spatial size scale assumes a distance of 10.1 Mpc. A value of
q~pl& = 1 of course implies that the bulge is actually spherical for non-zero
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inclinat jill!. Simien and de Vaucouleurs do not give errors for the axial ratios,
but the true axial ratio is probably constrained to be ;:;:, O.B. A reasonable
fit to the 11 I rotation curve of NGC 6946 (Tacconi and Young 1986) is
provided by

M!

= 177 M0

pc- 2
(7.3.14)

M:ph = 36M0 pc- 2
(Figure 7.6) where a spherical bulge has been assumed: an axial ratio of
0.8 would result in lower mass densities in the bulge component by about
10 percent, which has negligible effects on the derived gas mass fraction.
The uncertainties in the mass densities of the bulge and disk components
are smaller than the uncertainties in the rotation curve. The resulting mass
distribution is probably accurate to about 20%.
Table 7.1 gives the calculated mass surface density distributions for the
bulge and disk components separately, as well as the total mass distribution.
The surface densities of atomic and molecular hydrogen, and the derived gas
mass fraction as a function of radius are listed in Table 7.2. The atomic
hydrogen distribution is from Tacconi and Young (1986). The molecular gas
distribution has been calculated from the radial CO intensity distribution
given in Tacconi and Young using two alternative assumptions:
1) The leo to N(H 2 ) conversion factor is constant with radius throughout the galaxy, with a value equal to the gamma-ray derived conversion factor of Bloemen et al. (1985): N(H2)/leo= 2.8 x 10 20 cm- 2 •
2) The molecular hydrogen distribution at all radii is given by the
exponential fit to leo for r > 4 kpcj

it is assumed that the

excess of CO emission above the exponential for r

< 4 lcpc is
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Figure 7.6. Rotation curve data for NGC 6946 from Tacconi and
Young (1986), plotted together with predicted rotation curve for mass model
fit. The two halves of the galaxy have been averaged to obtain the plotted
dat points.
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a result of contamination from hot molecular gas associated with
photodissociation regions (see chapters 3 and 7). Unless conditions
are very extreme in the central regions of NGC 6946, this probably
represents a reasonable lower bound to the molecular gas distribution
in NGC 6946. The H2 column densities are calculated from the
adopted exponential leo

distribution, using the Bloemen et al.

conversion factor.
Gas mass fractions JL have been calculated for both these assumptions;
they are identical for r

~

5 kpc since the Tacconi and Young azimuthal

averages, not the fitted exponential, were used for these radii. The derived
JL using assumption 1 for the molecular gas distribution peaks at the nucleus,

then declines to a nearly constant value of about 10% by 4 kpc. Because
the molecular gas component dominates the gas within 10 kpc, the values
of JL obtained using method 2 are substantially smaller at small radii, with
the result that the gas mass fraction is nearly constant with radius. Table
7.3 lists separately the mass fractions for H I and H 2 ;

JLH I

increases fairly

slowly with radius, while JLH:;, drops fairly rapidly (model 1) or shows a slow
decline (model 2). In any case, it is clear that no model that relies solely
on an increase in the total gas mass fraction as a function of radius (such
as the simple closed system model) in order to explain abundance gradients
can reproduce the observations of NGC 6946.
As an aside on the use of constant conversion factors between leo
and N(H 2 ), note that applying the Young and Scoville (1982a) conversion
factor to the values of leo for NGC 6946 obtained by Tacconi and Young
implies that the gas mass fraction in the disk of NGC 6946 at 1 kpc is
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Table 7.1
Disle/Bulge Mass Surface Densities in NGC 6946
R

D'diDk

Ubulge

Utot

(Kpc)

(Me pc-a)

(M0 pc-a)

(Me:> pc-a)

1
2
3

810.
692.
591.
505.
431.
368.
314.
268.
229.
196.
167.
143.

330.
118.
59.
35.
22.
15.

1140.
810.
650.
540.
453.
383.
325.
276.
235.
201.
171.
146.

4

5
6
7
8
9

10

11
12

11.
8.
6.
5.
4.
3.
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Table 1.2
Gas Mass Surface Densities and Fractions in NGC 6946

0':1

(Kpc)

(M0 pc-a)

ob
Ha
(M0 pc- 2 )

1
2
3

7.4
7.5
7.6
8.4
9.2
9.8
10.7
11.5
12.3
11.7
11.1
10.

172.
100.
70.
45.
32.
27.
20.
17.
13.
10.
7.
7.

R

4

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

a
b
c

d

e

Oc

Ha
(M0 pc-a)

p,gd

p,ge

(%)

(%)

85.
68.
55.
42.
32.
27.
20.
17.
13.
10.

22.1
15.5
13.0
10.6
9.6
9.9
9.8
10.4
11.0
11.
11.
12.

11.4
10.8
10.6
10.1
9.6
9.9
9.8
10.4
11.0
11.
11.
12.

7.
7.

Tacconi and Young (1986)
From Tacconi and Young (1986), assuming N(H 2 )/ leo = 2.8 x 10 20
Using extrapolated exponential fit to Tacconi and Young (1986)
data from R = 5 to 10 kpcj Ico(O) = 18.8 K km 5- 1
Calculated using H2 distribution as in footnote b
Calculated using H2 distribution as in footnote c
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Table 7.3
Gas Mass Fractions in NGG 6946
R

(%)

(%)

1
2
3

0.9
1.1
1.3
1.7
2.1
2.7
3.4
4.3
5.4
6.0
6.6
7.0

21.0
14.5
11.8
8.9
7.5
7.2
6.4
6.2
5.7
5.1
4.3
5.0

10.5
9.8
9.3
8.4
7.5
7.2
6.4
6.2
5.7
5.1
4.3
5.0

6
7
8
9
10

11
12

C

C

(Kpc)

5

a

b

J.L H3
(%)

4

b

u':l

IlH3

Tacconi and Young (1986)
From Tacconi and Young (1986), assuming N(H2 )/ leo = 2.8 x 10 20
Using extrapolated exponential fit to Tacconi and Young (1986)
data from R = 5 to 10 kpcj leo(O) = 18.8 K km s-1
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0.30, and 0.20 at 3 kpc. Such a large value of Jlg is simply unacceptable,
and underscores the dangers of using such conversion factors indiscriminantly.
This suggests that the 'closed box' model with a constant yield
cannot generally explain the observed abundance gradients in galaxies. Before
rejecting closed system models entirely, however, we will consider whether
the yield is necessarily constant with radius.
For primary elements, that is, those which are produced directly from
reactions that occur even in zero-metallicity stars, the quantity

PZi

will not

depend on the initial abundances in the gas from which a generation of
stars was produced, and so is independent of the previous history of star
formation in the galaxy. Thus the only way in which the yield can vary is
if the initial mass function is not constant.
In order to produce a yield that increases with declining radius,

Giisten and Mezger (1983) proposed that the 1MS in spiral arms has the
same shape as the inter arm IM:S, but has a lower mass cut-off that is much
larger, me

=2-

3M0

.

In other words, only relatively massive stars form in

spiral arms. It has been established observationally that in the Galaxy, 1M0
T Tauri stars are found in association with OB stars and GMes (Wilking
1981, and references therein), which suggests that a high me cannot be
consistent with the Milky Way case. However, we will show below that it is
possible to produce abundance gradients even if the spiral arm IM:S extends
to low masses, provided that massive stars form only in spiral arms. A
value of me as large as 2 or 3 M0 introduces a radial gradient in both the
IMS-weighted stellar yield Pi and the mass fraction locked up in stars frem.
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To see this, define the star formation rates in the arm and inter arm regions
at some radius ro as tP8 and tPba(in M0 yr- 1), respectively. We will denote
the ratio

tP8/tPbaas

a~.

Assuming that star formation in the arms results

from gas in the disk interacting with a spiral density wave, then the ratio
of arm to interarm star formation rates at any other radius is

.,pa

.,p.a. = aov(r)

(7.3.15)

where v(r) is the number of encounters of the gas at radius r with the
spiral density wave, relative to the number at r

v (r )

= ro:

_ O(R) - Op
no _ Op

-

(7.3.16)

where 0 0 is the angular velocity of gas in the disk at radius ro (Giisten
and Mezger 1983). The total star formation rate at radius ro is simply

.,pt = tPba + .,p8 = .,pba(1 + a.)
(It is worth noting that equation (7.3.15) implicitly assumes that if the SFR
has any dependence on the local gas surface density or volume density, it
has the same form for both the arm and inter arm regions. Assume that the
arm SFR

.,pia

varies as the nth power of the gas surface density

(7.3.17)

where ve(r) is the encounter frequency from equation (7.2.1), the constant
a~ = ~ a.(Oo -

np),

OH 2

is the surface density of molecular hydrogen, and

C is a constant that includes the surface area of the radial annulus being
considered, and the interarm star formation rate is
(7.3.18)
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where we have assumed that a. includes all factors other than a dependence
on gas density that affect the star formation rate. It is then obvious that

.,pa /.,pia =

a.v(r) =

a~ve(r) only if m =

n.)

This dependence of the total star formation rate on

Ve

and the

difference in the IMS between the arm and interarm regions results in an
IMS that is a function of radius. Denoting the normalized IMS by 4>(m) ,
we can write this azimuthally-averaged IMS as
(7.3.19)

where A(r) = (1 + a.v(r))-l is a normalization factor that arises because of
the assumption of bimodal star formation. Using (7.3.19) in (7.3.10) gives
the production function

l1(r, me) = A'
= A'

[/m~" 4>(m)pz. (m) dm + a.v(r) 1m:" 4>(m)pz. (m) dm1
[pfa + a.v(r)Pia]

(7.3.20)

For primary elements produced by massive progenitors with m > me, Pt
doesn't depend on me, so p~
1

= pia =

l1(r, me)

I

-

p.I, and so

= A' Pi (1 + a.v(r))

.

(7.3.21)

The mass locked up in remnants is now a function of r as well:

frem (r, me) = A'

[/m~U Mr(m)4>(m) dm + a.v(r) 1m:" Mr(m)4>(m) dm1
(7.3.22)

For a Salpeter IMS, the first integral in (7.3.22) is equal to 0.6 for

m, = 0.1 M

0 , mu

= 100 M 0 .

A numerical fit to the second integral gives

mu

1

ma

Mr(m)4>(m) dm

= 0.203m;;-O.78

(7.3.23)
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which is accurate to about 10% in the range me

= 0.5 -

10 M0'

We can

thus finally write the yield Yi as

Yi(r)

= n(r, me)
frem

Pi (1 + a.v(r))

= 0.6 + O.203a.v(r)m~O.78

(7.3.24)

.

Using this yield, the closed system model predicts relative metallicities
for the Galaxy as given in Table 7.4; the gas mass fraction as a function
of radius has been taken from Glisten and Mezger (1983).
assumed me = 3 M0 and a. = 1 at r = 10 kpc.
Galactic abundance gradient is very good.

This calculation

The agreement with the

This is not intended as evidence

for the general applicability of the closed system model, but rather to show
that the abundance gradient produced in the model of Glisten and Mezger
results from the gradient in the yield produced by the assumption that lowmass stars do not form in the arms, and is not very sensitive to details such
as the history of gas infall; the abundance gradient in this model is identical
to that obtained by Glisten and Mezger using a much more elaborate model
for the growth of the Galactic disk and an assumed power-law dependence
of the star formation rate on the mass of gas in the Galaxy.
We can now use the Glisten and Mezger model to calculate the
predicted abundance gradient in NGC 6946. Using a constant gas mass
fraction as a function of radius, we get the relative abundances listed in
Table 7.5, for an assumed pattern speed of 17 km s-1 kpc- 1, me = 3 M 0
and a.

=1

for r

= 9.8

kpc.

,

The encounter frequencies ve(r) were calculated

using the rotation curve of Tacconi and Young (1986).

Figure 7.7 shows the
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Table 7.4
Predicted Relative Metallicity: Milky Way

in J.L- 1

R
(Kpc)

a For

yi/Pi

18.1
15.2
13.9
10.3
7.7

4.08
3.79
3.64
3.22
2.88

4.42
3.51
3.24
3.19
3.17

3.5
4.5
5.5
7.5
10.

0:.

(10 kpc)

a

Ve
(l0-1I 0- 1 )

= 1,

me

1.96
1.46
1.29
1.13
1.00

= 3M0

Table 7.5
Predicted Relative Metallicity: NGC 6946
R

va
e

(I\pc)

(lo-II 5- 1)

1.1
3.2
5.5
7.7
9.8
12.

55.
19.
10.
5.7
3.7
0.9

a

b

Yi/Pi

7.92
5.66
4.33
3.41
2.88
2.00

b

Z;(R)
Z. (10kpc)

2.75
1.97
1.50
1.18
1.00
0.70

Assuming Op = 17 km s-l kpc- 1
For n .. (10 kpc) = 1, me = 31110 and constant f..lg
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model abundance gradients for Op of 17 and 20 l{m

S -1 ,

plotted together

with the O/H abundances derived from the data of McCall, Rybski, and
Shields (1985); the normalization of the model curves is arbitrary. Within
the uncertainties the model curves provide a reasonably good approximation
to the measured abundances; the predicted gradient is slightly sensitive to
the adopted pattern speed.
A model with bimodal star formation (Le., no low-mass star formation
III

spiral arms) therefore provides a reasonable explanation for the abundance

gradient in another late-type spiral galaxy. NGC 6946 is one of the betterstudied nearby spirals in terms of its gas content and abundances. More
information on the relevant properties of spiral galaxies -atomic and molecular
gas distributions, rotation curves, and abundances-is badly needed for a much
larger sample of objects to provide a real test of this hypothesis. However,
at this point it is worth examining some of the implications of the Giisten
and Mezger model.
Producing radial abundance gradients in galaxies using a bimodal star
formation model of the type suggested by Glisten and Mezger requires that
spiral density waves exist, and that they trigger formation of stars. This is
because the abundance gradient is driven by the variation in (O(R) - Op)
with radius. Furthermore, in the model of Giisten and Mezger, only relatively
massive stars (m.2:. 2 - 3 M 0

)

are produced in the spiral arms. Thus the

model requires not only density wave-triggered star formation, but requires
that low-mass star formation is inhibited in spiral arms. Is this reasonable?
Some of the arguments concerning the existence of density waves have been
discussed earlier in this chapter. If density waves are not long-lived (or
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Figure 7.7. O/H abundances in NGC 6946, from McCall, Rybski,
and Shields (1985), plotted with the predicted abundance gradient from the
bimodal star formation model described in the text. The model curve has
been arbitrarily normalized.
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at least rapidly recurring) phenomena, then the problem of differential gas
consumption with radius goes away, but then we must have entirely different
mechanisms responsible for the production of abundance gradients. We will
return to this possibility in the final section of this chapter. Here we discuss
the likelihood of a spiral arm IMS that is truncated at a much larger stellar
mass than in the inter arm regions.
Certainly spiral arms are conspicuous because of the presence of
massive short-lived stars.

This does not, of course, imply that low mass

stars are not forming in spiral arms, only that OB stars are more likely to
be found there.

Elmegreen (1983) has suggested that the concentration of

massive stars in spiral arms is a statistical effect, resulting from the fact that
the most massive clouds are found in the arm regions. In this view, the
observed initial mass function essentially reflects a probability distribution,
determined by the physical processes that govern the mechanism of star
formation, so that the distribution of masses, not the individual mass values,
of stars that form in a cloud are determined by the cloud parameters.
The IMS then results from the stochastic population of this stellar mass
distribution (Elmegreen 1985). Since the probability of forming massive stars
is much smaller than the probability of forming low-mass stars, only clouds
which are massive enough to form large numbers of stars stand any chance
of making high-mass stars:

m~ax ex: mcloud.

This model makes a number of

interesting predictions about the formation of bound star clusters and the
temporal sequence of star formation as a function of mass; it also predicts
that the majority of OB stars should be formed in spiral arms, which appears
to be the case (Mezger 1985; Downes 1987).
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Thus, while the statistical view of the IMF advocated by Elmegreen
predicts that massive stars will form predominantly in spiral arms, it does
not predict an IMF that is truncated at a higher mass than the inter arm
IMF. However, it is still possible to produce abundance gradients in elements
that are produced only by massive stars. For elements that satisfy this
requirement, such as oxygen, the yield in the interarm region will be very
low, since very few stars of masses high enough to produce oxygen will be
produced there.

Then the production function again depends on radius,

(7.3.25)
~

A' Pio:.v(r)

where we have assumed the interarm yield to be zero.

Since the lower mass

cut-offs for the arm and interarm regions are the same, and the mass

In

remnants is very insensitive to mu for mu;::: 2 M0' the fraction of mass
turned into stars that is permanently locked up as a function of radius is
frem ~

0.6A' (1

+ o:.v(r)),

so that the yield becomes

o:.v(r )Pi
- 0.6 (1 + o:.v(r)) .

Y' (r ) - ---;-----''-'---:--:-:-

,

(7.3.26)

Equation (7.3.26) predicts a variation in the yield (and thus in the abundances
for a constant gas fraction) of about a factor of two between the nucleus and
the radius at which

0:.

= 1, which is assumed to be the reference radius.

increase in oxygen abundance, for example, by factors of

~

An

2 - 6 across the

disks of galaxies is possible, with the larger abundance gradients produced
In

galaxies with flatter rotation curves.

Because the mass fraction locked up

In

remnants is large in the spiral arms in this model, it runs into problems

with the depletion of gas, similar to the models described in §1.
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Considerations of the effects of temperature on gravitational instabilities demonstrate that as the temperature of a cloud increases the minimum
stellar mass that can form will also increase (Larson 1985). The observation
that molecular clouds in spiral arms are not only more masslve but also
hotter than the interarm clouds (Solomon et al. 1985) suggests that the IMF
might truncate at a higher mass than in the inter arm regions, providing
a natural explanation for a bimodal IMF. Unfortunately, this becomes a
chicken-and-egg problem, as we are then left with the necessity of explaining
why molecular clouds in spiral arms are hotter then interarm clouds. It is
possible that the stochastic star formation picture can be reconciled with a
truncated IMF by appealing to formation of stars massive enough to contribute significantly to heating of the surrounding molecular gas early in the
lifetime of a spiral arm GMC: positive feedback as the minimum stellar mass
is raised then serves to maintain spiral arm clouds at temperatures higher
than in inter arm clouds which are generally lacking in relatively massive
stars.
In galaxies without spiral density waves, the problem posed by the

evolution of gas distributions vanishes. Unfortunately, so does the mechanism
we have been discussing for producing abundance gradients. In the last
section of this chapter we discuss abundance gradients in galaxies without
density waves and return once more to the question of star formation
efficiency.

c) Abundance Gradients and Star Formation Efficiencies
If long-lived spiral density waves don't exist in galaxies, then some
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other process must be responsible for producing abundance gradients. In the
simple closed system model, the abundance depends only on the present-day
gas mass fraction /-l, and is independent of the actual star formation history.
Thus we again have to appeal to a variation in the yield as a function
of radius. The most straightforward way of getting a variable yield is by
having an IMF that is not constant with radius, as in the Glisten and
Mezger model.

Here, however, we simply have to postulate that for some

reason, such as the increase in the interstellar radiation field at smaller radii,
cloud temperatures systematically increase towards the nucleus, leading to a
gradient in the lower mass cutoff of the IMF. Since the minimum stellar
mass scales with T2 (Larson 1985), an increase in the cutoff mass from 0.3
to 2 - 3 M0 would require a temperature increase by a factor of 2 - 3. For a
galaxy that

IS

actively forming stars, such as NGC 6946, this is probably not

unreasonable. The apparent ubiquity of abundance gradients in the disks of
spiral galaxies, however, then requires that this is generally true for spirals
throughout their history, if we are to appeal to radial variations in the IMF
to produce abundance gradients.
We can estimate the size of the required variation in the IMF cutoff
by using the data on O/H as a function of radius in NGC 6946.
assume that the IMF has a lower mass limit of 0.1M0 at

o /H

~

We will

9 kpc, where the

abundance reaches the solar neighborhood value. The inferred values

of me are listed in Table 7.6, along with the mass fraction locked up m
remnants and the SFR derived by DeGioia-Eastwood et aZ. (1984) from Ha
observations (see below). The increase in me at small radii is quite large,
with me

= 2 M0

at the nucleus. The corresponding decrease in

frem

is a
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factor of 5.
A model that appeals to essentially local parameter variations to
produce abundance gradients has some appeal, because of the lack of
dependence of galaxy properties on spiral arm class (Elmegreen and Elmegreen
1986). As noted previously, the abundance gradient produced in the Glisten
and Mezger model depends on the existence of long-lived spiral density waves.
However, as noted by Kormendy and Norman (1979), galaxies that rotate
very differentially and that lack either bars or companions do not exhibit
grand design spiral structure, and thus lack compelling evidence for a density
wave. One would expect that if abundance gradients are triggered directly by
a density wave mechanism then these galaxies would possess much shallower
abundance gradients. An example of a galaxy with no grand design structure
is NGC 5055 (type Sbc), which was classed as an extremely flocculent spiral
by Elmegreen (1981).

Elmegreen and Elmegreen (1984), on the basis of

blue and near-infrared surface photometry, argued that the spiral features
in NGC 5055 and other extremely flocculent spirals represent virtually pure
patches of star formation superposed on an otherwise uniform shearing disk.
Limited information on the abundances in NGC 5055 is provided by McCall,
Rybski and Shields (1985), who measured ([OII]+[OIIIj)/H,B for 5 H II regions
between 3 and 9 kpc.

The derived O/H values are plotted against radius

in Figure 7.8; it is evident that the abundance gradient in NGC 5055
no shallower than in NGC 6946.

IS

In the extensive study of abundances in

galaxies by McCall (1982), the strongest correlation of abundance with other
galactic parameter was found to be with the mass surface density of the
disk. This suggests that either
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Table 7.6
Calculated JA.1F Lower Mass Cutoffs in NGC 6946
rem
rna
R
c
rem (8 Kpc)

(Kpc)

Me;)

0.0
2.9
5.9

2.

8.8
11.8

a

1.

0.4
0.1
0.1

0.215
0.331
0.649
1.0
1.0

Assuming normal IMF at R = 8 kpc
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1) Abundance gradients are produced by radial variations in the IMF,
controlled by local processes; such variations occur, to varying degrees,
in the majority of disk galaxies.
2) Abundance gradients are produced by density wave-triggered bimodal
star formation in galaxies with strong density waves and by radial
IMF variations due to local causes in galaxies without them; some
conspiracy of physical parameters leads to similar gradients in both
cases.

The 'conspiracy' might merely be the effect of strong radiation

fields on the minimum stellar mass produced in a fragmenting
molecular cloud. The model of Giisten and Mezger can be thought
of as introducing an effective lower mass cutoff

m~{r)

because of the

increasing importance of arm star formation at smaller radii.
3) Abundance gradients are produced by dynamical processes that occur
during galaxy formation and evolution, such as infaII, radial gas flows,
etc.
If radial gradients in the IMF exist in galaxies, they will have very
important implications for determinations of star formation efficiencies in
galaxies.

As discussed in chapter 6, determination of star formation rates

(M0 yr- 1 ) from observations that are sensitive to only the upper end of the
stellar mass distribution (such as Ha observations) requires the assumption
of an initial mass function.

There are few galaxies for which information on

the radial distribution of star formation tracers are available. One of the
fortunate exceptions (which is why the better part of two chapters have been
devoted to it) is NGC 6946, for which extensive far-infrared {Smith, Harper
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Figure 7.8. O/H abundances in NGC 5055, an extremely flocculent
spiral, as a function of radius. Data is from McCall, Rybski, and Shields
(1985).
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and Loewenstein, 1984; chapter 6) and Ha (DeGioia-Eastwood et al. 1984)
data are available.
From the similarity between the radial distributions of blue light and
CO in NGC 6946 and Ie 342 Young and Scoville (1982a) concluded that
the star formation rate per unit mass of molecular gas is constant, a result
which was also suggested by Young and Scoville (1982b) and Scoville and
Young (1983).

(These results all apply to Sc galaxies.)

From the correlation

between the Ha-derived star formation rates and the inferred molecular gas
distribution with radius, DeGioia-Eastwood et al. (1984) reached the same
conclusion. However, these conclusions regarding radial trends in galaxies are
dependent on the assumption that the IMF is constant. Since the ionization
is dominated by stars with M > lOM0 , the integrated flux of ionizing photons
is completely insensitive to the lower mass cutoff of the IMF, provided that
me is rather smaller than 10 M 0

.

As discussed above, however, the total

mass distribution, star formation rate, and element abundances can be quite
sensitive to me.
Using the values for me given m Table 7.6, we can correct the Haderived star formation rates for the effects of a variable lower mass cutoff.
The resulting rates are given in Table 7.7; the variation of the SFR with
radius is much flatter than obtained by DeGioia-Eastwood et aZ. (1984).
Table 7.8 gives the revised SFR along with the surface density of molecular
hydrogen, calculated as in Table 7.2, and the star-forming efficiencies (mass of
stars/mass of molecular hydrogen).

Not surprisingly, the efficiencies calculated

using the revised star formation rates decline significantly from the outer disk
to the nucleus. A least-squares fit to the data gives a SFR proportional
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to 0'~.;8 for the uncorrected Tacconi and Young (1986) H2 values, with a
correlation coefficient of 0.98.

Using the exponential fit to the molecular gas

distribution gives a SFR ex: 0'~.:7, also with a correlation coefficient of 0.98.
We can carry out a similar procedure for the density-wave triggered model,
by assuming that the ionization is produced by stars with M

> lOM0: then

the ratio of the corrected star formation rate 'l/;c to the Ha-derived rate 'I/;
is given by

'l/;C(r)
'I/;(r)

Jll~O m¢s(m) dm
Jll~O m¢(r, mc, m) dm

(7.3.27)

where ¢(r, mc, m) is the bimodal IMF introduced in equation (7.3.19).

The

results are very similar to the purely local model considered above; Table
7.9 lists 'l/;c /'1/; for two values of a. (7.8 kpc), 0.5 and 1.

The corrected

star formation rate in the density wave model also flattens out compared
to the constant IMF value, although not as much as in the model where
the abundance gradient is driven solely by an IMF gradient. If we wish
to explain abundance gradients by these models, a linear dependence of the
SFR on the gas surface density is ruled out for NGC 6946.
There are several other potential problems with a linear dependence.
Although it avoids a problem with a change in the shape of the radial gas
distribution with time, it also predicts no abundance gradients in galaxies,
smce the fractional abundance of metals in the ISM is the same at all
radii.

Abundance gradients are observable in many disk galaxies, and in

NGC 6946 the O/H abundance drops by about a factor of three from the
nucleus to 10 kpc.

Furthermore, a number of studies have concluded that

the rate of formation of stars averaged over their main sequence lifetimes has
been nearly constant in the lifetime of the Galaxy (Twarog 1980; Kennicutt
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Table 7.7
Net Star Formation Rates In NGC 6946
SFRa
R
(Kpc)

(M0 Gyr-1pc-:l)

O.

51.8
43.2
27.4
25.0
19.0

2.9
5.9
8.8
11.8

a

SFRs of DiGioia-Eastwood et al. (1984), corrected to net SFRs
assuming that the abundance gradient results from a radial gradient
in the lower mass cutoff of the IMF

Table 7.8
Star Formation Rates and Efficiencies
R

Log SFR

Log M.a

(Kpc)

M0 pc- 2

M0 pc- 2

0.0
2.9
5.9
8.8
11.8

1.71
1.64
1.44
1.40
1.28

-0.51
-0.58
-0.78
-0.82
-0.94

(J

b
H2

2.42
1.85
1.43
1.11
0.85

(J

In
C

H2

2.03
1.74
1.43
1.11
0.85

NGC 6946
SFEd
SFEe
X 10 3

X 10 3

1.2
3.7
6.1
12.
16.

2.9
4.7
6.1
12.
16.

Obtained from data of DiGioia-Eastwood et ai. (1984) by
multiplying their SFRs by 6 x 10 6 years, their adopted
stellar lifetime
20
b From Tacconi and Young (1986), using N(H 2 )/ leo = 2.8 x 10
C From exponential fit to Tacconi and Young data between
R = 5 - 14 kpc as described in the text
d Stellar mass divided by H2 mass from column 3
e Stellar mass divided by H2 mass from column 4
a
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Table '1.9
Corrected Star Formation Rates for Density Wave Model
R
t/Jc/t/J
1/Jc/1/J
(Kpc)

1.1
3.2
5.5
7.7
9.8
12.

Q

b

For me
For me

0.25 Q
0.27
0.29
0.34
0.38
0.61

0.26 b
0.30
0.35
0.42
0.48
0.82

= 3 M 0 ,a. = 1 at 9.8 kpc
= 3 M 0 ,a. = 0.5 at 9.8 kpc
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1983; Larson 1986). Since interstellar gas m disk galaxies today comprises
only 5 - 10% or less of the total mass, a linear dependence of the star
formation rate on the surface density of gas predicts that early in their
lifetimes galaxies must have had star formation rates 10 - 20 times larger
than their present ones, ill disagreement with the above results. Glisten
and Mezger (1983) actually assumed that the SFR was proportional to (]~2
with k = 1 - 2, but they invoked a specific model for the formation of the
Milky Way with a long period of infall, in which the star formation rate
increases with time until reaching a peak about 6

X

10 9 years ago. Larson

(1986) gets around this problem in his bimodal star formation model of
the Galaxy by postulating that the rate of formation of massive stars has
declined exponentially with time, while low-mass stars have been produced at
a constant rate.

In Larson's scheme high-mass star formation dominates the

total star formation rate early in the history of the Galaxy, so that most of
the large number of stars formed then are no longer in existence.
Furthermore,

the

assumption that

the

SFR in

spiral

arms

is

proportional to (]~2' where k > 1, which is implicitly done by Glisten
and Mezger (1983), implies that the radial distribution of arm light will
fall off as fast as or faster than the disk light. However, detailed surface
photometry of nearby galaxies (Schweizer 1976; Strom, Jensen, and Strom
1978; Wevers 1984) shows that the arm light declines less rapidly with radius
than the disk, so that the arms become more prominent at larger radii.
The failure of such a simple parameterization of the star formation
rate on gas density is not surprising. Whether stars form

in clouds

distributed through the disk, or in giant molecular clouds assembled in
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spiral arm potentials, the physics involved must depend on many more
parameters than just the gas density. In the absence of spiral density waves,
formation of large molecular cloud complexes probably results from large-scale
instabilities, which in turn depend on the local mass density in the disk,
shear rate, gas velocity dispersion, magnetic fields, abundances of grains and
heavy elements, etc. In galaxies with spiral arms, the star formation rate
will be affected by the frequency of encounters with the density wave, the
nature of the processes that produce GMCs in spiral arms, the amplitude of
the arm density perturbation, and other factors.

In all cases, star formation

in clouds will be affected by the feedback of stars interacting with their
environnment, in the form of stellar winds, ionizing radiation, supernovae,
and molecular outflows, with results ranging from triggering of star formation
in other molecular clouds (propagating star formation:

Elmegreen and Lada

1977, 1978) to rapid destruction of the nearby molecular gas. It is interesting
to note that in a study of molecular clouds in the inner Galaxy, Myers et

al. (1986) found a tendency for the efficiency of star formation to decrease
with increasing cloud mass (Figure 7.9), again suggesting that any simple
parameterization of the SFR is inadequate. Further criticisms of Schmidt
laws (§9.2) are given in Larson (1977) and Madore (1977).
In summary, galaxies with density waves are predicted to have
gas distributions that are very different from their observed morphologies,
if density waves trigger giant molecular cloud/star formation, and if the
efficiency of star formation with radius is constant. It is possible to reconcile
such schemes of star formation with observations if the star formation is
bimodal, in which spiral arms form only massive stars.

This also naturally
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Figure 7.9. Derived star formation efficiencies for a sample of
molecular clouds in the inner Galaxy, plotted against cloud mass, using
data from Myers et al. (1986). Open triangles represent upper limits for
clouds where only an upper limit to the stellar mass was obtained. Typical
errors in cloud masses and stellar masses are a factor of three.
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explains abundance gradients in galaxies with density waves. The existence
of similar abundance gradients in galaxies that appear to lack density waves
suggests that a more local variation in the IMF may be responsible. Detailed
consideration of NGC 6946 indicates that both of these models require star
formation efficiencies that decrease with decreasing radius.
The similarity between the H I distributions of many galaxies and
the predicted density-wave influenced distributions is tantalizing. However,
the fact that similar distributions are found in galaxies with strong stellar
density waves (NGC 6946), in galaxies with possibly short-lived density waves
(M51), and in galaxies that show no evidence for density waves (NGC 2841)

suggests that this may be a red herring, and that the atomic hydrogen
distributions result from some more general characteristic of disk galaxies.
Since many galaxy properties (such as abundance gradients) fail to
show any dependence on the presence or absence of globally-organized spiral
density waves, it is unlikely that triggering of star formation by density
waves can be a dominant process in galaxian evolution. It is more likely
that, where they exist, strong density waves serve largely to provide spatial
organization to a process that occurs in a more or less azimuthally symmetric
manner in galactic disks unaffected by density waves (Elmegreen 1987).

A

dominant factor is likely to be the mass distribution within a galaxy. Figure
7.10 shows the radial distribution of molecular gas obtained for NGC 6946

obtained from an exponential fit to the data of Tacconi and Young (1986)
between R

= 5 -14

kpc, extrapolated inwards. Also shown is the variation of

O(R) - Op, scaled to the H2 distribution. The agreement is extremely good,
which could be used to argue that formation of giant molecular clouds is
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triggered directly by encounters with the spiral arms. However, the variation
of n(R) -

np

is directly related to the mass distribution in the disk of NGC

6946. It is therefore possible that if NGC 6946 did not possess a density
wave, formation of GMCs would still occur (in a le~s coherent pattern) due
to the development of instabilities in the gas, at a rate driven by the mass
distribution in the disk, with the result that the radial distribution of GMCs
would be essentially unaltered from the density-wave case. This possibility
was suggested, for somewhat different reasons, by Wyse (1986), who also
pointed out that it provides a natural explanation for the similarity of CO
and blue light distributions in late-type galaxies.
On a final note, it is worth pointing out that, in the view of
the advocates of the SFR-linearly-proportional-to-molecular-gas-mass school of
thought, NGC 6946 has a higher (by a factor of 2-4) star formation rate
than the Galaxy because it contains more molecular gas.

However, NGC

6946 is also distinct from the Galaxy by virtue of having a gas mass fraction
that is ;:: 2 times the value in the Milky Way. Processes such as two-fluid
instabilities (Jog and Solomon 1984a,b) that depend sensitively on the gas
mass fraction will be enhanced in NGC 6946 compared to the Galaxy, and
it may be that it is the larger value of J.tg, rather than the absolute gas
mass abundance, that is responsible for the higher star formation rate in
NGC 6946.
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Chapter 8

SUMMARY
This thesis has attempted to provide a detailed look at determinations
of the abundance of molecular gas in galaxies.

Observations of the Milky

Way have shown unequivocally that star formation occurs in molecular clouds.
However, for a number of reasons, it is difficult to determine observationally
the physical processes that control the star formation process, and how they
are related to molecular cloud properties. Thus observations of molecular
gas in other galaxies, where physical conditions and star formation rates are
often quite different from those in the Galaxy, can provide important insight
into the mechanisms of star formation.
Since molecular hydrogen cannot generally be observed directly in
other galaxies, it is necessary to rely on other species, in particular the
CO molecule, to trace the molecular hydrogen distribution. We then must
know how to convert an observed CO line intensity into a mass of H 2 •
Chapter 2 discussed how the response of a millimeter-wave radio telescope
to an unresolved molecular cloud distribution in a galaxy can be modelled.
Chapter 3 examined in detail the conversion between the observed quantity,
the CO integrated intensity, Ico, and the beam-averaged H2 column density,

N(H2)' It was shown there that the conversion factor-which essentially
depends on counting the number of clouds in the antenna beam-is only
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moderately sensitive to the density of the molecular clouds (assuming that
they are self-gravitating and in virial equilibrium) but is extremely sensitive to
the cloud temperature. Because the galaxies with the highest star formation
rates also tend to have the highest dust temperatures (as measured by farinfrared observations), presumably as a result of the increased intensity of
the average interstellar radiation field, it is quite likely that molecular gas
In

these galaxies is also hotter than average, and in particular is greatly

in excess (by factors of 4 or 5) of the value of 10 K that characterizes
molecular clouds in the Galactic disk:

this temperature is implicit in all

of the conversion factors between CO emission and H2 column density that
have been derived from analyses of Galactic clouds.

An example of the

errors that can result from use of a constant conversion factor is provided by
the Galactic center, where the amount of molecular gas (as determined by
gamma-ray observations) is overestimated by nearly an order of magnitude if
CO observations are interpreted with a standard conversion factor.
It appears that an increase in the metallicity above solar values will

not cause a major variation in the value of N(H2)/ lco.

However, galaxies

which have abundances of oxygen and carbon which are well below solar
values are expected to behave quite differently. This topic is investigated
in Chapter 4.

Detailed chemical models of clouds with low metallicities are

found to have CO abundances far below those of solar metaIlicity clouds,
with the result that the CO rapidly becomes optically thin with declining
abundance and then becomes undetectable. This result depends to some
extent on the assumption that the dust-to-gas abundance decreases with
the metallicitYi this assumption is supported by observations of the Large
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and Small Magellanic Clouds. The models of chapter 4 show that the use
of a conversion factor between leo and N(H2) which has been derived
from observations of Galactic molecular clouds will greatly underestimate the
amount of molecular gas which is present in galaxies with low abudances,
such as most irregular galaxies.
Chapter 5 looks at the effects of the intercloud pressure on molecular
clouds.

The very large linewidths observed in the diffuse atomic clouds

suggest that turbulence

IS

widespread throughout the ISM.

turbulent contribution to the intercloud pressure is included, the

When the
mea~

value

of P /k ~ 10 4 cm- 3 K. The properties of clouds, which are modelled as
negative-index poly tropes, in equilibrium with an intercloud pressure of this
order are calculated. It is shown that the predicted behavior of linewidth
and mean density with radius are in good agreement with the observed
properties of dark clouds and high-latitude clouds. The pressure-bounded
clouds are also predicted to have an average value of N(H 2 )/ leo which
is very similar to the observed value.

Such a relation has generally been

considered to be a consequence of self-gravitating, 'virialized' clouds.
In chapter 6 I address the question of the 'efficiency' of star formation,

that is, the fraction of gas formed into stars per unit mass of gas in a starforming episode, and whether it has in fact been measured in other galaxies.
The answer to the latter question appears to be an unequivocal 'no'.

A

careful analysis of the CO and 170j.Lm emission from the galaxies NGC 6946
and M51 has been made.

There is no doubt that the far-infrared emission

in these two galaxies must be arising from dust associated with molecular
clouds, a result which is in disagreement with a number of models for the
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far-infrared emission from the Galaxy. If the dust-to-gas ratio increases with
increasing metallicity, then modest increases in the temperatures of molecular
clouds with decreasing radial distance are necessary to explain the constancy
of the ratio of 170p,m luminosity to CO luminosity. Conditions in the nuclei
are likely to be more extreme.

Because the far-infrared data of NGC 6946

and M51 used for this part of the analysis provide information at only
two wavelengths, a different data set is used for a study of the far-infrared
and molecular emission from a sample of galactic nuclei. By fitting two
components-a cool cloud component, assumed to be represented by clouds
with properties derived from analysis of the disks of NGC 6946 and M51, and
a warm cloud component, presumably representing very active star-forming
clouds-to the infrared and CO data, it is shown that a significant fraction,
of the order of 50%, of the CO emission from the sample of galactic nuclei
must come from clouds with infrared to CO luminosity ratios typical of the
hottest, most actively star-forming clouds in the Milky Way. This conclusion
is reinforced by observations of 158p,m C II emission from some of these
nuclei: this emission comes from the hot interfaces between molecular clouds
and the ionized regions surrounding nearby massive stars. Models of these
'photodissociation' regions show that the amount of CO emission expected
to accompany the observed 158p,m emission dominates the CO emission seen
from these galaxies.
The final chapter revives an idea which appears to have been
forgotten.

If spiral density waves exist in galaxies and trigger star formation

with an efficiency that is independent of radius, the distribution of molecular
gas in a galaxy is predicted to evolve fairly rapidly into a very flat
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distribution, quite unlike the inferred quasi-exponential molecular gas profiles
obtained from CO observations, unless the efficiency of star formation is
much less than 1%. There are several possible ways to reconcile the observed
distributions with the hypothesis of spiral density wave-induced star formation.
Most of the rest of this chapter examines the constraints placed on star
formation histories by the presence of abundance gradients in galaxies.

A

popular model suggests that abundance gradients arise because only high mass
stars are formed in spiral arms-one version of the concept of bimodal star

formation.

This chapter shows that it is also possible to produce abundance

gradients provided that high mass stars form predominantly in spiral arms,
and not in the disk, even if low mass stars form in the arms as well.
The only reliable gas mass fraction for a galaxy besides the Milky Way is
contained in this chapter:

it is also shown that application of a standard

conversion factor to the observed CO emission from NGC 6946 implies that
the disk of this galaxy is 30% gas by mass at 1 kpc, a number that is almost
unquestionably too large, probably by a factor of three. The existence of
abundance gradients similar to that of NGC 6946 in other galaxies which
lack strong spiral structure suggests that the existence of abundance gradients
is controlled by some global parameter of galaxies other than spiral density
waves. This parameter is quite likely the mass distribution. If abundance
gradients are not produced by some dynamic process occurring during galaxy
formation, then it appears to be necessary to have a radial gradient in
the initial mass function to explain them.

The presence of such a gradient

implies that the fraction of gas which is permanently transformed into starsthe net star formation effic£ency-is a function of radius.

The available data
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on star formation and gas mass in NGC 6946 then imply that the efficiency
of star formation must increase with radius.

NGC 6946 is certainly forming

stars at a considerably larger rate than the Milky Way; however, this may
be related to a higher gas mass fraction in the disk (10% versus 5% for the
Galaxy), rather than to an increase in the absolute amount of molecular gas.
What next?

Observational data on many aspects of galaxies are still

very inadequate. Much more information on the properties of the molecular
cloud ensembles in galaxies are needed. Information on temperature variations
can be obtained by observing higher-level transitions of CO. Virtually no
data exist on densities of clouds in other galaxies: this can be obtained
by using molecules such as CS, which require high densities for excitation,
although the observations will be difficult and time-consuming. The analysis
of chapter 6 demonstrates that comparison of CO observations with farinfrared observations made with comparable resolution can be very fruitful,
but much more data at multiple wavelengths is necessary. In addition, the
properties of dust at far-infrared wavelengths are still quite uncertain, which
introduces uncertainty into the interpretation of the far-infrared emission.
Abundances in galaxies are still very poorly known, as the best-studied
galaxies typically have less than a dozen H II regions for which abundances
have actually been measured.
There is also much work to be done theoretically. Our understanding
of the interaction of molecular clouds with spiral density waves is still
very poor, to the extent that it is not certain whether inter arm clouds
represent the source material for giant molecular clouds in arms, or the
debris from their self-destruction by formation of massive stars.

We still
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don't really understand the stability of giant molecular clouds, or what
determines the rate and quantity of stars they form. Much more detailed
models of molecular clouds are necessary: presumably cloud chemistry can
offer important constraints on cloud parameters, once we understand it.
Models of the effect of intense radiation fields on clouds are crucial to
our understanding of the physics and survival of molecular gas in actively
star-forming regions.

Scarcely any work has been done on the large-scale

distribution of molecular material in galaxies: this must play an importantand perhaps crucial-role in the dynamics and stability of galactic disks.
Lest I close on an overly pessimistic note, by pointing out everything
that we don't know, I should point out that, although our understanding of
the global properties and dynamics of the interstellar medium in galaxies is
still very incomplete, we are far more knowledgeable than we were a decade
ago. The expansion of our observing capacity into the submillimeter and
far-infrared portions of the spectrum offers great promise for increasing the
observational data on conditions in the ISM in both the Milky Way and other
galaxies. Hopefully these two domains-the Galactic and the extragalacticcan be combined in a complementary manner to provide us with a coherent
physical picture of the interstellar medium in galaxies.
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APPENDIX A
STABILITY OF NEGATIVE-INDEX POLYTROPES
WITH CONSTANT CENTRAL TEMPERATURES

The general properties of negative-index poly tropes are extensively
discussed by Viala and Horedt (1974a,b). In their second paper, Viala and
Horedt discuss the stability of negative-index poly tropes, and demonstrate
that they are unstable for values of the dimensionless radius € in excess
of a critical value which is a function of the polytropic index, n.

Here I

consider the stability of such poly tropes to external perturbations, under the
constraint that their central temperatures remain constant.
It is easy to see that a polytropic gas sphere will be unstable if

(oP joV)o is positive, where the subscript 0 denotes that the derivative

IS

evaluated at the boundary of the poly trope. If an external perturbation
such as an increase in the bounding pressure is applied to such a poly trope,
the corresponding decrease in the volume of the sphere will result in a
further decrease in the surface pressure, with the result that the poly trope
will contract still further.

We wish to derive an expression for (0 P j aV) 0

applicable to a poly trope undergoing such a perturbation, which can then be
evaluated to determine its stability according to this criterion.
Following Bonnor (1958), we will consider a spherical mass of gas
III

equilibrium, with density p(r) and pressure P(r) at radius r.

The gas
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is assumed to have spherical symmetry, so that the equation of hydrostatic
equilibrium is

dP(r) __ ( ) GM(T)
-

dT

Pr

where M(r) is the mass inside radius r.

T

(A.1)

2

Assuming that the gas is polytropic,

it will obey the equation of state

(A.2)
Since we are requiring the central temperature of the cloud to stay constant,
the polytropic constant K is not invariant if the sphere is subjected to an
external perturbation, since
K

=

RT. -l/n
cPc

(A.3)

J1,

where Pc
and

J1,

IS

the central density of the poly trope, R

IS

the gas constant,

is the molecular weight of the gas. Along the equilibrium sequence

of constant K, Tc must decrease as the central density increases, and vice
versa.

We therefore define a new constant K'

= RTc/ J1"

so that the polytropic

equation of state under the restriction of constant Tc is

(AA)
Imagine a sphere with radius

TO

concentric with the poly trope boundary.

mayor may not be be coincident with the radius of the poly trope.
sphere contains a mass of gas M.
amount, subject to the constraints

1) M stays constant;

We will allow

TO

TO

This

to vary by a small
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2) Equation (A.I) remains satisfied throughout;
3) Equation (AA) is satisfied during the variation.
We will also assume that the pressure at the new value of ro is that
appropriate for equilibrium.

e are

The usual polytropic variables 0 and

introduced through the

formulae

e=r/a

(A.5)

11(1 + n) ]1/2
a = [ - 471'Gp~I-l/n)

(A.6)

where

Since a will not be wnstant as the sphere is perturbed, we will define the
new variable
=

[_K(I+n)]1 /2
471'G

"I

(A.7)

then

(A.S)
The structure of a poly trope is determined by the solution to the Lane-Emden
equatz'on of z'ndex n,

dO]
e21 ded [ e2 de

n

= 0 ;

(A.9)

O( e) is also constrained to satisfy
O{O)

= 1;

dO(O)

de=O'

(A.lO)

The mass of the poly trope within radius ro can then be written as

(A.n)
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(Viala and Horedt 1974b) where the subscript 0 refers to the values at r = ro
(and thus e = eo).

Since the mass must remain constant,

oM = 0 =

47r,,/8 p -;1/2

- 2 7r 1

3

d~

[e ~~]

p-;3/2 e6

0 oeo

(~~)

0

OPe'

(A.12)

Using (A.S) and (A.8) we can express 0 eo as
(A.13)
Substituting (A.13) into (A.12) and simplifying the resulting expression using
(A.9) and (A.l1) yields
(A.14)
where Po

= p(eo).

noting that

,,/2

(A.14) can be solved for

= a 2 Pc,

TO

and further simplified by

so that
(A.15)

We now need an expression for oPo. As noted above, under the
constraint of Te = constant we must write the polytropic equation of state
in the form (A.4), so that

oP

= K'( _l/n)p-;l/n-l p(l+l/n) OPe
+ K'p;l/n(l + l/n)pl/nop
P
P
= (-lin) -OPe + (1 + lin) -op.
Pc

(A.16)

P

Hence

oP
oPe
op
-P = (-l/n)- + (1 + l/n)-.
Pc

P

(A.17)
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Using the defining equation (A.S) for 0, we can expand the term bp as

bp = bPeon

+ PenOn-lbO,

so that

(A.18)
Substituting into (A.17),

bP
P

= bpe + "3:. bO.

(A.19)

0

Pe

An expression for bOo = (dO/de)o beo can be obtained from (A.11) and (A.13),
which after simplifying as in (A.IS) is

bOo =

M
2 2
471"1' r 0

broro

M

+ 871"1' 2 roPe bpe.

(A.20)

Putting this expression for bOo into (A.19) and using equation (A. IS) for

bro, we obtain after some algebra

(A.21)
This is nearly the desired expression; we merely have to arrange it
into a more convenient form.

If we divide by 471"1'2 r6 , then the right-hand

side becomes

871" r 5Po

+ (n + 1) (pc) lin
Po

Making use of the definitions of I' and

K',

M: 2
471"1' TO

•

the second term on the RHS

may be written as _(GM2/Por'6)po, and so the RHS can be written

The term m parentheses on the LHS may be rearranged as
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so that (A.21) becomes

GM2)

1
1 oPo
2 ( - 8rrPor~
Po oro = ro ( M
-

1)

4rrrg Po

which,

In

(A.22)

the limit of infinitesimal oPo, oro becomes
2 Po ( 1 -

8P)
(

a;:

0

8;f;!:~)

= -3~ (1-~)
3Vo Po

where we have also made use of Vo

(A.23)

= (471" /3)r5.

From the chain rule,

(~~) = (~~) (:~)
= (8P) (~) 1/3 ~v.-2/3 .
8r

Also ro

13
= (~)
1/3 v. /
4rr
0'

471"

3

0

(A.24)

and so

8P)
(
8V 0

= _ ~ Po

(

1

GM2)

- 8rrPor~
~)

3Vo (1 _

(A.25)

3Vo Po

Note that all explicit dependence on the polytropic index has been lost.
Stability
In order for poly tropes with constant Tc to be unstable, the term

( 1-~)
3Vo Po
must be less than zero.

Thus if the numerator is positive, the denominator

must be negative, and vice versa.

Does this occur for any values of

e
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To determine whether these poly tropes are stable or not, we must
examine the behavior of the terms M/47rT5Po and M/3VoPo as functions of
for different values of the polytropic index. Consider first M /3Vopo.
write the mass of the poly trope as M

= VoP,

e

We can

where p is the volume-averaged

density. Using (A.7) and (A.H) one can show that
(A.26)
Thus we can write

M
p
---3VoPo
3po
PcOb
=-poeo

=~
0

(A.27)

eo 8

usmg (A.5), the definition of O.
The maximum value of Obi eoO(J can be evaluated from the tables of
Viala and Horedt (1974a); it increases with increasing

Inl,

but is less than

unity for all n. Thus in order for any of these poly tropes to be unstable,
we must have

M
> 1.
47rToPo

--:3:----

(A.28)

Again writing M = VoP, we can write M /47rT5Po as

M
GMp
47rT5Po = 6POTo .
We want to eliminate M, Po, and

TO

from this equation.

(A.29)
Using (A.4),

(A.8), (A.ll), (A.7), and (A.26)' we can express M/47rT5Po in terms of the
polytropic variables as

(1

+ n) (Ob)2
20~+1

(A.3D)
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and so negative-index poly tropes with constant Tc will be unstable only if
_ (1

+2
n) (0,)2 O-(n+l) > 1
00
.

(A.31)

Once agam we can use the tables of Viala and Horedt (1974a) to
evaluate these functions.

It is simplest to write

(Oh)2

-2

- - > -;----:0~+1

(n + 1) ,

(A.32)

so that for the various values of n, the critical values of (Oh) 2 / O~+ 1 are
given below:
n

Although [(Oh)2

JnJ,

the criterion

[(Oh)2 /O~+lL

-1.5

4

-2.0

2

-3.0

1

-4.0

2/3

-5.0

1/2

-10.

2/9

/0~+1] gets closer to the critical value with increasing

(A.32)

is never satisfied. Therefore t.he sequences of

poly tropes with constant Tc are unconditionally stable to perturbations m
external pressure of the type described at the being of the Appendix.
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APPENDIX B
DERIVATION OF OXYGEN ABUNDANCES

The existence of radial gradients in the ratios of the intensities
of forbidden lines (such as [0 III] A 5007 and [N II] AA 6548, 6584) to
recombination lines (e.g., Ha and H,8) was established by Aller (1942), who
suggested that this was a result of increasing temperature of the ionizing
stars with radius. With more data, Searle (1971) interpreted the emission-line
gradients as arising primarily from gradients in the abundances of oxygen and
nitrogen with respect to hydrogen. Because the ratio of forbidden lines to
recombination lines is very sensitive to electron temperature, it is necessary to
measure the intensities of lines that are diagnostic of the electron temperature,
such as [0 III] A 4363, in order to correctly derive abundances. The suggestion
of Searle has been largely confirmed, and although it is recognized that
variations in the temperature of the ionizing radiation field with radius do
exist, the existence of radial abundance variations is now well established
(Shields and Searle 1978; Pagel and Edmunds 1980; McCall 1982; Edmunds
and Pagel 1984).
Unfortunately, at high abundances (and thus low excitation, since
the efficient cooling provided by large heavy element abundances leads to
low electron temperatures), lines such as [0 III] A 4363 are far too weak to
be measured. Therefore various authors have attempted to use strong line
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ratios to estimate oxygen abundances in H II regions for which temperaturesensitive lines cannot be observed. This procedure was first used by Jensen,
Strom and Strom (1976) in the form of a qualitative ranking, based on

[0 III] >. ~007 /H(3. A widely used calibration, based on observations and
models for high-abundance H II regions, was proposed by Pagel et al. 1979,
and extended by Pagel, Edmunds and Smith (1980).

This calibration is

given in Table Bl. More recent models have been constructed by Stasinka
(1980) and McCall (1982). These newer results suggest that the Pagel,
Edmunds and Smith calibration produces oxygen abundances that are too
high at the low-excitation end. McCall, Rybski and Shields (1985) therefore
proposed a revised calibration of the ([0 II]+[O III])/H(3 relation, which
is listed in table B2. However, this gives oxygen abundances that are
systematically high (although within the uncertainties) at the high-excitation
end. I have therefore made a compromise similar to that of Edmunds and
Pagel (1984), and adopted the McCall, Rybski and Shields calibration for
log([O II]+[O III])/H(3 < 0.20, and the Pagel, Edmunds and Smith calibration
for log([O II]+[O III])/H(3 2: 0.20.
Table B3 lists the observed line ratios for NGC 6946, from the data
of McCall, Rybski and Shields, and the oxygen abundances derived using the
adopted calibration. Table B4 gives these quantities for M51, where the line
strength data is from Smith (1975) and McCall, Rybski and Shields (1985).
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Table BI
Empirical Calibration of Pagel, Edmunds and Smith (1980)
log([O II]+[O IIIJ)/H,8

12

+

log[OJ/[H]
9.68
9.60
9.46
9.36
9.25
9.13
8.98
8.83
8.69
8.54
8.39
8.25
8.11
8.05

-0.25
-0.15
0.00
0.10
0.20
0.30
0.40
0.50
0.60
0.70
0.80
0.90
1.00
1.10

Table B2
Empirical Calibration of McCall, Rybski and Shields (1985)

log([O II]+[O III])/H,B
-0.41
-0.15
0.18
0.37
0.51
0.64
0.71
0.77
0.81
0.87
0.94
0.99

12

+ log[Ol/[Hj
9.45
9.38
9.28
9.20
9.11
9.04
8.95
8.84
8.72
8.53
8.32
8.15
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Table B3
O/H Abundances in NCG 6946

R
(Kpc)
3.70
4.52
7.32
10.2
10.9
13.1
14.6

log([O II]+[O IIIJ)/Hj1

0.240 ±
0.224 ±
0.309 ±
0.738 ±
0.515 ±
0.484 ±
0.623 ±

12 + log[O]/[H]

.054
.083
.069
.024
.040
.062
.024

9.21
9.23
9.12
8.48
8.81
8.85
8.66

Table B4
o/H Abundances in M51
R
(Kpc)

log([O II]+[O III])/Hj1

12 + log[O]/[H]

2.84
5.80
10.9
14.1
2.23
7.29
11.5

-0.349 a ± .062
-0.227a ± .053
0.458 a ± .091
0.563 a ± .050
-0.28 b ± .140
0.12c ± .060
0.45 d ± .140

9.43
9.39
8.89
8.74
9.41
9.33
8.90

a McCall, Rybski and Shields (1985)
b Smith (1975): average of 4 H II regions with R = 1.6 - 2.9
kpc; log[O IIIl!Hj1 < -1.0
c Smith (1975): average of 8 H II regions with R = 6.3 - 8.2
kpc; log[O IIIl/Hj1 particularly uncertain
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APPENDIX C
CIRCUMVENTION
First I would like to thank Hal Larson, who has served as my
academic advisor for the last four years and who, but for the impenetrable
bureaucracy of the Graduate College, would have served as Chairman of my
Committee on the occasion of its final meeting, as well as the previous ones.
His support and belief in the value of interdisciplinary theses in a Department
as diverse as this one was very important, and I am very grateful.

Long

may the KAO fly.
Next, and most importantly, I would like to thank John Black, who
has served as my thesis advisor. John has been an endless source of ideas,
enthusiasm, and support throughout the past four years. I have never been
afraid to walk into his office and bounce even my looniest ideas off of him,
and he usually has a better idea of what I'm talking about than I do.
John suggested my thesis topic, and this whole tome has benefitted from his
criticisms (especially regarding use of the word "ubiquitousness" ).

I hope

he'll forgive me for making him read all 300+ pages of it.
Charlie Lada (it rhymes with protostah) still remains the only person
with whom I have had a violent argument about radiative transfer.

One of

the advantages of taking the seven-year plan of graduate school is that you
get to work on things besides your thesis, such as finding (7)

protostars.

Working with Charlie has been enjoyable and has reminded me what a
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Boston accent sounds like. I'd like to thanlt Erick Young for a careful
reading of Chapter 6, as well as for countless discussions of infrared emission
from galaxies, which have greatly improved my understanding of the subject.
John Lewis provided several months of financial (and emotional) support at
a crucial time.
Because he deserves a paragraph of his own, I would here like to thank
Harley Thronson. I think more than any other member of the astronomical
community not currently under restraint, Harley has grasped the sense of the
absurd that is often conveyed by our picture of the universe. Collaborating
with Harley has always been entertaining as well as thought-provoking, and
a lot of the ideas in this thesis have benefitted from his insightful comments.
Along with most of the other people mentioned here, Harley has demonstrated
to me that you don't have to be a narrow-minded, megalomaniacal social
misfit to be a scientist.
For teaching excellence, I would like to mention Bob Brown and
Bob Williams, who profoundly influenced my graduate career, and, from
times past, Ray Whitehouse, Larry Osborne, Roland Small, and Bob Cotto,
gentlemen and scholars all.
There are a whole load of other people, scientists and otherwise, who
deserve mention. In no particular order: Marc and Joanie Buie, Madman
Bill MacKinnon, who made viewing "Conan" the experience it was, Mark
(what could I say that's printable?)

Sykes, party animals Chris and Connie

Walker, who aside from being really swell people showed me that it is
possible-but not enjoyable-to drive to Wyoming, Dave Grinspoon, for
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several jam sessions as well as for being, well, Dave Grinspoon, Carolyn
Porco, for many bike rides (but none b~' moonlight), Cindy (with a C)
Cunningham, Bill Merline, Mike Williams, who so enjoys working on my
TR6 that he bought one for himself, "Big John" and Nancy Wacker, Bill
(what a guy) and Diane Latter, Ian Gatley, Ron Mastaler, John Wood,
Karen Denomy, Mike Margulis, Barry Rice, Pat Hartigan, Grace Wolf, Kent
Wells, Doug Hilton, with whom I once investigated the effect of massive
quantities of Peppermint Schnapps on the human body, Bob (the other Bob)
Brown, Walt Kailey, for several discussions and for providing me with results
from his population modelling code, and Bill Musielak.
Deserving of special mention: Dean Dunlavey, my roommate for three
years and hands-down the craziest person I know (well, at least that I didn't
go to high school with), Joe Gori and Bill Wildes (who I did go to high
school with), Dennis Kennedy, Alain (nobody pronounces my first name
correctly) Porter, and my overpaid brother Peter.

Graduate school wouldn't

have been the same without Steve Pearce, the only person who has seen

The Terminator almost as many times as I have. I don't know what to
say, Steve, except: thanks.

I would like to thank cinematic geniuses Ridley

Scott, James Cameron, and Peter Weir, who have provided me with hundreds
of hours of film-viewing pleasure during the last seven years.
Finally, I would like to thank the rest of my family, my parents for
their unending support, and Mary Ellen Byers, who for some reason has put
up with me for the last six years, and helped me retain what little bit of
sanity I have left. To them this work is dedicated.
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